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ABSTRACT
Hydrodynamic and Thermal Effects of Sub-Critical Heating
on Superhydrophobic Surfaces and Microchannels
Adam M. Cowley
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
This dissertation focuses on the effects of heating on superhydrophobic (SHPo) surfaces.
The work is divided into two main categories: heat transfer without mass transfer and heat transfer
in conjunction with mass transfer. Numerical methods are used to explore the prior while experimental methods are utilized for the latter.
The numerical work explores convective heat transfer in SHPo parallel plate microchannels and is separated into two stand-alone chapters that have been published archivally. The first
considers surfaces with a rib/cavity structure and the second considers surfaces patterned with a
square lattice of square posts. Laminar, fully developed, steady flow with constant fluid properties
is considered where the tops of the ribs and posts are maintained at a constant heat flux boundary
condition and the gas/liquid interfaces are assumed to be adiabatic. For both surface configurations the overall convective heat transfer is reduced. Results are presented in the form of average
Nusselt number as well as apparent temperature jump length (thermal slip length). The heat transfer reduction is magnified by increasing cavity fraction, decreasing Peclet number, and decreasing
channel size relative to the micro-structure spacing. Axial fluid conduction is found to be substantial at high Peclet numbers where it is classically neglected. The parameter regimes where prior
analytical works found in the literature are valid are delineated.
The experimental work is divided into two stand-alone chapters with one considering
chan-nel flow and the other a pool scenario. The channel work considers high aspect ratio
microchannels with one heated SHPo wall. If water saturated with dissolved air is used, the airfilled cavities of SHPo surfaces act as nucleation sites for mass transfer. As the water heats it
becomes supersatu-rated and air can effervesce onto the SHPo surface forming bubbles that
align to the underlying micro-structure if the cavities are comprised of closed cells. The large
bubbles increase drag in the channel and reduce heat transfer. Once the bubbles grow large
enough, they are expelled from the channel and the nucleation and growth cycle begins again.
The pool work considers submerged, heated SHPo surfaces such that the nucleation behavior
can be explored in the absence of forced fluid flow. The surface is maintained at a constant
temperature and a range of temperatures (40 – 90 oC) are explored. Similar nucleation behavior to
that of the microchannels is observed; however, the bubbles are not expelled. Natural convection
coefficients are computed. The surfaces with the greatest amount of nucleation show a
significant reduction in convection coefficient, relative to a smooth hydrophilic surface, due to
the insulating bubble layer.
Keywords: superhydrophobic, heat transfer, mass transfer, drag reduction, hydrodynamic
slip length, temperature jump length, microchannel, bubble nucleation
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Interactions between fluids and solids are such commonplace occurrences that they are
often given little thought; such as raindrops pattering against a window, water flowing out of a
kitchen sink faucet, or small air bubbles forming in a heated pot of water. While seemingly simple,
these everyday examples illustrate some of the main physical phenomena that are manifest and
studied throughout this dissertation.
Whether or not the raindrops adhere to the window will largely be governed by surface tension. Surface tension is a result of the intermolecular forces that cause individual liquid molecules
to be attracted to one another. For example, water molecules are more attracted to one another
rather than air, and as a result, water drops pull themselves into a spherical shape to minimize
their surface area and consequently the number of water molecules that have to be in contact with
air. However, water molecules are more attracted to a clean glass surface than each other and will
“stick” to such a surface and spread out to maximize contact with it. Other surfaces, such as those
found on “non-stick” cookware are less attractive to water and allow the water to leave the surface
more easily.
Pressure is required to make water flow out of the kitchen sink faucet because of frictional
drag. The same intermolecular attractions that give rise to surface tension also cause a fluid to
resist motion. A fluid’s viscosity is a measure of how much that fluid resists motion by shear force.
Since all fluids have a non-zero viscosity, a force is required to push fluids through pipes. This
force is typically achieved by pressurizing the system or elevating a reservoir such that gravity
can drive the flow. If the reader has ever had the displeasure of using a shower with “bad water
pressure”, then they have witnessed a case where the driving force wasn’t quite strong enough for
that particular plumbing system.
Many gases can be dissolved in liquids. A commonly encountered example occurs in soft
drinks where carbon dioxide is dissolved in water to make the base ingredient (i.e. carbonated
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water) which gives them their “sparkling” effect. Other gases can be dissolved in water including
those found in air. Heated water can hold less air and as such the air will come out of solution if
it has a place to go. This in why a heated pot of water has air bubbles forming on the walls even
before it is hot enough to boil; the air comes out of solution in the water and forms bubbles on small
defects on the pot walls called nucleation sites. Interestingly, if the pot has a “non-stick” coating,
then it will likely have more bubbles growing on it because it will have more active nucleation
sites.
This work focuses on a unique type of surface that leverages the principles of surface
tension to become extremely water repellent or “superhydrophobic,” and how such surfaces affect
frictional drag and bubble nucleation when heated. Mainly, this dissertation looks at heat transfer
for superhydrophobic surfaces in channel flow. In the course of this dissertation it will also be
shown that the mass transport and nucleation of air is a critical factor when considering submerged
superhydrophobic surfaces that are heated.

1.1

Background
In this section a brief introduction to superhydrophobic surfaces, channel flow, heat transfer

and mass transport will be given to provide a basic framework for the rest of this dissertation. A
more in depth review of the current state of the literature will then be given in Section 1.2.

1.1.1

Superhydrophobic Surfaces
Superhydrophobic (SHPo) surfaces are characterized by their unique ability to repel wa-

ter. In fact, water can readily roll off of a SHPo surface that is angled just a few degrees. A
common metric to gauge the wettability of a surface (i.e. the propensity for a liquid to stick to it)
is the apparent contact angle (θ ) that a sessile liquid droplet makes with the surface. Figure 1.1
shows the difference between the three surface types referred to in this dissertation. In panel (a) a
smooth hydrophilic (HPi) surface is depicted which has a contact angle less than 90◦ . Examples
of HPi surfaces include clean glass and bare silicon wafers. In panel (b) a hydrophobic (HPo)
surface is shown which has a contact angle of greater than 90◦ . A surface can be either intrinsically hydrophobic or be coated with a thin hydrophobic chemical coating and exhibit hydrophobic
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θ < 90°

90° ≤ θ < 145°

(a)

θ ≥ 145°

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.1: (a) Hydrophilic, (b) Hydrophobic, (c) Superhydrophobic

Figure 1.2: Droplet on a rib/cavity structured superhydrophobic surface. Droplet diameter is ≈ 2
mm.

performance. Non-stick cookware is a common item that is coated and rendered hydrophobic.
A SHPo surface is depicted in panel (c) and can exhibit contact angles in excess of nominally
145◦ [1]. The unique behavior of SHPo surfaces is achieved through a combination of nano/microscale texturing and a chemically hydrophobic coating. When water rests on a SHPo surface it
will be in contact with the tops of the texturing and not penetrate down into the cavities between
the texturing because of the hydrophobic coating (see panel (c) of Fig. 1.1). When the water is
suspended on the features it is said to be in the non-wetting or Cassie-Baxter state [2].
Superhydrophobic surfaces can be fabricated by numerous techniques. The texturing on
SHPo surfaces can be either random or structured and the size can be on the nano-scale, microscale or a combination of both. In this work structured SHPo surfaces with micro-scale features
are considered (see Fig. 1.2).
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1.1.2

Channel Flow
The flow of fluid through a channel is governed by the Navier-Stokes and continuity equa-

tions. When considering a steady incompressible laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid that is driven
by a pressure gradient, these equations can be simplified to the following respective forms
ρ(~V · ∇~V ) = −∇p + µ∇2~V

(1.1)

∇ · ~V = 0

(1.2)

where ρ is the fluid density, ~V is the fluid velocity vector, p is pressure, and µ is the dynamic
fluid viscosity. Equation (1.1) is a non-linear partial differential equation and is frequently not
analytically tractable. However, for fully-developed flow through simple channel cross-sections
such as circular pipes or rectangular ducts, (1.1) can be further simplified and solved exactly.
Solutions for various cross-sections have been obtained and are reported in the form of the friction
factor-Reynolds number product ( f Re) where f is the Darcy friction factor1 and Re is the Reynolds
number based on the channel hydraulic diameter; the Reynolds number is defined as ρ V̄ Dh /µ
where V̄ is the average fluid velocity and Dh is the channel hydraulic diameter, which is defined
as 4Ac /Pw where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the channel and Pw is the wetted perimeter. The
friction factor ( f ) is an indicator of how much frictional drag exists in a channel and consequently
how much a fluid resists being forced through a channel. Therefore, knowing f Re allows for the
prediction of how much pressure will be required to drive flow through a channel at a desired flow
rate. Interestingly, for fully-developed laminar flow, f Re is a constant for each different channel
cross-section. For turbulent flow, f Re is found empirically and is dependent on Re as well as the
roughness of the channel.
Classically, the no-slip boundary condition is applied at the channel wall when solving
(1.1), meaning the fluid velocity must match the velocity of the channel wall. In the typical case
of a stationary channel, this means that ~V must be zero where it comes in contact with the channel
1 If

the Darcy friction factor is replaced by the Fanning friction factor (which is simply f /4) then f Re is referred to
as the Poiseuille number.
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wall. When SHPo surfaces are used, the no-slip condition is relaxed and a reduction in f Re and
frictional drag can occur (see Section 1.2.1).

1.1.3

Heat Transfer
The most basic law that governs the transfer of heat in a conducting medium is Fourier’s

Law
q00 = −k∇T

(1.3)

where q00 is heat flux, k is thermal conductivity, and T is the temperature of the medium. This law
simply states that the transfer of heat will be proportional to the conductivity of the medium and
the magnitude of the gradient and will be in the direction of the negative gradient (i.e. from hot to
cold).
For a fluid flowing in a heated channel, heat is also transported by the bulk motion or
advection of the fluid. Newton’s Law of Cooling is typically employed to describe this behavior
q00 = h(Ts − Tm )

(1.4)

where Ts is the surface temperature of the heated channel, Tm is the bulk or mixed-mean temperature of the flowing fluid and h is the local convection coefficient2 which accounts for the aggregate
transport mechanisms of conduction and advection. The convection coefficient can vary with channel location if the flow is still developing and also depends on the heating condition of the channel
wall (i.e. constant temperature, constant heat flux, etc.).
Typically the convection coefficient is non-dimensionalized as Nu = hDh /k f where k f is
the thermal conductivity of the fluid and Nu is referred to as the Nusselt number. Essentially, the
Nusselt number compares the ratio of heat transfer due to convection to that due to pure conduction.
Similar to f Re, Nu can be analytically determined for steady fully-developed laminar channel
2 Note

that (1.4) can be defined for many different scenarios, i.e. external flows or buoyancy driven flows over
various geometries and for the laminar, turbulent or mixed regimes. As a result, many different convection coefficients
exist and each must be used for the specific scenario it was calculated for and with the appropriate definition of
Newton’s Law of Cooling to be of use.
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flows in certain geometries. The effect of SHPo surfaces on Nu and convective heat transfer will
be reviewed in Section 1.2.2.

1.1.4

Mass Transfer
Similar to heat transfer, mass transfer via diffusion for a binary system is governed by a

simple law known as Fick’s Law
NA00 = −DAB ∇CA

(1.5)

where NA00 is the molar flux of species A, DAB is the binary diffusion coefficient of species A in
substance B, and CA is the molar concentration of species A [3]. Equation (1.5) states that in a
binary mixture the transfer of mass A will be proportional to a diffusion coefficient and the magnitude of the gradient and in the direction of the negative gradient (i.e. from a high concentration to
a low concentration). In many cases the equations governing mass transfer are analogous to those
governing heat transfer and the solutions to heat transfer problems can be related to similar mass
transfer problems.
When species A is a gas and substance B is a liquid, Henry’s Law can be used to relate the
concentration of A dissolved in B to the partial pressure of A for dilute solutions and is presented
as
CA = H cp (T )pA

(1.6)

where H cp is the Henry’s Law solubility constant and pA is the partial pressure of gas A [4]. Note
that H cp is different for each gas/liquid system and is also dependent on temperature3 . For an
air/water system, water can hold a certain amount of each of the gases that comprise air, such as
nitrogen and oxygen. At a given pressure, water can hold less dissolved nitrogen and oxygen at
elevated temperatures. Therefore, if water is allowed to come to equilibrium with air and becomes
fully saturated with gases at a given temperature, then is subsequently heated, it will want to hold
less dissolved gases and thus becomes supersaturated. When a solution is supersaturated, the solute
gases can nucleate and form bubbles under certain conditions. The air filled cavities of structured
3 H cp

is also weakly dependent on pressure but this dependence is usually neglected up to pressures of 5 bars [3]
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SHPo surfaces act as ideal nucleation sites and promote bubble growth when a SHPo surface is
submerged in water that is supersaturated. Alternatively, if the water is undersaturated, it will
absorb the air from SHPo cavities and the SHPo surface will transition to a wetted state. The
transport of air on submerged SHPo surfaces will be reviewed in Section 1.2.3.

1.2

Literature Review and Motivation
This section will discuss the current state-of-the-art for SHPo surfaces with regards to drag

reduction in channel flows as well as the heat transfer and mass transfer on such surfaces. Additionally, the motivation for pursuing such research will be addressed throughout this section.

1.2.1

Drag Reduction in Superhydrophobic Channels
The pressure gradient required to drive flow through a channel scales inversely to the cubic

power of the channel spacing. Consequently, the pressure gradient necessary to drive fluid through
microchannels can become prohibitively large. Therefore, much research has been dedicated to
studying SHPo surfaces in laminar channel flow due to their potential to reduce frictional drag
(and consequently the required driving pressure) [5–19]. When a SHPo surface remains in a nonwetted state (see panel (c) of Fig. 1.1) much of the liquid is actually in contact with the gas filled
cavities rather than the solid. This non-wetted state can also exist during channel flow and is
illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 1.3 for flow through a parallel plate microchannel comprised of
rib/cavity structured SHPo surfaces oriented perpendicular to the flow direction. Here the meniscus
is assumed to be flat for convenience. Since the viscosity of the gas is typically much less than
that of the working liquid, the gas/liquid interfaces provide a reduced shear boundary condition as
opposed to the no-slip boundary condition that exists at the solid/liquid interfaces and the liquid can
have a non-zero velocity over the cavities. In the right panel of Fig. 1.3 the velocity profiles above
the middle of a gas/liquid and a solid/liquid interface are shown to illustrate this phenomenon. The
aggregate effect can be described by an apparent slip velocity at the wall and a reduction to the
overall wall shear stress and frictional drag in the channel. The aggregate velocity profile is also
shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Left panel: Illustration of a parallel plate microchannel comprised of rib/cavity structured SHPo walls where the ribs are perpendicular (transverse) to the flow direction. Right panel:
Graphical depiction of velocity profiles at various streamwise locations, the aggregate velocity
profile and the corresponding slip length. For reference, the velocity profile for a classical smooth
wall channel is also shown.

Using the aggregate velocity profile, Navier’s slip length [20] can be defined for SHPo surfaces and provides a convenient metric for describing the magnitude of slip which can occur on a
given SHPo surface. The Navier slip length is defined as the distance into the wall that the aggregate velocity profile must be extrapolated to reach zero velocity (i.e. regain the no-slip condition).
This can be seen graphically in the right panel of Fig. 1.3 and is represented mathematically as

us = b

du∗
dy

(1.7)
y=0

where us is the apparent slip velocity, b is the slip length, u∗ is the streamwise component of the
aggregate velocity profile and y is the wall-normal coordinate. The slip length is particularity useful
because it allows one to account for the hydrodynamic effect of a composite boundary condition
without having to model the complex alternating no-slip and reduced shear regions. As such,
many studies have focused on obtaining the slip length for a variety of mixed no-slip and shearfree surface patterns such as ribs parallel to the flow direction [5, 10, 21, 22] and ribs perpendicular
to the flow direction [5,10,21,22], as well as square lattices of circular posts [9,14,15], square posts
[9,11,14,15,23], circular holes [15], and square holes [11,15]. Some of these solutions are general
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the meniscus curvature for a rib/cavity structured superhydrophobic surface.

and not necessarily derived for SHPo surfaces, but they can often be applied to SHPo channels
exhibiting structures that correspond to the appropriate pattern. The slip length is primarily a
function of the feature spacing or pitch (w) and the cavity fraction (Fc ) which is defined as the ratio
of the projected gas/liquid interface to the entire projected composite interface. For a rib/cavity
structured surface the cavity fraction is simply wc /w where wc is the cavity width (see the left
panel of Fig. 1.3). In general, as w and Fc increase, b increases.
However, there is a physical limit to how large the cavity spacing can be before the fluid
will wet the SHPo surface and consequently cause it to lose its slip advantage. If the pressure of
the liquid is greater than that of the gas in a cavity, then the meniscus will be deformed down into
the cavity. This behavior is described by the Young-Laplace equation which balances the force
of surface tension with the pressure differential across the meniscus and is defined for a rib/cavity
surface as

P − Pg = 2σ sin(β )/wc

(1.8)

where, P is the pressure of the liquid, Pg is the pressure of the gas, σ is the surface tension of
the liquid/gas system, β is angle (relative to the flat top of the rib) that the meniscus is protruding
down into the gas cavity, and wc is the width of the gas/liquid interface [13, 16] (see Fig. 1.4).
If β = π − φ where φ is the contact angle of the liquid with the smooth substrate, then (1.8)
becomes the definition of the limiting Laplace pressure since any further increase in fluid pressure
will cause the meniscus to advance down into the cavity and the surface to transition to a wetted
state. Realistically, this limits the cavity size to the micro-scale or smaller for a stable non-wetting
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air/water system, which in turn limits the achievable slip lengths on SHPo surfaces to the the
micro-scale as well.
For symmetric parallel plate channels the slip length can readily be related to the friction
factor-Reynolds product by [7]

f Re =

96
6(b/H) + 1

(1.9)

When the slip length is zero (i.e. a smooth surface) the classical value of 96 is obtained. Note
the important implication of (1.9): if the channel spacing (H) is much greater than the slip length,
then no appreciable difference to f Re or drag reduction will be seen (i.e. f Re → 96). As discussed
previously, slip lengths are mechanically limited to the micro-scale and therefore H cannot be
substantially larger than the millimeter range if a significant drag reduction is to be observed.
Additional studies have also looked at how the meniscus curvature [12, 17, 19], the finite
viscosity of the gas cavities [7, 8], inertial effects [7, 11, 13], Marangoni effects [24] and confinement effects in a channel [10, 11] alter the slip length. Also, it should be mentioned that turbulent
flow in SHPo channels is an area of interest due to potential drag reduction [16, 25–27].
As a final note, the study of SHPo surfaces is not limited to channel flow. In fact, many
studies have focused on topics such as droplet dynamics [28–34] and jet impingement [35–38] on
SHPo surfaces. However, these topics are beyond the scope of this dissertation.

1.2.2

Heat Transfer on Superhydrophobic Surfaces
The trapped gas cavities on SHPo surfaces also have implications for heat transfer. If

the solid substrate has a high thermal conductivity, then in relation the gas cavities will act as
insulating regions due to the low thermal conductivity of gases; because of this, SHPo surfaces
tend to reduce heat transfer in general. Hays et al. showed that droplets on heated SHPo surfaces
took substantially longer to evaporate than droplets on a similar hydrophilic surface and that the
Nusselt number was decreased for the SHPo surfaces by about 35% at the largest cavity fraction
explored [39].
Of primary interest in this dissertation is the effect of SHPo surfaces on convective heat
transfer in channel flow. As discussed previously, SHPo surfaces can reduce drag in micro-scale
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channels and have potential uses in various micro-scale devices such as heat exchangers, biomedical devices, lab-on-chip devices, etc. Temperature often is a critical factor in such micro-scale
devices and the heat transfer needs to be characterized to predict the temperatures of these devices.
Characterizing the heat transfer and its effects in SHPo microchannels is the primary goal of this
dissertation.
Maynes et al. performed one of the first studies on heat transfer in a parallel plate SHPo
microchannel [40]. They numerically looked at flow over a rib/cavity structured surface that was
oriented perpendicular to the flow direction. The substrate walls were maintained at a constant
temperature and water was the working fluid. The meniscus was assumed to be flat and the cavities
were filled with air. Their results showed that the heat flux through the solid/liquid interface was
orders of magnitude greater than that through the air cavities. Overall, the average Nusselt number
was reduced when compared to a classical smooth channel for all the SHPo cases. The average
Nusselt number was reduced more when the cavity fraction was large and when the pitch was
nearer to the channel hydraulic diameter (i.e. w/Dh was large). For convenience, the ratio of
the pitch to the channel hydraulic diameter will be referred to as the relative module length (Wm =
w/Dh ) in this discussion. Maynes et al. also showed that when the Reynolds number was increased
that the reduction in Nusselt number was lessened [40].
In a separate work by Maynes and Crockett the thermal transport in SHPo microchannels
with a rib/cavity structure oriented parallel to the flow was analytically explored [41]. The ribs
were considered to have a constant heat flux boundary condition and the meniscus was assumed to
be flat and adiabatic. They also found that SHPo surfaces reduced the Nusselt number and that the
reduction was greater for larger cavity fractions and relative module lengths. For the parallel rib
case, increasing Peclet number had no effect on the Nusselt number; the Peclet number is defined
as (Pe = RePr) where Pr = ν/α, with ν being the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (µ/ρ) and α the
thermal diffusivity of the fluid. Another study by Maynes et al. semi-analytically looked at developing flow in a parallel plate microchannel comprised of perpendicular ribs maintained at a constant
heat flux boundary condition [42]. Their study neglected the effects of axial fluid conduction and
assumed the meniscus to be flat and adiabatic. They found that the local Nusselt number was much
greater than a classical smooth channel over the ribs, but the average Nusselt number was less than
a classical channel. Chapter 2 of this dissertation extends the work of Maynes et al. [42] to in11

clude axial fluid conduction using numerical methods. Enright et al. analytically/semi-analytically
looked at the thermal transport for parallel ribs, perpendicular ribs, and a square lattice of posts
for both a constant heat flux and constant temperature heating condition [23]. They assumed the
meniscus to be flat and considered a Stokes flow scenario in a semi-infinite domain. Cheng et
al. numerically examined a square lattice of square posts and square holes, as well as both perpendicular and parallel ribs where the substrate was maintained at a constant temperature [43]. They
only look at one relative module length though. Moreira and Bandaru alternatively use an effective
medium approach to account for the differing thermal conductivities of the gas and solid regions,
as well as the actual size of the substrate below the surface features for perpendicular ribs in parallel plate channel flow [44]. Rosengarten et al. performed one of the only experimental studies
for heat transfer in a laminar SHPo channel [45]. Their channel was made of PDMS (low thermal
conductivity) and they found the heat transfer was reduced.
The common finding of theses studies is that the average convective heat transfer (i.e. the
average Nusselt number) is reduced for SHPo channels when compared to smooth channels. This
reduction is highly dependent on the salient parameters and is generally greater for larger cavity
fractions, larger relative module lengths, and lower Peclet numbers. Lam et al. looks at a Galinstan
cooled microchannel with SHPo surfaces and shows that it is theoretically possible to get more
overall heat transfer with a structured surface (compared to a smooth surface) even though the
convective heat transfer is reduced [46]. This occurs because the mass flow-rate increase due to
the hydrodynamic slip (for a given pressure drop) is sufficient to overcome the convective heat
transfer penalty. This result shows promise for the potential use of SHPo surfaces in microscale
heat exchangers.
Analogous to the hydrodynamic slip length, a temperature jump length can be defined to
account for the composite thermal boundary condition. The temperature jump length or thermal
slip length is defined as

T s − T c = −bt

dT ∗
dy

y=0

(1.10)

where T s is the average temperature of the solid/liquid interface, T c is the average temperature of
the composite interface, bt is the thermal slip length, and T ∗ is the aggregate temperature profile
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[23]. Essentially, the thermal slip length is the distance the aggregate temperature profile needs to
be extrapolated in order to regain the solid/liquid interface temperature.
Numerous studies have analytically, semi-analytically, and/or numerically obtained the
temperature jump length for various SHPo surface structures and thermal boundary conditions.
In general, the thermal slip length follows the same trends as the hydrodynamic slip length, meaning it increases with increasing cavity fraction and pitch. Enright et al. present temperature
jump length equations for ribs aligned parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction and a square
lattice of square posts [23]. They present equations for both the isothermal and constant heat flux
(isoflux) thermal boundary conditions. Chapter 3 of this dissertation considers the effects of inertia
on the thermal slip length for square posts with a constant heat flux boundary condition and shows
where the diffusion dominated solution of Enright et al. [23] is valid. Ng and Wang address SHPo
surfaces with parallel ribs as well as square lattices of square and circular holes and posts [47]; all
geometries studied have an isothermal solid/liquid boundary condition. Their parallel rib model
accounts for the finite thermal conductivity and depth of the gas cavity. Both these studies [23, 47]
assume a diffusion dominated scenario and a semi-infinite domain where the meniscus is flat. Maynes and Crockett also present their results in terms of thermal slip length for parallel ribs [41] and
their results are consistent with Enright et al. [23]. Hodes et al. show that local evaporation and
condensation at the gas/liquid interface can cause a decrease in the thermal slip length [48]. Lam
et al. explores the effect of meniscus curvature on the thermal slip length [49]. Note that for a
symmetrical parallel plate microchannel, the average Nusselt number can be readily related to the
hydrodynamic and thermal slip length [23, 41, 50].
A handful of studies account for the heat transfer reduction effect of SHPo surfaces in terms
of prescribed slip lengths for a variety of other scenarios, including: flow through microchannels
with non-symmetric hydrodynamic and thermal slip [23], flow through rectangular and equilateral
ducts [50], Couette flow in parallel plate channels [51], natural convection in a vertical microannulus [52], natural convection in a vertical microchannel [53] and jet impingement on a horizontal
surface [54].
With the exception of one experimental study [45], the main body of research for convective heat transfer in laminar SHPo microchannels has been either analytical or numerical and
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a thorough experimental validation study has yet to be performed and provides the motivation for
the experimental work presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
For completeness, it should be mentioned that other areas within the realm of heat transfer
are also of interest concerning SHPo surfaces, such as frost formation [55], condensation [56], and
boiling [57]. These topics are beyond the scope of this work.

1.2.3

Mass Transfer on Superhydrophobic Surfaces
The functionality of SHPo surfaces relies upon the maintenance of the Cassie-Baxter state.

As discussed previously, a SHPo surface can wet if the liquid pressure is great enough to overcome
the Laplace pressure and force fluid down in to the cavities against the effects of surface tension
(see Fig. 1.4). Another failure mechanism can be attributed to the exchange of gas via the meniscus
[58–61]. Flynn and Bush consider the gas exchange between a trapped gas layer (or plastron) and
the working liquid for an air/water system and do so in regards to aquatic insects [58]. The small
hairs of certain insects create a superhydrophobic effect and allow them to trap a layer of air near
their bodies for underwater respiration. The model of Flynn and Bush balances the respiration
requirements of the insect with the gas exchange of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide across
the meniscus. The meniscus shape is determined by the Young-Laplace equation for a lattice of
cylindrical hairs where the total pressure of the air in the plastron is considered to be the sum of
the partial pressures of each individual gas. The equilibrium concentration of each gas dissolved in
the water can be related to partial pressure via Henry’s Law (1.6). Essentially, if the concentration
of dissolved gas in the water is different than the equilibrium concentration based on the partial
pressure of the corresponding gas in the plastron, mass transfer will occur across the meniscus to
achieve equilibrium. Their findings show that the dive depths of such aquatic insects are limited
by the amount of dissolved gases in the water and the mechanical stability of the plastron (which
is dependent on the hair size and spacing and varies for each insect species). Additionally they
conclude that flowing water can increase the mass transport rate due to increased convection.
Emami et al. specifically consider the longevity of submerged SHPo surfaces with a rib/cavity
structure [59]. Their model predicts the failure time of the air layer based on cavity width and depth
and the hydrostatic pressure. Xu et al. consider a similar scenario of a single SHPo trench submerged in water [60]. They find that the lifetime of the air layer can be “infinite” if the trench width is
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small enough and the immersion depth is shallow enough. Kadoko et al. also model the depletion
time of the air cavities for a rib/cavity structured surface [62]. However, they consider the mass
transfer to be diffusion dominated rather than convective so they can perform a fully theoretical
analysis rather than rely on empirical convection coefficients. Patankar more rigorously considers
the trapped air for a cylindrical pore structure and delineates where Henry’s Law is applicable [61].
His work provides an approximate critical pore size for a stable gas layer based on the saturation
level of gas in the liquid, liquid pressure, surface tension of an liquid/gas system, and the contact
angle of the substrate. The pore size on a hydrophobic surface must be sub-micron in order for the
air layer to be stable even in degassed water. It should be noted that a cavity can also be occupied
by water vapor in addition to the soluble gases. The ability of the vapor phase to remain in the
cavities of a submerged SHPo surface is considered in a separate study by Jones et al. [63].
The previously discussed studies have focused primarily on cases where the liquid is undersaturated and/or where the dissolved gases in the liquid are in equilibrium with the trapped gas
layer. As such, the gas layer either retains the same volume or is depleted over time. Vakarelski
et al. experimentally considers the alternative where the liquid is supersaturated with gases [64].
In their work a sphere with a SHPo coating is submerged in a pool of water that is heated to temperatures below the boiling point. The heating allows them to vary the saturation level of air in
the water because the solubility of air in water decreases with temperature [65]. When the water
is supersaturated they observe that the air layer on the SHPo sphere is maintained indefinitely and
can actually grow. Wang et al. observed that bubbles could form at temperatures as low as 41.5
◦C

on SHPo patches patterned on a copper substrate if no degassing was performed [66]. Lv et

al. note that bubbles on a SHPo surface with circular pores will either grow or shrink depending
on the concentration of dissolved air in the water and the size of the bubbles [67].
A review by Jones et al. outlines that bubble nucleation can only occur at very low supersaturation levels if there are pre-existing gas cavities with a sufficiently large radius [68]. SHPo
surfaces are designed to have a trapped gas layer and relatively large cavities. As such, they serve
as prime surfaces on which bubble nucleation can occur. Even slight supersaturations caused by
heating or pressure changes can cause bubbles to form and grow on SHPo surfaces as evidenced
in the studies above [64, 66, 67].
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Figure 1.5: Bubbles adhering to a submerged superhydrophobic surface.

The nucleation behavior of SHPo surfaces has yet to be considered in the context of heated
microchannels. If fact, none of the studies reviewed in Section 1.2.2 included the effects of mass
transfer on the air layer. Haase et al. look at the momentum and mass transfer over SHPo surfaces
in microchannel flow [69] in terms of a prescribed meniscus shape. In a later study Haase and
Lammertink look at the heat and mass transfer in a SHPo microchannel where the meniscus is
assumed to be flat [70]. In both of these studies the meniscus shape is prescribed and not allowed
to change shape dynamically according to the mass transfer. The importance of considering the
dynamic effects of mass transfer in a heated SHPo microchannel will be shown in Chapter 4 of this
dissertation.
As a final note, other studies have looked at the mobility of bubbles on SHPo surfaces.
Since SHPo surfaces have large apparent contact angles, bubbles tend to “stick” to submerged
SHPo surfaces (see Fig. 1.5) and are sometimes referred to as “superaerophilic” surfaces [71].
Yu et al. note that SHPo cones can transport bubbles towards their bases even in the presence of
buoyancy [72]. Huynh et al. report that the translation of a bubble on a flexible SHPo surface can
be controlled by deforming the SHPo surface with a rod from below [73]. In a separate study,
Huynh et al. show that air injected into the plastron of a SHPo surface can cause a bubble located
elsewhere on the surface to grow [74].
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1.3

Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2-5 are stand-alone

documents that have been accepted, submitted or will be submitted to archival journals. As such,
each of these chapters will have an additional introduction and literature review before new material is presented. Chapter 2 numerically looks at convective heat transfer in SHPo microchannels
comprised of rib/cavity structured surfaces that are aligned perpendicular to the flow and maintained at a constant heat flux. This chapter bridges the gap between the diffusion dominated work of
Enright et al. [23] and the work by Maynes et al. [42] that neglected axial fluid conduction. Chapter
3 numerically investigates the hydrodynamics and convective heat transfer in a microchannel with
SHPo walls that are structured with a square lattice of square posts held at a constant heat flux condition. This chapter extends the work of Enright et al. [23] to include inertial and channel spacing
effects and outlines the regimes where the diffusion dominated solution can be used. Chapter 4
experimentally considers flow through a high aspect ratio SHPo microchannel and provides one of
the first empirical studies for convective heat transfer channel flow with high thermal conductivity
SHPo surfaces. In this chapter the effect of mass transfer on the hydrodynamics is uncovered and
discussed for the first time via flow visualization and measurement. Chapter 5 further considers
mass transfer on SHPo surfaces by studying the nucleation behavior of submerged SHPo surfaces
in a heated pool. Chapter 6 draws conclusions from the work as whole and identifies future areas
of research.
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CHAPTER 2.
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE JUMP LENGTH AND INFLUENCE
OF AXIAL CONDUCTION FOR THERMAL TRANSPORT IN SUPERHYDROPHOBIC
CHANNELS

This chapter is published in the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer [75]. The
format of this paper has been modified to meet the stylistic requirements of this dissertation.

2.1

Contributing Authors and Affiliations

Adam Cowley, Daniel Maynes, and Julie Crockett
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

2.2

Abstract
This paper presents a numerical investigation of thermal transport in a parallel-plate chan-

nel comprised of superhydrophobic walls. The scenario analyzed is laminar, fully developed,
steady flow with constant properties. The superhydrophobic walls considered here have alternating micro-ribs and cavities aligned perpendicular to the flow direction and are made of a highly
conductive material. The cavities are assumed to be non-wetting and contain air whereas the bulk
liquid is water. The thermal transport through the ribs is considered to have a constant heat flux
while the thermal transport through the air/liquid interface over the cavity is considered to be negligible. Numerical results have been obtained for a range a Peclet numbers, cavity fractions, and
relative channel widths. A limited number of results were also obtained where the rib was maintained at a constant temperature condition for comparison. In general, the thermal transport is a
strong function of all the parameters explored. By comparison to previous analytical work, the
influence of axial conduction is found to be significant and is most pronounced at large relative
channel widths, low Peclet numbers, and large cavity fractions. Lastly, the ratio of temperature
jump length to hydrodynamic slip length is presented in terms of the varied parameters and is
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compared to previous results where axial conduction is neglected and other work where diffusion
is assumed dominant.

2.3

Introduction
The unique interaction that exists between fluids and superhydrophobic surfaces has been

a topic of recent interest. The water repelling behavior of superhydrophobic surfaces is due to the
combination of nano/micro-scale texturing and a hydrophobic coating. A surface is considered
to be superhydrophobic when the contact angle between it and a droplet of water is greater than
nominally 120◦ . If a liquid is suspended on the raised micro/nano-scale features and does not penetrate into the cavities it is considered to be in the Cassie-Baxter state [2] (see Fig. 2.1). For liquid
flow over a superhydrophobic surface, provided the Cassie-Baxter state is maintained, regions of
no-slip exist where the liquid is in contact with the raised features and nearly shear free slip regions exist at the interface between the liquid and the air filled cavities. Thus, an overall apparent
slip velocity can be defined at the interface between the liquid and the surface. This has direct
implications on the frictional drag for flow over superhydrophobic surfaces. In channel flow comprised of superhydrophobic walls, recent works have shown a decrease in frictional drag for both
laminar and turbulent scenarios [6–8, 13, 25–27, 76]. For micro-ribbed superhydrophobic surfaces,
studies have shown that the effect of transverse oriented surfaces differs from that of longitudinally
oriented surfaces [5, 21, 22, 76]. Some works have explored the effect that the meniscus shape has
on the flow dynamics [12, 17]. Other recent works have studied the effects that superhydrophobic
surfaces have on droplet dynamics and jet impingement [29–33, 35, 36].
Thermal transport between fluids and superhydrophobic surfaces is also of significant interest. The air trapped in the cavity regions has a thermal conductivity that is orders of magnitude
smaller than that of the raised features in contact with the fluid, if the rib features are metal. This
can create a substantial effect on the thermal transport. One study found that drops heated on
superhydrophobic surfaces had evaporation times considerably longer than those of drops heated
on hydrophilic surfaces of the same temperature [77]. Another experimental study monitored the
evaporation times of drops along with the volume, contact area and temperature of the drops and
found that the heat transfer rate decreases for drops on rib/cavity structured superhydrophobic surfaces [78]. Additional studies have explored evaporation [79] and Marangoni convection [80] for
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of superhydrophobic surface with rib/cavity features oriented perpendicular
to flow direction. Expanded view (bottom) depicts the control volume and coordinate system used
for the analysis.

droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces. Others have studied frost formation on superhydrophobic
surfaces as well [55, 81].
Enright et al. provide an expression for the Nusselt number in a parallel plate superhydrophobic channel as a function of a prescribed hydrodynamic slip length and a prescribed temperature
jump length at each wall and also present analytical expressions for the temperature jump length
for parallel ribbed, transverse ribbed and post patterned surfaces [23]. However, the temperature
jump length expressions presented were derived for diffusion dominated semi-infinite domains.
Ng and Wang also performed analytical work to determine the temperature jump length for superhydrophobic surfaces at a constant temperature boundary condition for a diffusion dominated scenario [47]. They investigated parallel rib surface structures as well as circular and square post and
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hole structures. Their parallel rib model accounts for the finite thermal conductivity of the cavity
while the two-dimensional pattern solutions assume the cavity to have zero thermal conductivity.
In a separate study Wang provides an expression for Nusselt number in finite rectangular
and equilateral triangular ducts in terms of a prescribed hydrodynamic slip length and temperature
jump length for a constant heat flux case [50]. A numerical study by Maynes et al. considers
the thermal transport in parallel plate channel flow where micro-ribbed superhydrophobic walls
are oriented transverse to the flow direction and maintained at a constant temperature [40]. They
report the thermal transport results in terms of Nusselt number over a wide range of parameters.
The study’s numerical approach resolved both the fluid and air cavity domains by solving the
coupled mass, momentum and energy equations, but was computationally expensive. Wang and Ng
performed an analytical study of natural convection in a vertical microchannel where one wall was
smooth and the other had a prescribed hydrodynamic slip and temperature jump; both constant heat
flux and constant temperature boundary conditions were considered [53]. Ng and Wang performed
a similar study for a vertical microannulus [52].
Additional analytical works by Maynes et al. exist for both transverse and streamwise
oriented micro-ribbed superhydrophobic surfaces in parallel plate channel flow where the walls
are maintained at a constant heat flux [41, 42]. These works show that in general the local Nusselt
number over the rib is greater than that of a classical channel, but the aggregate Nusselt number
is less than that for the classical channel. These effects become more pronounced at larger cavity
fractions and relative module widths for both rib/cavity orientations. Cavity fraction is defined as
the cavity width over the rib/cavity module width (Fc = wc /w) and relative module width is the
ratio of the rib/cavity module width to the hydraulic diameter (Wm = w/2H) (see Fig. 2.1). The
Nusselt number is also a function of the Peclet number when flow is transverse to the rib/cavity
orientation. However, the previous analytical solution of transversely oriented superhydrophobic
surfaces neglects axial conduction in the liquid [42], which is important for lower Peclet number
flows.
This paper presents a numerical investigation of the thermal transport in a symmetric
parallel-plate channel comprised of micro-ribbed superhydrophobic walls maintained at a constant heat flux that are aligned transverse (perpendicular) to the flow direction. A limited number
of cases where the superhydrophobic walls are maintained at a constant temperature are explored
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as well. This paper specifically addresses the influence of axial conduction in the liquid on the
overall transport and compares the results to previous analytical work [42] over a range of parameters; such a study has not previously appeared in the literature. Additionally, the temperature jump
length is presented in the form of a ratio to the hydrodynamic slip length in terms of cavity fraction,
Peclet number, and relative module width. This ratio is compared to two previous analytical works
that considered diffusion dominated transport [23] and advection dominated transport (neglected
axial conduction) [42]. This paper fills the void between these two previous studies and defines the
parameter regimes for which the results for these two studies are valid.

2.4
2.4.1

Methodology
Constant Heat Flux Analysis
The scenario analyzed in this paper is steady, laminar, thermally and hydrodynamically

fully developed flow of a liquid with constant thermo-physical properties. The methodology approach used here is similar to previous works [41, 42]. The cavities are assumed to be non-wetting
and contain air and the meniscus is assumed to be flat. There are no sources of volumetric heating, Marangoni convection is neglected, and the flow is transverse to the rib direction as shown in
Fig. 2.1. These assumptions are discussed in further detail in the context of the results in Sec. 2.5.4.
The channel considered is two dimensional and the energy equation reduces to
 2

∂T
∂ T ∂ 2T
ρc p u
=k
+ 2
∂x
∂ x2
∂y

(2.1)

where the fluid properties ρ, c p , and k are density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity respectively. The spatial variables x and y are defined in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.1. The fluid temperature
is denoted by T and u is the fluid velocity in the x direction. Previous work shows that for transverse laminar flow over superhydrophobic micro-ribbed surfaces the velocity profiles over the rib
and over the cavity only deviate from one another very close to the wall (y/H < 0.1) [7]. Therefore, the local velocity profiles can be averaged in the streamwise direction to obtain an aggregate
velocity profile that well approximates the flow on a macroscopic scale. The analysis of this paper
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uses the normalized aggregate velocity profile for channel flow with apparent slip (i.e. Navier’s
slip hypothesis) and is expressed as [41]
u
U = = Us + 24(1 −Us ) Y
ū
where ū is the mean channel velocity (ū = η −1

Rη
0



1
−Y
2


(2.2)

udy, where η = H/2), Y = y/Dh , Us is the

normalized slip velocity (us /ū), us is the apparent slip velocity, and Dh = 2H is the hydraulic
diameter (see Fig. 2.1). By employing the definition of the slip length (λ = us /(∂ u/∂ y)) and
evaluating ∂ u/∂ y at y = 0 using (2.2), the normalized slip velocity can be expressed in terms of
slip length as [42]

Us =

λ
λ + Dh /12

(2.3)

The slip length for Stokes flow over ribs in the transverse orientation has been shown previously
to be λ /w = ln(sec(Fc π/2))/(2π) [5, 21, 22]. Woolford et al. proposed a modified version of the
equation to account for higher Reynolds number flows [13]


λ
1
e2
=
ln(sec(Fc π/2)) e1 +
w 2π
(Rew + e3 )2 + e4

(2.4)

where Rew (ρ ūw/µ = ReWm ) is the Reynolds number based on the module rib/cavity width (w) (see
Fig. 2.1) and µ is the fluid viscosity. Re = ρ ūDh /µ is the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic
diameter of the channel. The constants e1 , e2 , e3 and e4 are 0.19, 2.6 × 105 , 540 and 2.1 × 104 ,
respectively [13]. The Reynolds number based on module width can be recast as Rew = PeWm /Pr,
by noting that Pe = RePr, where Pr is the Prandtl number and Pe is the Peclet number. Cheng et
al. also explored Reynolds number and small channel width effects for superhydrophobic channels
[11]. For the range of parameters explored in the present study Equation (2.4) agrees well with their
results [11]. Equation (2.4) and the uncorrected version are represented graphically in Fig. 2.2 for
different values of Rew when Pr is fixed at a nominal value of 7. It can be seen that the slip length
correction only becomes significant when the product PeWm is large. The solid curves shown in
Fig. 2.2 are representative of the scenarios explored in this paper and we use the corrected slip
lengths for all cases.
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Figure 2.2: Slip length normalized by the module width plotted as a function of the solid fraction
(1 − Fc ) for a range of Rew values. The Prandtl number (Pr) is fixed at a nominal value of 7,
corresponding to water, for all calculations. The uncorrected slip length for transverse oriented
ribs is shown by the dashed line for reference [5].

The control volume used for analysis is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.1. The previous
numerical work by Maynes et al. found that the heat transfer at the interface between the fluid
and air/cavity region is orders of magnitudes smaller than the heat transfer between the rib/fluid
interface for a constant temperature transverse rib case [40]. Similar behavior is expected for a
constant heat flux scenario if the micro-ribs are metal. Therefore the boundary above the cavity is
approximated as adiabatic here. Performing an energy balance on the control volume yields the
approximation

q00r


if x ≤ wr

 ρ ūηc p

∂ Tm
=

∂x




0

(2.5)

if x > wr

where Tm is the mixed mean temperature, q00r is the heat flux through the rib and wr is the rib width.
Using (2.5) in the non-dimensionalization of (2.1) yields



PeU ∂ θ + 4U if X ≤ FrWm
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∂ 2θ ∂ 2θ
+
=
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 PeU ∂ θ
∂X
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if X > FrWm

(2.6)
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Figure 2.3: Non-dimensional computational domain with specified boundary conditions.
where the following non-dimensionalizations have been made θ = k(T − Tm )/q00r Dh , X = x/Dh ,
Y = y/Dh , Pe is the Peclet number, U is given by (2.2) and Fr is the solid fraction (Fr = 1 − Fc ).
The parameters explored in this paper are Peclet number, cavity fraction, and relative module width. The Peclet number is varied from 1 to 10000 and assumes a Prandtl number corresponding to water for slip length calculations (nominally 7). This range represents creeping flow up to
nearly the end of the laminar regime. Cavity fraction is varied from 0.3 to 0.98, which encompasses the most practical transverse rib/cavity superhydrophobic surfaces. Relative module width
is varied from 0.01 to 1 which includes channels that are two orders of magnitude larger than the
module width down to channels on the same order as the micro-scale superhydrophobic features.

2.4.2

Constant Heat Flux Numerical Methods
The non-dimensional computational domain, along with the boundary conditions employed,

is shown in Fig. 2.3. Explicitly the boundary condition for the periodic interface is

θ (X = 0) = θ (X = Wm ) and
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∂θ
∂X

=
X=0

∂θ
∂X

(2.7)
X=Wm

and the symmetry boundary is simply
∂θ
∂Y

=0

(2.8)

Y =1/4

The specified wall heat flux boundary with normalized constant heat flux through the rib and no
heat flux over the cavity is expressed as

∂θ
−
∂Y

=
Y =0




1



if X ≤ FrWm




 0

if X > FrWm

(2.9)

Equation (2.6) was solved numerically over the domain using a control volume approach
with the commercial package STAR-CCM+®. A steady, algebraic multi-grid solver was used for
the solution. Only the energy equation was solved since U is determined by using (2.2), (2.3) and
(2.4). A user defined field function was used to implement the piecewise right hand side of (2.6)
as a volumetric source term. An additional user defined function was used to check that the nondimensional mixed mean temperature (θm ) was equal to zero at all X locations in the domain. The
varied parameters included: cavity fraction (Fc ), relative module width (Wm ) and Peclet number
(Pe). A grid refinement study was performed and found that meshes with nominally 75, 000 to
120, 000 cells were sufficient. Local grid refinement was used in areas where high gradients were
expected; namely, at the periodic interface and where the rib ends and cavity begins. Parameters
were varied in the following manner: a relative module width and cavity fraction were chosen, a
specific mesh was created for this geometry, Peclet number was specified, and U was calculated
by using (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4).
Three validation cases were performed. In the first case, a classical channel flow was simulated (Us → 0, Fc → 0). The numerical solution returned the classical Nusselt number of 8.235
exactly [3]. In the second case, plug flow was simulated (Us → 1, Fc → 0). For this case, the
numerical solution returned the Nusselt number of 12 which matches the analytical solution for
plug flow [82]. In the third case, an anisotropic tensor was used for thermal conductivity to neglect axial conduction and compare with the analytical work of Maynes et al. for a specific Fc , Wm
and Pe [42]. This comparison is shown in Fig. 2.4 where the non-dimensional wall temperature
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Figure 2.4: θw as a function of χ (X/Wm ) with axial conduction neglected and compared to the
analytical work of Maynes et al. [42] for Fc = 0.9, Wm = 0.1 and Pe = 100. (The markers are used
solely to delineate the curves which are comprised of hundreds of data points.)
(θw = k(Tw − Tm )/q00r Dh ) is plotted for one module vs. the non-dimensional streamwise coordinate
normalized by relative module width (χ = X/Wm ). Note that θw is the non-dimensional temperature taken along the plane of the top of the rib (i.e. θw = θ (Y = 0)). The excellent agreement of all
three cases with analytical values provides validation of the numerical methods used here.

2.4.3

Constant Heat Flux Temperature Jump Length
At a macroscopic level, a hydrodynamic slip length and a temperature jump length can be

defined that characterizes the aggregate influence exerted by superhydrophobic walls. Whereas
the hydrodynamic slip length is defined as the ratio of apparent slip magnitude over the strain
rate at the wall (λ = us /(∂ u/∂ y)) [13], the temperature jump length can be described as the ratio
of the apparent temperature jump magnitude over the negative temperature gradient at the wall
λT = ∆Tw /(−∂ T /∂ y) [41]. Implementing Fourier’s law, this can be recast as λT = ∆Tw k/q00w ;
where q00w is the average wall heat flux over an entire rib/cavity module. A similar derivation of
temperature jump length is provided by Maynes et al. and is modified for consistency with the
coordinate system used here [41]. From a macroscopic viewpoint the variation in the streamwise
direction becomes negligible (i.e. ∂ θ /∂ X → 0) and (2.6) reduces to
∂ 2θ
= 4U
∂Y 2
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(2.10)

The boundary conditions can be written as
∂θ
∂Y

=0

(2.11)

Y =1/4

and

θ (Y = 0) = θw −

λT
∆Tw k
=
θ
−
w
q00w Dh
Dh

(2.12)

Integrating (2.10) twice and using the boundary conditions (2.11) and (2.12) to solve for the constants of integration yields

θ = θw −

λT
−Y + 2UsY 2 + 8(1 −Us )Y 3 + 8(Us − 1)Y 4
Dh

Using the definition of the non-dimensional mixed mean temperature θm = 4

(2.13)
R 1/4
0

Uθ dY = 0 with

(2.13) and (2.2) gives an expression for the temperature jump length in terms of normalized slip
velocity and average Nusselt number
λT
1
17
3
1 2
=
−
+ Us −
U
Dh Nu 140 70
210 s

(2.14)

where the average Nusselt number is Nu = hDh /k. Considering a classical channel where slip
velocity and temperature jump length go to zero, (2.14) returns the classical value Nu = 140/17 =
8.235 [3]. Equation (2.14), is equivalent to expressions provided by others for Nusselt number in
terms of slip length and temperature jump length for symmetric heating scenarios [23, 41, 50].

2.4.4

Constant Temperature Cases
For the smaller set of constant temperature cases analyzed, a slightly different numeri-

cal modeling approach was followed. In order to perform the constant temperature simulations
long computational domains were used. The single module meshes that were used for the constant heat flux cases were successively repeated to form computational domains that were sufficiently long (greater than the thermal entry length) for thermally fully developed conditions to
prevail. The boundary conditions for the long constant temperature domains were as follows: a
constant temperature boundary condition at the inlet, an adiabatic condition at the outlet, symme28

Figure 2.5: The non-dimensional temperature (θ ) field for Pe = 100, Fc = 0.9 and Wm = 0.1
(constant heat flux boundary condition at the rib and axial conduction in the liquid is included).

try at the centerline, a constant temperature boundary above the ribs, and an adiabatic boundary
above the cavities. The simulations were iterated until periodic fully developed conditions and
convergence were achieved. The thermal entry length (x f d,T ) was found to be consistent with the
expression (x f d,T /Dh ) ≈ 0.05RePr [3]. The computational expense of this method limited the constant temperature cases explored to Wm ≥ 0.3 and Pe ≤ 3000. For the constant temperature cases
the non-dimensional temperature is computed as φ = (T − Ts )/(Tm − Ts ) where Ts is the constant
temperature maintained at the rib/fluid interface and Tm is the mixed mean temperature.
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2.5
2.5.1

Results and Discussion
Local Wall Temperature Variation
In this section of the paper the dependence of the thermal transport on the Peclet number,

cavity fraction and relative module width is explored. The non-dimensional temperature field (θ ) is
obtained for the entire computational domain for each given scenario. Results for a representative
case where Pe = 100, Fc = 0.9 and Wm = 0.1 are shown in Fig. 2.5, which provides the spatial
variation of θ . The same general qualitative behavior is similar for all the constant heat flux cases
explored. Note that the greatest curvature and the steepest gradients occur in close proximity to the
rib. Further, near the end of the cavity region the fluid is being heated from the downstream rib,
signifying that axial conduction is occurring and heat is being transferred opposite to the direction
of the flow.
The non-dimensional temperature at the wall (θw = k(Tw − Tm )/q00r Dh ) is the normalized
difference between the temperature along the plane of the top of the rib and the mixed mean temperature. The local non-dimensional wall temperature from the present numerical study will now
be compared directly to the analytical work of Maynes et al. [42], where axial conduction was neglected, in order to characterize the influence of axial conduction on the thermal transport dynamics.
In the three panels of Fig. 2.6 numerical results (including axial conduction) are represented by the
solid lines with solid markers and the results of Maynes et al. [42] (neglected axial conduction) are
represented by dashed lines and open markers. In the figures the non-dimensional wall temperature
θw is plotted vs. χ, which is the normalized non-dimensional streamwise coordinate (χ = X/Wm ).
Shown on each of the panels is a line at θw = 1/8.235, which corresponds to the value that exists
for a classical smooth channel without apparent slip or alternating heated and adiabatic sections of
the channel wall.
The top left panel of Fig. 2.6 provides results where the cavity fraction and relative module
width are fixed at 0.9 and 0.1 respectively, and the Peclet number is varied from 1 to 104 . For all
cases θw is smaller than classical results (1/8.235) over the entire heated rib region. One implication
of this is that the Nusselt number over the rib section is greater than it is for the classical channel,
while it is zero above the entire cavity region. The results of Fig. 2.6 reveal that above the rib θw
increases with increasing χ (0 ≤ χ ≤ 0.1), then begins to decrease over the cavity (χ > 0.1), and
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Figure 2.6: θw as a function of χ for a range of parameters. The present results are represented
by the solid lines with solid markers and the results of Maynes et al. [42] are represented by the
dashed lines with open markers (the markers are used solely to delineate the curves which are
comprised of hundreds of data points). The classical channel value of θw = 1/8.235 is represented
by the horizontal dashed line. Top Left Panel: Peclet number is varied while the cavity fraction
and relative module width are fixed at Fc = 0.9 and Wm = 0.1 respectively. Top Right Panel:
Relative module width is varied while the cavity fraction and Peclet number are fixed at Fc = 0.9
and Pe = 100 respectively. Bottom Panel: Cavity fraction is varied while the Peclet number and
relative module width are fixed at Pe = 100 and Wm = 0.1 respectively.
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then starts to increase as χ approaches 1.0. This second increase in θw is due the heat transfer
by means of axial conduction from the next rib downstream and is not observed in the results of
Maynes et al. [42] where axial conduction was neglected.
As the Peclet number increases (top left panel of Fig. 2.6), less spatial variation in the nondimensional temperature exists. A flatter and smoother θw profile is indicative of thermal transport
behavior more like that of a classical channel, where there is no streamwise variation of θ for the
constant heat flux scenario (i.e. ∂ θ /∂ x = 0). At Pe = 104 the results of this paper and those of
Maynes et al. [42] coincide, suggesting that at very high Peclet numbers convection is dominant
even when alternating regions of heated and adiabatic channel walls prevail. However, the Peclet
number value where this occurs is a strong function of the cavity fraction and relative module
width, as will be illustrated further below. In general, the local variation in θw for the present
study exhibits much less variation than the results of Maynes et al. [42] because of the smoothing
influence of axial conduction. It should also be noted that at Pe = 1 and Pe = 100, the θw profiles
are nearly identical for the present results, while they vary by an order of magnitude for the results
of Maynes et al. [42]. The implication of this is that at low Pe diffusion dominates the transport
and the heat transfer becomes nearly independent of Peclet number. The point at which this Peclet
number independence occurs is highly dependent on cavity fraction and relative module width.
The influence of cavity fraction is explored in the bottom panel of Fig. 2.6, where the relative module width and Peclet number are fixed at Wm = 0.1 and Pe = 100, respectively; these
values for Wm and Pe were chosen since they represent mid-range values that would be encountered in a typical microchannel flow. In general, as the cavity fraction increases θw shows greater
departure from the classical value of 1/8.235 and as Fc → 0 the magnitude of θw approaches that
of a classical channel. Further, θw shows greater streamwise variation, especially over the rib, as
the cavity fraction increases. One implication of this is that the heat transfer is locally enhanced
over the rib for superhydrophobic channels when compared to the classical channel and the effect
is more pronounced at higher cavity factions. The θw profiles for the present results are modestly
flatter and smoother than the results of Maynes et al. [42] for all cavity fractions explored. However, for all cases, both sets of θw profiles are of similar magnitudes. The departure becomes more
pronounced as cavity fraction increases, indicating that axial conduction exerts greater influence at
higher cavity fractions.
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The top right panel of Fig. 2.6 shows results that characterize the influence the relative
module width exerts on the thermal transport. Results are shown for Wm values of 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0
and at fixed values of the Peclet number and cavity fraction at 100 and 0.9, respectively. In general,
as Wm decreases (larger channel wall-to-wall spacing) there is less variation in θw along χ. Further,
the magnitude of θw decreases over the rib and increases over the cavity as Wm decreases. Note
that θw is essentially flat with varying χ and is indicative of axial conduction being more prevalent
as relative module width decreases. Accordingly, the largest difference between the present results
and those of Maynes et al. [42] occurs at low relative module widths. As Wm decreases, the channel
size becomes very large relative to the rib/cavity module and gradients in the streamwise direction
become much larger than gradients in the wall normal direction (i.e. ∂ /∂ x > ∂ /∂ y). This occurs
because heating is occurring in a periodic manner over streamwise distances that are very small
compared to the channel height. Further, from (2.3) it can be seen that at the same module width
value (w), the normalized slip velocity decreases with increasing channel size (decreasing Wm ).
Therefore, the velocity near the wall will be closer to zero in larger channels relatively to smaller
channels and convection will be less dominant near the wall. Consequently, axial conduction is
more influential, especially in close proximity to the wall, as the relative module width decreases
due to the decreased velocity near the wall and the increased relative magnitude of the streamwise
gradients. Again, this is evidenced by the increasing flatness of θw with decreasing Wm as shown
in the top right panel of Fig. 2.6. The converse is observed for the Wm = 1 case; where the results
of the present study begin to collapse onto those of Maynes et al. [42] where axial conduction was
neglected. This behavior prevails even at low Pe and suggests that axial conduction exerts less
influence on the overall transport as the relative channel size decreases (i.e. relative module width
increases).

2.5.2

Constant Heat Flux Scenario Average Nusselt Number and Temperature Jump Length
To better understand the effect of the superhydrophobic walls on the overall heat transfer,

aggregate results are now presented. The Nusselt number over the rib can be derived from θw using
the definition Nu = hDh /k = q00r Dh /(k(Tw − Tm )) = 1/θw . The Nusselt number over the cavities is
by definition zero because of the adiabatic assumption at the cavity/liquid interface. Averaging the
Nusselt number over the rib/cavity module yields the average Nusselt number, Nu. Average Nusselt
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Figure 2.7: Left Panel: Average Nusselt number plotted vs. Peclet number for four relative module
widths (0.01-1). The cavity fraction is fixed at Fc = 0.9. Right Panel: Average Nusselt number
plotted vs. solid fraction (1 − Fc ) for four relative module widths. The Peclet number is fixed at
Pe = 100. Solid lines with solid markers correspond to the numerical work of this paper and are
splines through 4-7 data points. The dashed lines with open markers correspond to the analytical
results of Maynes et al. [42]. The horizontal dashed/dotted line corresponds to a classical smooth
channel and is provided for reference.

number results are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2.7 for four different relative module widths
ranging from 0.01-1.0 as a function Peclet number for a fixed cavity fraction of 0.9. Additionally,
results from the analytical study by Maynes et al. that neglected axial conduction are shown for
comparison [42]. General trends from both studies show that Nu increases with increasing Peclet
number, meaning that the overall heat transfer increases as the convective mode of heat transfer
increases. Quantitative results show that Nu → 8.235 as Pe → ∞ and Wm → 0. This behavior
signifies that the aggregate heat transfer approaches that of a classical smooth wall channel when
the superhydrophobic channel diameter is much greater than the size of the micro/nano features
and also for high Peclet number flows.
The difference between the numerical results of this paper and the analytical results of
Maynes et al. increases as Peclet number decreases, while the results collapse on one another at
higher Peclet numbers. Further, the differences between results of Maynes et al. and this paper
are magnified at lower relative module widths, affirming that axial conduction plays a greater role
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as the channel size increases relative to module size and as the flow Peclet number decreases. As
discussed previously, this increase in axial conduction is due to the dramatic increase in the relative
streamwise gradients near the wall as the channel size becomes large compared the rib/cavity
module size. Thus, as the channel size increases the relative influence of axial conduction increases
and drives the average Nusselt number towards the observed limit of 8.235. The analytical Nu
results of Maynes et al. accordingly are less than the presented results of this paper at low relative
module widths, where axial conduction becomes more prevalent. As the Peclet number increases,
the convective mode of heat transfer increases and the average Nusselt number approaches the
limit of 8.235. In this regime, the results from both studies collapse since convection is now
the dominant mechanism in both studies. One interesting conclusion is that axial conduction is
important in superhydrophobic channels at Peclet numbers where convection is usually presumed
to dominate completely (Pe ≈ 100) [83]. For example, considering the Wm = 0.01 case at Pe = 100,
the average Nusselt number is nominally 50% higher than the corresponding Maynes et al. average
Nusselt number where axial conduction was not included.
Nu results are presented in the right panel of Fig. 2.7 as a function of solid fraction (1 − Fc ).
Again the results are compared to those of Maynes et al. [42] to highlight the role of axial conduction. Results are shown for four different relative module widths (0.01, 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0). The
Peclet number has been fixed at 100 and is near the value above which effects of axial conduction
are generally negligible [83]. Again, the overall trends of both studies are similar and show that Nu
approaches the value of 8.235 for increasing solid fraction, as expected. The greatest difference
between the results of this paper and those of Maynes et al. are again observed at lower relative
module widths, or larger channels relative to the rib/cavity module, in accord with previous discussion. Additionally, the results of Fig. 2.7 reveal that the numerical results of this paper and those
of Maynes et al. exhibit greater variation with increasing cavity fraction. For the extreme case of
Fc = 0.98 and Wm = 0.01 the numerical solution predicts Nu to be nominally 100% greater than
the analytical solution of Maynes et al. [42]. Thus, as the cavity fraction increases the effect of the
superhydrophobic surfaces becomes more pronounced and the role axial conduction plays in the
overall transport increases. As the cavity fraction approaches zero the results of including and neglecting axial conduction collapse on one another and the standard assumption that axial conduction
can be neglected when the Peclet number is greater than nominally 100 is valid. Conversely, as ca35

Figure 2.8: Left Panel: The ratio of temperature jump length over hydrodynamic slip length vs. Peclet number. Cavity fraction is fixed at 0.9, and five values of relative module width are explored.
Right Panel: The ratio of temperature jump length over hydrodynamic slip length vs. solid fraction.
Peclet number is fixed at 100, and four values of relative module width are explored. Solid lines
with solid markers correspond to the numerical work of this paper and are splines through 4-7 data
points. The dashed lines with open markers represent the analytical work of Maynes et al. [42]. The
dashed/dotted lines represent the analytical work of Enright et al. for ribs oriented in the transverse
direction [23].

vity fraction increases, that assumption no longer holds for channels with superhydrophobic walls,
especially at low relative module widths. In general the average Nusselt number is smaller than
the corresponding value for the classical no-slip channel, Nu < 8.235.
The ratio of λT /λ is presented in the left panel of Fig. 2.8 as a function of Peclet number
and for a fixed cavity fraction of 0.9. The temperature jump length (λT ) was computed using
(2.14), where the hydrodynamic slip length (λ ) was calculated from (2.4). Enright et al. show that
the ratio λT /λ represents a measure of the relative thermal transport decrease to hydrodynamic
drag decrease; where increasing values of λT /λ correspond to greater loss in thermal transport
relative to hydrodynamic drag decrease [23]. Results are presented in the left panel of Fig. 2.8 for
five different relative module widths ranging from 0.01-1.0. These are compared to the analytical
results of Maynes et al. [42] (axial conduction neglected) and the analytical work of Enright et
al. [23]. The results of Enright et al. for the transverse oriented rib case are based on the assumption
of a diffusion dominated flow near the wall (i.e. Pe → 0, or negligible convection). Thus for high
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Peclet number flows and large Wm values, where convection has been shown to dominate, the
results of Maynes et al. are expected to be more representative of the thermal transport. Conversely,
as Wm and Pe decrease, where diffusion exerts greater influence, the results of Enright et al. are
expected to be more representative of the actual situation. The present work describes the regime
where both diffusion and convection exert an influence. The greatest differences between the
results of the two analytical works are observed near the extreme values of Wm and Pe, i.e. Wm =
0.1, Pe = 1 and Wm = 1, Pe = 10000 (see left panel of Fig. 2.8). At the most extreme cases the
results differ by more than an order of magnitude. The results of this paper merge with the results of
Maynes et al. for high Pe flows and high Wm values, while they merge with the results of Enright et
al. for low Pe flows and low Wm values (see left panel of Fig. 2.8). It should once again be noted for
the superhydrophobic wall scenario that axial conduction exerts influence on the thermal transport
at Peclet numbers much higher than where it is traditionally considered negligible (Pe > 100 [83]).
For example, for the Wm = 0.1 case (left panel Fig. 2.8), the results of this paper are closer to the
entirely diffusion dominated results of Enright et al. than those of Maynes et al. up to a Peclet
number of nominally 200.
The data in the left panel of Fig. 2.8 illustrate several other important points for the Fc = 0.9
scenario. While the results of Enright et al. suggest the ratio λT /λ is a constant value of nominally
2.0, regardless the magnitude of Pe, the present results show that this ratio is a strong function
of both Wm and Pe. At low Pe λT /λ varies with Wm , but is generally independent of Pe. As the
size of the channel decreases (Wm increasing), λT /λ decreases and the temperature jump length is
getting closer to the hydrodynamic slip length. As Pe increases for a given Wm a point is reached
where λT /λ begins to decrease. The value of Pe where this departure occurs is a function of
Wm and occurs at lower Pe for larger values of Wm . Note further that at a sufficiently high value
of Pe, the λT /λ ratio drops below unity, implying that the temperature jump length is smaller
than the hydrodynamic slip length and consequently the decrease in thermal transport due to the
superhydrophobicity is less than the hydrodynamic drag decrease.
The ratio of λT /λ is shown as a function of the solid fraction at a fixed value of Pe
(Pe = 100) in the right panel of Fig. 2.8. Results are presented for four different relative module widths (0.01, 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0) and compared to the analytical results of Maynes et al. [42]
and the analytical work of Enright et al. [23]. Again, the results of Enright et al. were derived
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Figure 2.9: Left Panel: Average Nusselt number plotted vs. Peclet number for two relative module
widths. Cavity fraction is fixed: Fc = 0.9. Right Panel: Average Nusselt number plotted vs. solid
fraction (1 − Fc ) for two relative module widths. Peclet number is fixed: Pe = 100. Solid lines with
solid markers correspond to the constant heat flux data ( H ) and dashed lines with open markers
correspond to the constant temperature data ( T ) and are splines through 5-7 data points. The long
dashed and dashed/dotted horizontal lines correspond to a classical smooth channel with constant
heat flux walls and constant temperature walls respectively.

for for very large diffusion dominated channels for the transverse rib scenario. At Pe = 100 the
results of Enright et al. and those from the current study at Wm = 0.01 merge for all solid fractions
shown. However, as Wm increases the departure from the diffusion dominated line increases with
λT /λ decreasing as Wm increases. At large values of Wm the present results again merge with those
of Maynes et al. (where convection is more influential). Interestingly, a local minimum in λT /λ
appears to exist at Fc ≈ 0.65 for Pe = 100 and at the higher relative module widths of 0.3 and
1.0. Recall that a low value of λT /λ corresponds to a greater drag reduction benefit relative to the
heat transfer penalty. Thus, this behavior suggests that an optimal design cavity fraction exists for
a given Peclet number and channel size, where the influence of superhydrophobic walls yields a
larger relative decrease in drag than decrease in the overall convective transport. In general λT /λ
shows greater variation with cavity fraction and Peclet number as Wm increases.

2.5.3

Constant Wall Temperature Average Nusselt Number and Temperature Jump Length
In this section of the paper the results of the constant temperature simulations are compared

to the constant heat flux results in terms of the average Nusselt number and the ratio λT /λ for both
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Figure 2.10: Left Panel: The ratio of temperature jump length over hydrodynamic slip length
plotted vs. Peclet number for two relative module widths. Cavity fraction is fixed: Fc = 0.9.
Right Panel: The ratio of temperature jump length over hydrodynamic slip length plotted vs. solid
fraction (1 − Fc ) for two relative module widths. Peclet number is fixed: Pe = 100. Solid lines with
solid markers correspond to the constant heat flux data ( H ) and dashed lines with open markers
correspond to the constant temperature data ( T ) and are splines through 5-7 data points.

wall boundary condition scenarios. The left panel of Fig. 2.9 compares Nu for ribs maintained
at a constant heat flux with ribs maintained at a constant temperature and shows the results as a
function of Peclet number for two different relative module widths (and a fixed value of Fc = 0.9).
The results show that the Nu values for both scenarios follow very similar trends for both relative
module widths presented here. At low Peclet numbers the average Nusselt numbers merge for both
heating scenarios and as Pe increases Nu for the constant temperature scenario is lower than that of
the constant heat flux scenario. As Pe → ∞ the average Nusselt number for the constant temperature
and constant heat flux scenarios approach their respective classical smooth channel values of 7.54
and 8.235 [3]. In the right panel of Fig. 2.9 Nu results for the constant temperature and constant
heat flux scenarios are compared as a function of solid fraction (1 − Fc ) for two relative module
widths (0.3 and 1.0) and a fixed value of Pe (Pe = 100). Again, Nu follows a similar trend for both
scenarios at both relative module widths presented. At small solid fraction (large cavity fraction)
the results for the two thermal boundary conditions merge, while as the solid fraction increases the
variation in the average Nusselt number for the two boundary conditions increases. Of course, Nu
for both cases approach the values for classical smooth channels as Fc → 0.
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Lastly we present the ratio λT /λ for both thermal boundary conditions for completeness.
However, the temperature jump length must be computed differently for the constant temperature
scenario since (2.14) is only valid for a constant heat flux scenario. To do this the aggregate
non-dimensional temperature profile (φ ) is computed for a fully developed module of the constant
temperature domain and used in the definition of temperature jump length: (φs − φ )/(−∂ φ /∂Y )
where φs is the normalized surface temperature at the rib. By definition for the constant temperature
scenario φs = 0 and the temperature jump length for a constant temperature scenario can expressed
as λT = φ /(∂ φ /∂Y ). The hydrodynamic slip length is computed using (2.4). The left panel of
Fig. 2.10 shows λT /λ for both thermal boundary conditions at two relative module widths (0.3
and 1.0) as a function of Peclet and a fixed cavity fraction of Fc = 0.9. The right panel of the
figure provides λT /λ as a function of solid fraction for both boundary conditions at two relative
module widths and at Pe = 100. Similar to the Nu data, the trends are very similar between the
two boundary conditions and for both relative module widths. The primary implication of this is
that the general trends for Nu and λT /λ presented in section 2.5.2, where the ribs are maintained
at a constant heat flux, can be extended with reasonable accuracy to the scenario where the ribs are
maintained at a constant temperature, at least for these high relative module width values of 0.3
and 1.0.

2.5.4

Discussion of Modeling Assumptions
In this section each of the main assumptions employed in the model will be addressed and

their effects on the results will be discussed.
In the present study the meniscus shape has been assumed to be flat. In reality the meniscus
will have some curvature dependent on the pressure difference between the gas in the cavities and
the working fluid. For shear driven flow over transverse ribs Davis and Lauga have shown that
the effect of the meniscus shape on the hydrodynamic slip length can be substantial at large cavity
fractions [12]. The results of the present study show the greatest sensitivity to the hydrodynamic
slip length at high values of cavity fraction, Peclet number and relative module width. Therefore,
the shape of the meniscus may exert influence on the heat transfer results in these regimes of the
explored work and warrants future study. In general the work of Davis and Lauga showed that
for increased meniscus curvature the hydrodynamic slip length decreases. Thus, with regard to
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heat transfer, decreased slip due to meniscus curvature should act to yield smaller overall average
Nusselt number values.
The present study also neglects the influence of Marangoni convection. A study by Baier
et al. explored thermocapillary flow on superhydrophobic surfaces [24] and for the largest temperature gradient explored along the length of the channel (-60 K/cm) on a parallel ribbed surface
(Wm = 0.0625 and Fc = 0.9) they predicted capillary induced flow yielding Re ∼ 20 which corresponds to Pe ∼ 140 for water. However, they also note that for the scenario of ribs aligned in
the parallel direction much larger capillary induced flows will result than for the case of transverse
oriented ribs. Thus for the present study, Marangoni convection is negligible for high Peclet number flows, however, at low Peclet numbers it may become significant depending on the magnitude
of the imposed heat flux and resulting streamwise temperature gradient. Inclusion of Marangoni
convection at low Peclet numbers can either increase or decrease the magnitude of the average
Nusselt number depending on whether the fluid is being heated or cooled, respectively.
The assumption of the cavity being adiabatic is appropriate when the ribs are significantly
more conductive than the gas in the cavities. Assuming a one dimensional conduction analysis
(neglecting convection of the very small cavities), the ratio of the heat transport through the ribs
to the transport through the cavities scales as ks (1 − Fc )/kg , where ks and kg are the thermal conductivities of the solid rib and gas trapped in the cavities, respectively. For a typical metal-gas
combination the ratio of ks /kg is of the order of 1500, or greater. Thus, even for a surface with
Fc = 0.98, the amount of transport through the ribs will be more than 30 times greater than the
transport through the cavities. As the relative conductivity of the ribs to the gas decreases, the
impact will be to yield a smaller effective temperature jump length, as a greater fraction of the heat
is transferred through the cavities. In the case where the conductivity of the ribs approaches that
of the gas (e.g. non-conducting substrates), the temperature jump length will approach zero. The
average Nusselt number for zero temperature jump but positive hydrodynamic slip is presented in
the work of Enright et al. [23] and varies as a function of the hydrodynamic slip length from 8.235
for a no-slip smooth channel to 12 for a perfect slip plug flow scenario. An additional factor in
the adiabatic cavity assumption is the depth of the cavity. Ng and Wang showed for the diffusion
dominated, constant temperature parallel rib case that the temperature jump length is independent
of cavity depth once the depth is greater than half the module width (w/2) [47]. They also showed
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that when the cavity depth is smaller than w/2 the effective temperature jump length decreases.
The present work assumes cavity depth independence.
The present analysis has used aggregate velocity profiles for simplification and in so doing
the wall normal component of velocity has been neglected. In reality the velocity field will have
some small wall normal component due to the redeveloping flow at each rib, although non-zero
wall normal velocity will only exist for channels where the wall-to-wall spacing is of the same
order as the rib/cavity module length (i.e. Wm → 1). In order to fully account for this, a study
where the mass, momentum and energy equations are simultaneously solved is required. It should
be noted that the adiabatic influence of the cavity interface is much more dominant on the overall
transport physics than the local fluid velocity field. Consequently, it is expected that the influence
of non-zero wall normal velocity on the overall Nusselt number will be small. Lastly, this paper
assumes a symmetric channel. For small channels the phase shift between the surface patterns on
the two opposing wall could also slightly affect the flow and heat transfer.

2.6

Conclusion
This paper has presented numerical results for the thermal transport in a parallel-plate chan-

nel comprised of superhydrophobic walls. The scenario analyzed in this paper was for laminar,
fully developed, steady flow with constant properties. The superhydrophobic walls considered
here were alternating micro-ribs and cavities aligned perpendicular to the flow direction. Numerical results were obtained over a range a Peclet numbers, cavity fractions, and relative module
widths. The influence of axial conduction was included in the analysis and the results have been
compared to two previous studies that considered the convection and diffusion dominated regimes, respectively. The results presented here quantify the conditions where axial conduction may
be neglected and where it is the dominant transport mechanism for convection in channels with
superhydrophobic walls.
In general the local Nusselt number over the rib increases with increasing cavity fraction,
relative module width, and Peclet number. However, the overall average Nusselt number decreases and shows the greatest departure from a classical smooth wall channel with increasing cavity
fraction, increasing relative module width, and decreasing Peclet number. The overall heat transfer
for a superhydrophobic channel was less than that of a classical channel for all scenarios consi42

dered. The influence of axial conduction was found to yield an overall smoothing effect on the
local Nusselt number and non-dimensional wall temperature profiles. In general, axial conduction
causes the overall Nusselt number to be closer to that of a classical channel. The effects of axial
conduction become negligible and convection dominates as Peclet number and relative module
width increase. However, at low relative module widths, it was found that axial conduction has a
substantial effect, even at Peclet numbers much higher than 100, where axial conduction is normally considered completely negligible [83].
This paper also presented the temperature jump length in the form of a ratio to the hydrodynamic slip length (λT /λ ) in terms of cavity fraction, Peclet number, and relative module
width. This ratio was compared to the two previous analytical works [23, 42] and it was found
that agreement with either was dependent on whether the flow was dominated by diffusion or by
convection. The results of the present work show that λT /λ changes more with cavity fraction
and Peclet number as the relative module width becomes larger. However, at the smallest value of
relative module width (Wm = 0.01), λT /λ ≈ 2, showing almost no variation with cavity fraction or
Peclet number and this is consistent with the results of Enright et al. [23].
Lastly, a comparison of the average Nusselt number and λT /λ was made for the two classical thermal boundary conditions of ribs held at a constant heat flux or constant temperature. It
was shown the trends for both Nu and λT /λ are very similar for the two heating scenarios.
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CHAPTER 3.
INERTIAL EFFECTS ON THERMAL TRANSPORT IN SUPERHYDROPHOBIC MICROCHANNELS

This chapter is published in the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer [84]. The
format of this paper has been modified to meet the stylistic requirements of this dissertation.
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3.2

Abstract
This paper presents a numerical investigation on the effects of inertia for laminar fully de-

veloped flow in superhydrophobic microchannels where the surface structure consists of a square
array of square pillars aligned with the flow direction. Infinite parallel plate channel flow is considered where the flow is assumed to be non-wetting and the meniscus is idealized as flat. A constant
heat flux condition is imposed at the tops of the posts whereas the air/liquid interface is assumed
to be adiabatic. A wide range of Peclet numbers (1 - 10000), relative channel spacing sizes (3
orders of magnitude), and solid fractions (0.02 - 0.9) are considered. The effect of these on friction
factor-Reynolds number product, Nusselt number, hydrodynamic slip length and temperature jump
length, is explored. Frictional drag and convective heat transfer are reduced for all cases explored.
These reductions are greater for small solid fractions, small relative channel sizes, and low Peclet
numbers. Interestingly, over a wide range of explored parameters the results correspond well with
the analytical diffusion dominated results present in the literature. It is only at the highest Peclet
numbers and smallest relative channel sizes that the results deviate significantly from the diffusion dominated Stokes flow scenario. A mapping is presented that illustrates for which parameter
ranges the influence of inertia and relative channel size become significant.
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3.3

Introduction
Superhydrophobic (SH) surfaces have been of interest recently due to their unique water

repelling capabilities. SH surfaces hold promise for a wide range of applications including: self
cleaning surfaces, water repellency, drag reduction, anti-icing, condensation enhancement, and
lab-on-chip devices. SH surfaces function through a combination of micro/nano-scale texturing
and a hydrophobic coating. When water comes in contact with a SH surface, the water rests on
top of the texturing and (due to surface tension) does not penetrate into the cavities between the
textured features. Thus, the cavities remain filled with gas (usually air) and a meniscus is formed
between the water and the gas. When this behavior occurs, the surface is said to be in the CassieBaxter state [2]. The surface is further deemed superhydrophobic when the contact angle between
it and a sessile droplet of water is greater than nominally 145◦ [1].
When a liquid flows over a SH surface and the Cassie-Baxter state is maintained, the hydrodynamics of the flow can be dramatically altered. Much of the working liquid is in contact with
the gas in the cavities, which has a viscosity much less than that of the liquid, and therefore a
nearly shear free condition exists at the gas/liquid interfaces. This can result in an overall frictional drag reduction for the system and from a macroscopic view there exists an average non-zero
slip velocity (us ) at the surface. These unique hydrodynamics have been extensively studied for
laminar flow over SH surfaces [6–9, 11–14, 16, 17]. Additionally, much work has focused on drag
reduction using SH surfaces in the turbulent flow regime [25–27, 76]. Substantial work has also
been performed regarding drops [29–33] as well as jet impingement on SH surfaces [35–38].
Multiple studies have focused on determining the hydrodynamic slip length for flow over
surfaces with mixed boundary conditions [5,9,11,13–15,21,22]. The slip velocity can be expressed
as

us = b

du∗
dy

y=0

(3.1)

where u∗ is the average velocity profile, y is the coordinate normal to the composite boundary of the
surface, and b is the hydrodynamic slip length. The slip length (originally presented by Navier [20])
is the distance below the surface where the no-slip condition would be regained if the average
velocity profile at the composite interface were extrapolated (see Fig. 3.1 left panel). This quantity
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Figure 3.1: Graphical description of the hydrodynamic slip length (left panel) and temperature
jump length or thermal slip length (right panel) for laminar internal flow and a constant heat flux
thermal boundary condition.

is a common metric used to define the frictional drag reduction achieved by a SH surface on a
macroscopic scale, where a larger slip length corresponds to a larger drag reduction. It has been
found that the geometry and orientation of the surfaces structures, flow Reynolds number, meniscus
shape, and channel size (for internal flow) all affect the hydrodynamic slip length [5,11–13,15,17].
These surfaces can also have a significant effect on heat transfer. If the SH surface substrate
is metal and the hydrophobic coating is thin, then the effective thermal conductivity of the solid
features is orders of magnitude greater than that of the gas in the cavities. The cavities act as a
barrier to heat transfer and increase the overall thermal resistance through the surface. An experimental study found the evaporation times of sessile droplets on SH surfaces to be substantially
greater than those on smooth surfaces [78], while others have observed that SH surfaces change
frost formation behavior [55, 81].
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Various studies seek the apparent temperature jump length (or thermal slip length) to describe the macroscopic effect of SH surfaces on thermal transport [23, 41, 47, 48, 75]. A larger
temperature jump length corresponds to a greater overall convective heat transfer reduction. Temperature jump length is analogous to the concept of hydrodynamic slip length and is defined in the
following equation [23]

T s − T c = −bt

dT ∗
dy

y=0

(3.2)

where T s is the average temperature of the solid/liquid interface, T c is the average temperature of
the solid/liquid and gas/liquid (or composite) interface, T ∗ is the average temperature profile, and
bt is the temperature jump length (see Fig. 3.1 right panel).
Enright et al. [23] provide analytical and/or approximate expressions for the hydrodynamic
slip length and the temperature jump length for both constant heat flux and constant temperature
conditions for posts and ribs. The analysis assumes a diffusion dominated scenario and a semiinfinite domain. In general, both slip lengths increase with decreasing solid fraction. Ng and
Wang [47] semi-analytically find the temperature jump length for a constant temperature boundary
condition on square and circular posts and holes using a diffusion dominated solution as well. The
effects of gas cavities with finite thermal conductivity [47] and evaporation at the menisci [48]
have been explored for rib/cavity surfaces and both effects tend to reduce the effective temperature
jump length. A few studies have also investigated the thermal transport for scenarios with imposed
hydrodynamic and thermal slip lengths [50–53].
Since SH surfaces can potentially reduce drag, they present a viable option for passively
reducing the pressure drop for driving fluid in channels. This is particularly attractive in microfluidic devices where the necessary driving pressure can become very large. Thermal management is
of high importance in many microfluidic devices and the convective heat transfer over SH surfaces
must be understood in order to appropriately design such devices.
Moreira and Bandaru [44] utilize an effective medium approach to account for the differing
thermal conductivities of the gas and solid regions as well as substrate size for transverse ribbed SH
walls in two dimensional channel flow. They find that the decreased effective thermal conductivity
of the substrate plays a larger role than the modified hydrodynamics on the overall thermal trans-
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port. A singular experimental study for laminar channel flow by Rosengarten et al. [45] examines
heat transfer in a PDMS SH microchannel. They find the heat transfer to be reduced for the SH
microchannel.
Several additional studies have investigated the convective heat transfer in SH microchannels [40–43, 75]. Along with the SH surface structure and thermal boundary condition, several
non-dimensional parameters are important in characterizing the thermal transport in SH microchannels. These include: the solid fraction (Fs ), which is the ratio of the solid/liquid interface area
to the total composite interface area; the relative module length to channel size ratio (Wm = L/Dh ),
where L is a single module length and Dh is the channel hydraulic diameter; and Peclet number
(Pe = RePr = ρuDh /α), where Re is Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter, Pr is
Prandtl number, ρ is the fluid density, u is the mean channel velocity, and α is the fluid thermal
diffusivity.
Maynes et al. [40] numerically investigated flow over ribs aligned transverse to the flow
direction where the ribs were maintained at a constant temperature boundary condition. Maynes
and Crockett [41] analytically investigated the constant heat flux boundary condition for flow over
ribs oriented parallel to the flow direction. Maynes et al. [42] explored the constant heat flux
scenario analytically for flow over ribs oriented transverse to the flow direction, however, axial
fluid conduction was neglected. Cowley et al. [75] extended the work of Maynes et al. [42] for
the fully developed region by including axial fluid conduction computationally. Cheng et al. [43]
numerically explored the hydrodynamics and heat transfer for square posts and holes as well as
both longitudinal and transverse ribs where a constant temperature thermal boundary condition
was considered. However, they only look at one relative module length.
These studies [40–43, 75] all find that Nusselt number (Nu = hDh /k f ) is locally enhanced
over the solid/liquid interface, where h is the convection coefficient and k f is the fluid thermal
conductivity. However, the average Nusselt number (Nu) is less than that of a classical smooth
wall channel when averaged over the entire composite interface.
While the convective heat transfer (or average Nusselt number) is reduced for SH microchannels, the drag reduction may be sufficient enough that the increase in mass flow rate for a
similar driving pressure (or other driving force) can result in an overall heat transfer enhancement.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of scenario considered.

Lam et al. show that such an enhancement can be achieved for microchannels where Galinstan (a
liquid metal) is the working fluid [46].
The goal of this paper is to extend the literature for convective heat transfer in SH microchannels by investigating the influence of inertia (high Peclet number flow) for a square array
of square posts maintained at a constant heat flux boundary condition as well as to explore how
inertial influences change with varying relative module length. We quantify this by determining
the corresponding average Nusselt number and temperature jump length for each scenario considered. Over 200 Pe, Fs , and Wm combinations are explored, encompassing the range of realizable
parameters for laminar flow. Such a study has not yet been done for this surface structure/thermal
boundary condition combination, nor one that is so exhaustive. This study compares results to
the diffusion dominated work of Enright et al. [23] and illustrates for which parameter ranges the
influence of inertia and relative channel size become significant.

3.4

Methodology
In this paper a steady, pressure driven, laminar flow through infinite parallel plates of wall-

to-wall spacing H is analyzed. Fluid properties are considered constant and no volumetric heat
sources are present. Thermocapillary stresses are not considered. The flow is idealized to remain
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in the Cassie-Baxter state and have a flat meniscus at the gas/liquid interface. The meniscus is
assumed to be shear-free and adiabatic as well. The surface structure examined consists of a
square array of square posts and the flow is aligned with the square array (see Figure 3.2). The
Navier-Stokes, continuity and energy equations govern the hydrodynamics and heat transfer for
the given scenario
ρ(~V · ∇~V ) = −∇p + µ∇2~V

(3.3)

∇ · ~V = 0

(3.4)

ρc p (~V · ∇T ) = k f ∇2 T

(3.5)

where ρ is the fluid density, p is pressure, µ is fluid viscosity, c p is the fluid specific heat, k f is
the thermal conductivity of the fluid and T is temperature. ~V is the velocity vector field comprised
of the streamwise, interface-normal and spanwise scalar components of velocity (u, v, and w)
respectively.
The periodic control volume used for the numerical study is depicted in Figure 3.3. As
described by Patankar et al. the velocity field will repeat itself at each module length (L) [85] and
while the pressure field itself is not periodic, the pressure drop across each module is constant.
p(x, y, z) − p(x + L, y, z) p(x + L, y, z) − p(x + 2L, y, z)
=
= ... = β
L
L

(3.6)

The following transformation yields periodicity in the local pressure field

p(x, y, z) = −β x + p̂(x, y, z)

(3.7)

where β is directly related to the mass flow rate and geometry, and p̂(x, y, z) describes the local
pressure variations [85].
The temperature field can be transformed in a similar manner so that periodic boundary
conditions for the inlet and outlet can be utilized [85]. Though the temperature field is different
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Figure 3.3: Computational domain and boundary conditions.

from module to module, the shape of the temperature profile is similar for the constant heat flux
scenario considered such that [85]
T (x + L, y, z) − T (x, y, z) T (x + 2L, y, z) − T (x + L, y, z)
=
= ... = γ
L
L

(3.8)

γ is determined from an energy balance on a single module

γ=

Q
ṁc p L

(3.9)

where Q is the rate of heat addition per control volume to the fluid in the module length L and ṁ is
the mass flow rate in the control volume [85]. A transformation divides the temperature field into
two parts

T (x, y, z) = γx + T̂ (x, y, z)
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(3.10)

where T̂ is periodic [85]. Substituting (3.10) into (3.5) yields
ρc p (~V · ∇T̂ + uγ) = k f ∇2 T̂

(3.11)

where T̂ can now be determined for the periodic computational domain depicted in Figure 3.3.
STAR-CCM+® (version 10.02.010 double precision) was first used to solve the discretized
continuity and momentum equations. A fully developed periodic interface was used to implement
(3.7) within STAR-CCM+® natively, with the periodic interfaces located at x = 0 and x = L (see
Figure 3.3) where β is iteratively determined for a specified mass flow rate (ṁ). Symmetry boundary conditions were implemented at z = 0 and z = L/2 in accordance with the infinite parallel
plate assumption. Additionally, a symmetry boundary condition was used at y = H/2 assuming
symmetrical surface structures. At the y = 0 boundary the following composite no-slip/shear-free
boundary condition was imposed


L+s
s
~V (x, y = 0, z) = 0 if L−s
2 ≤ x ≤ 2 and z ≤ 2





∂v
∂w
 ∂u + ∂v
=
= 0 otherwise
+
∂y
∂x
∂z
∂y
y=0

(3.12)

y=0

A wide range of Peclet numbers (Pe), relative module lengths (Wm ), and solid fractions
(Fs = s2 /L2 ) were explored, where the Peclet number is based on the channel hydraulic diameter
(Dh = 2H), and s is the top side length of the square post (see Fig. 3.3). Over 200 simulations were
performed in total. Initial meshes were on the order of 40,000 cells, with local refinement near
the y = 0 plane. Mass flow rate was specified according to the desired Reynolds/Peclet number
and channel wall-to-wall spacing. All fluid properties were specified as those of water at 293 K
(resulting in a Prandtl number of 6.96).
The convergence criteria for the hydrodynamic solution was the friction factor-Reynolds
number product ( f Re) where f is the Darcy friction factor. It can readily be shown that
2D2h
f Re =
β
u

(3.13)

where u is the mean fluid velocity. A simulation was deemed converged once f Re changed by less
than 10−4 in 1000 iterations. Once the simulation was converged, an adaptive mesh refinement
technique was employed to achieve grid independence. The refinement process continued until
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the difference in f Re between successive meshes was less than 0.1%. Final meshes ranged from
nominally 100,000 to 2,000,000 cells. A large range in mesh size exists because the wall shear
stress over the post increases dramatically with decreasing solid fraction and increasing Peclet
number.
After the hydrodynamic solution was obtained, the velocity data was used to solve the
transformed energy equation (3.11). For the thermal simulation, periodic internal interfaces were
used at the x = 0 and x = L planes (see Figure 3.3). As with the hydrodynamic domain, symmetry
boundary conditions were used at the z = 0, z = L/2, and y = H/2 planes. At the y = 0 plane a
composite constant heat flux/adiabatic boundary condition was used

∂ T̂
∂y

y=0

=



−q00s /k f

if


0

otherwise

L−s
2

≤x≤

L+s
2

and z ≤

s
2

(3.14)

where q00s is the imposed heat flux at the top of the post. The average heat flux to the domain
(q00c = q00s Fs ) was maintained constant for all simulations. Once T̂ is obtained, T can easily be
recovered via (3.10).
The thermal solution was deemed converged once the average Nusselt number (Nu) changed by less than 10−5 in 1000 iterations. It was found that adaptively refining the mesh yielded no
significant change in Nu if the mesh had already been refined as outlined above for the hydrodynamic solution.
Looking at the channel macroscopically there will exist some apparent slip velocity as well
as apparent temperature jump at the composite interface (see Fig. 3.1). In order to calculate Nu,
the following expression, rearranged from Cowley et al. [75], was used1

Nu =

bt
17
3
1 2
Wm +
− Us +
U
L
140 70
210 s

1 This

−1
(3.15)

expression is equivalent to those presented by Maynes et al. [41], Enright et al. [23], and Wang [50] for a
parallel plate channel with symmetric slip lengths.
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where Us = us /u is the normalized slip velocity at the composite solid/liquid and gas/liquid interface (i.e. y = 0). The temperature jump length can be readily calculated by using Fourier’s law
(q00c /k f = −(dT ∗ /dy)|y=0 ) and (3.2)

bt =


kf
Ts −Tc
00
qc

(3.16)

Equation (3.16) can then be used with (3.15) to obtain Nu.

3.5
3.5.1

Results and Discussion
Hydrodynamic Results
Our results are first compared to prior results although our present data spans a more

exhaustive range than previously explored. We then investigate the effect of Reynolds number
and relative module length on the slip length.
In Fig. 3.4, f Re is plotted as a function of Reynolds number at two separate solid fractions
(Fs = 0.5 and 0.05) for a fixed relative module length of 0.25. The results are compared to the work
of Cheng et al. [11], who numerically studied the effect of Reynolds number, as well as the Stokes
flow case extracted from the work of Enright et al. [23]. The trend of increasing f Re with Reynolds
number agrees well with the work of Cheng et al. [11], though a small offset (≈ 5%) exists for
the solid fraction of 0.05. In the low Reynolds number regime our results asymptote closely to
the Stokes flow solution. For this relative module length value, f Re does not significantly deviate
from Stokes flow until Re ' 100.
In Fig. 3.5 f Re is plotted as a function of solid fraction for a fixed relative module length
of 0.25 and Reynolds number of 1000. The results are compared to a different study by Cheng
et al. [43] where Reynolds number effects were also included, and the Stokes flow scenario of
Enright et al. [23]. At this elevated Reynolds number it can be seen that f Re increases for all solid
fractions in comparison to the Stokes flow case and our results have excellent agreement with the
work of Cheng et al. [43]. As solid fraction approaches unity, the classical value ( f Re = 96) is
regained as expected [86].
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Figure 3.4: f Re data (solid markers) is compared to the work of Cheng et al. [11] (open markers)
and Enright et al. [23] (dashed and dashed dotted lines) for two solid fractions (Fs = 0.5 and 0.05)
as a function of Reynolds number. The circles and squares correspond to Fs = 0.5 and Fs = 0.05
respectively. The relative module length is fixed at 0.25. The solid lines are splines fit through our
numerical results. The long dashed line shows the classical parallel plate channel value, f Re = 96,
for reference [86].

Figure 3.5: f Re results (solid markers) are compared to the work of Cheng et al. [43] (open markers) and Enright et al. [23] (dashed dotted line) for Re = 1000 as a function of solid fraction.
Relative module length is fixed at 0.25. The solid line is a spline fit through our numerical results.
The long dashed line shows the classical parallel plate channel value, f Re = 96, for reference [86].
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Figure 3.6: Slip length results (solid markers) are compared to the work of Enright et al. [23]
(dashed line) for a fixed relative module length of 0.01 and Reynolds number of 0.14. Error bars
are included based on the convergence criteria of 0.1% in f Re.

As outlined by Davies et al. [7], the friction factor-Reynolds number product can be converted to the slip length for a parallel plate channel as follows
1
b
=
L Wm



8
1
−
f Re 12


(3.17)

In Fig. 3.6 b/L is compared to the Stokes flow solution of Enright et al. [23] for Re = 0.14
and a relative module length of 0.01 and as a function of solid fraction. At this low Reynolds number and small relative module length our numerical results agree very well with those of Enright et
al. [23] for all solid fractions except Fs = 0.9. The large error associated with high solid fractions
is due to the nature of (3.17); as f Re → 96, b/L → 0, and the small error associated with f Re
(which is 0.1% based on the convergence criteria used) propagates to a large relative error in b/L
(see error bars of Fig. 3.6). For practical applications, large solid fractions are of little interest due
to their very small slip lengths and negligible effect on the flow and frictional drag.
√
Ybert et al. [9] proposed that b/L should scale as 1/ Fs in the low solid fraction limit for
post structured surfaces. Several studies [9, 11, 14, 15, 23] have provided the linear coefficients (A
and B) at Re ≤ 1 for such a scaling in the form of
b
A
= √ −B
L
Fs
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(3.18)

Table 3.1: Comparison of linear coefficients for (3.18) in the Stokes flow regime (Re ≤ 1).

Re = 0.14, Wm = 0.01
Ybert et al. [9]
Cheng et al. [11]
(Re = 1, Wm = 0.25)
Ng and Wang [15]
Davis and Lauga [14]
Enright et al. [23]

A

B

0.3238
0.325

0.4295
0.44

0.336

0.450

0.33
0.3323
0.3323

0.461
0.4208
0.4685

Coefficients are included in Table 3.1 for multiple studies as well as a those obtained from a linear
regression of our data for Fs ≤ 0.3, Re = 0.14, and Wm = 0.01. The good agreement of the f Re data
(see Figures 3.4 and 3.5) as well as the slip length data (see Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.1) with several
studies verifies our numerical methodology and gives confidence in our further results.
√
Cheng et al. [11] found that the linear scaling with 1/ Fs can be extended to higher Reynolds number flows, where A and B become functions of the Reynolds number. We perform a
linear regression in the form of (3.18) for each Reynolds number and relative module length combination explored for the low solid fraction region Fs ≤ 0.3 (5 data points per regression). The
regressions over all cases yield an average relative error of 1.8% with the largest errors (maximum
of 11%) occurring at the highest solid fraction of Fs = 0.3. We find here that the linear scaling
can be extended to higher relative module lengths as well as higher Reynolds numbers. In Fig. 3.7
√
we present several of our linear fits for b/L vs. 1/ Fs at various Reynolds number and relative
module length combinations.
In the top left panel of Fig. 3.7 the relative module length is fixed at 0.1 and three Reynolds
numbers are shown. Also, the Stokes flow regime case (Re = 0.14,Wm = 0.01) is shown in all
panels for reference. It can be seen in the top left panel of Fig. 3.7 that only at the highest Reynolds
√
number of 1440 and smaller solid fractions (i.e. larger 1/ Fs values) is there appreciable difference
(greater than nominally 5%) in the normalized slip length from the diffusion dominated solution.
In the top right panel of Fig. 3.7 the relative module length is fixed at 0.25. It can be
observed that the slip length now shows greater dependence on the Reynolds number. As the
relative channel size decreases (i.e. increasing Wm ) the hydrodynamic boundary layer that must
redevelop over each post occupies a larger relative region of the channel and the overall flow
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Figure 3.7: Normalized slip length plotted vs. Fs
for three Reynolds numbers. Each of the
three panels explores a different relative module length. Top left panel: Wm = 0.1. Top right panel:
Wm = 0.25. Bottom panel: Wm = 1. Also, in each panel the Stokes regime case of Re = 0.14
and Wm = 0.01 is plotted for reference. Markers indicate numerical data and the lines are the fits
through the data.

becomes more sensitive to changes in that boundary layer. Consequently, greater Reynolds number
dependency exists as Wm increases.
This is further illustrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.7 where the relative module length is
now fixed at unity. In this relatively very narrow channel, the slip length is even more affected by
Reynolds number as the boundary layer occupies even more of the channel, relatively. At Re = 144
and Fs = 0.02 the normalized slip length has been reduced by more than 25% from the Stokes flow
scenario and by more than 45% for Re = 1440 and Fs = 0.02. It can be concluded that A and B are
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Figure 3.8: Temperature jump length results (solid markers) are compared to the work of Enright
et al. [23] (dashed line) for a fixed relative module length of 0.01 and Peclet number of 1.

functions of both Reynolds number and Wm and that at larger relative module lengths the effect of
increasing Reynolds number is magnified.

3.5.2

Thermal Results
In this section we first present the thermal results (which are the main focus of this paper)

in terms of temperature jump length normalized by the module length (bt /L), then in terms of the
average Nusselt number (Nu).
Enright et al. [23] recast a conduction spreading resistance solution to give the normalized temperature length for a diffusion dominated, semi-infinite scenario for posts maintained at a
constant heat flux

bt
2
= 3
L
π Fs

"

√ #
√ 
√ 
sin2 mπ Fs
1 ∞ ∞ sin2 mπ Fs sin2 nπ Fs
√
+ 2 ∑ ∑
∑
m3
π Fs m=1 n=1
m2 n2 m2 + n2
m=1
∞

(3.19)

In Fig. 3.8 we compare our results for the Pe = 1, Wm = 0.01 case to (3.19) computed with
1000 terms for both m and n. The agreement between our results and the analytical expression
provided by Enright et al. [23] is excellent and provides verification of our numerical methods for
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Table 3.2: Comparison of linear coefficients for (3.20) in the diffusion dominated regime.

Pe = 1, Wm = 0.01
Enright et al. [23]

C

D

0.4699
0.4718

0.5930
0.6037

the thermal solution. The relative difference between our numerical results and (3.19) is less than
0.6% for Fs ≤ 0.7.
Enright et al. [23] showed that the temperature jump length for the low solid fraction region
√
also scales as 1/ Fs
bt
C
= √ −D
L
Fs

(3.20)

where C and D are linear fit coefficients. The coefficients Enright et al. [23] obtained for a linear
fit to (3.19) with Fs ≤ 0.25 are compared in Table 3.2 to the coefficients we obtained by a linear
regression to our Pe = 1, Wm = 0.01, Fs ≤ 0.2 data. The differences between our coefficients and
those of Enright et al. [23] are 0.4% and 1.8% for C and D, respectively.
Similar to the hydrodynamic solution, we perform a linear regression in the form of (3.20)
for each Peclet number/relative module length combination explored. We confine our regressions
to the low solid fraction range Fs ≤ 0.2 (4 data points per regression) and find that the linear scaling
extends very well to both higher Peclet numbers and relative module lengths. The regressions
over all cases yield an average relative error of 0.7% with the largest errors (maximum of 4.4%)
occurring at the highest solid fraction of Fs = 0.2. In Fig. 3.9 we present several of our linear fits
√
for bt /L vs. 1/ Fs at various Peclet number and relative module length combinations (the same
combinations as in Fig. 3.7) to illustrate the effects of increasing Pe and Wm .
In the top left panel of Fig. 3.9 the relative module length is fixed at 0.1 and three Peclet
numbers are shown. Also, the Stokes flow regime case (Wm = 0.01, Pe = 1) is shown in all panels
for reference. It can be seen that the temperature jump length is more affected by the increasing
Reynolds/Peclet number than the hydrodynamic slip length (compare top left panel of Fig. 3.7).
This is mainly due to the Peclet number being higher than the Reynolds number for each case
because the Prandtl number for water is nominally 7 in our simulations. Thus the ratio of inertia
to thermal diffusion is higher than the ratio of inertia to viscous diffusion in all cases.
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Figure 3.9: Normalized temperature jump length plotted vs. Fs
for three Pe numbers (except
bottom panel where four Pe are shown). Each of the three panels explores a different relative
module length. Top left panel: Wm = 0.1. Top right panel: Wm = 0.25. Bottom panel: Wm = 1.
Also, in each panel the Stokes flow diffusion dominated case of Pe = 1 and Wm = 0.01 is plotted
for reference. Markers indicate numerical data and the lines are the fits through the data.

In the top right panel of Fig. 3.9 the relative module length is fixed at 0.25. The effect of
increasing Peclet number becomes magnified with larger relative module length, and at a Peclet
number of 100 and the smallest solid fraction there is deviation from the diffusion dominated
case of nominally 10%. At the lowest solid fraction for the Pe = 10000 case, the temperature
jump length is reduced by more than 50% from the diffusion dominated case. As Pe increases
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the increased inertia allows relatively cooler fluid to be transported closer to the heated tops of the
posts, which increases heat transfer and reduces the temperature jump length.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 3.9 the relative module length is fixed at 1. We have also
included the Wm = 1, Pe = 1 case to illustrate an interesting effect. We see that even at this low
Peclet number case there is some deviation from the diffusion dominated case. As the symmetric
posts from each side of the channel become close to one another, the temperature gradient in the
y direction will be reduced. This confinement effect limits the heat transfer and consequently the
temperature jump length is increased slightly with respect to the diffusion dominated case. As Pe
increases, the inertia effects prevail and increase the heat transfer which reduces the temperature
jump length with respect to the diffusion dominated case.
We now present the thermal results in terms of the average Nusselt number which allows for
direct comparison to a classical smooth wall channel as well as between different relative module
√
lengths. In Fig. 3.10 we show the average Nusselt number as a function of Fs for three relative
module lengths (0.01, 0.1, and 1) and three Peclet numbers (1, 100, 10000). The corresponding
Stokes/diffusion dominated solution, extracted from the work of Enright et al. [23], is shown for
each relative module length2 . Also, the classic smooth wall channel value (8.235) is shown for
reference [3].
In the top left panel of Fig. 3.10 the relative module length is fixed at 0.01. The Pe = 1,
Pe = 100, and diffusion dominated curves are nearly indistinguishable. Also, only a very slight
deviation can be seen for the Pe = 10000 curve at the very smallest solid fractions. This means that
at this small relative module length, inertia effects are negligible on the overall heat transfer and
the diffusion dominated solution of Enright et al. [23] can be used. Similar to the hydrodynamics,
this occurs for large relative channels (Wm / 0.01) because ~V → 0 near the surface features, thus
a local Stokes flow exists in close proximity to the features and thermal diffusion dominates in
close proximity to the interface. As expected, the overall heat transfer decreases with decreasing
solid fraction since the insulating gas/liquid interface comprises more of the composite interface.
At the largest solid fractions the classical value of 8.235 is approached, since, by definition a solid
fraction of unity is a classical smooth channel. Overall, the heat transfer does not deviate much
2 Note that the hydrodynamic and thermal slip lengths of Enright et al. [23] were obtained for a diffusion dominated

scenario. When calculating the average Nusselt number with (3.15), advection is accounted for.
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Figure 3.10: Average Nusselt number plotted vs. Fs for three Peclet numbers (1, 100, 10000).
Each of the three panels explores a different relative module length. Top left panel: Wm = 0.01.
Top right panel: Wm = 0.1. Bottom panel: Wm = 1. Our results are represented by the solid markers
and the solid lines are splines through the data. In each panel the Stokes flow diffusion dominated
case extracted from the work of Enright et al. [23] is shown by the dashed line. The dashed-dotted
line shows the classical value of 8.235 for reference [3].

from a classic smooth wall channel for this relative module length. This occurs because the posts
are small relative to the channel size and they can only exert a small influence on the overall flow
and heat transfer.
In the top right panel of Fig. 3.10 the relative module length is fixed at 0.1. Similar to the
Wm = 0.01 case, the Pe = 1, Pe = 100, and diffusion dominated curves are nominally the same.
However, the Pe = 10000 curve now shows significant difference from the diffusion dominated
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case. For this relative module length, once advection becomes strong enough near the composite
interface (i.e. high enough Pe) it can increase the overall convective heat transfer. This occurs because the higher inertial forces cause the thermal boundary layer that redevelops on the solid/liquid
interface in each module to become thinner, thus increasing the temperature gradient in the y direction at the interface which increases the overall heat transfer when compared to lower Peclet
numbers. When compared to the Wm = 0.01 case, the average Nusselt number deviates more from
the classical channel case. This affirms that as the module length approaches the scale of the channel size (i.e. increasing Wm ), SH surfaces cause a more pronounced reduction on the overall heat
transfer.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 3.10 the relative module length is fixed at 1. At this large relative
module length we observe larger deviations from the diffusion dominated case with increasing
Peclet number. Even at Pe = 1 there is some deviation from the diffusion dominated results of
Enright et al. [23]. This is likely caused by the very small relative channel spacing (i.e. confinement
effects discussed earlier) since the work of Enright et al. [23] assumed a semi-infinite domain and
this is no longer the case. It can be concluded that as the relative module length increases, inertial
effects become more influential on the thermal transport. Also, it can be concluded that as Wm
increases the effect of the SH walls on the overall heat transfer reduction is greater. At the smallest
solid fraction and lowest Peclet number (Fs = 0.02, Pe = 1) the average Nusselt number is only
4.2% of the classical channel value.
For completeness we explore the difference between a constant heat flux and a constant
temperature boundary condition. In Fig. 3.11 we show Nu vs. Fs for our results, where the solid/liquid interface was held at a constant heat flux, and for the results of Cheng et al. [43], where
the solid/liquid was held at a constant temperature. The relative module length is 0.25 and the
Peclet number is 6963 (Re = 1000), where they [43] also used water at 293 K as their working
fluid. The overall trend is very similar for both thermal boundary conditions. As Fs → 1 each
curve approaches its respective smooth wall limit. For solid fractions less than 0.4 the constant
temperature case has a slightly higher Nusselt number, whereas after 0.4 this behavior reverses
and the constant heat flux case is higher. Additional relative module lengths are not available for
comparison, but we can conclude for the Wm = 0.25, Pe = 6963 case that the thermal boundary
condition does not largely change the overall thermal transport behavior.
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Figure 3.11: Average Nusselt number vs. solid fraction for Pe = 6963 and Wm = 0.25. Our data for
a constant heat flux boundary condition (H) is shown by the solid markers with the solid line. The
data of Cheng et al. [43] for a constant temperature boundary condition (T) is shown by the open
markers with the dashed line. Where the lines are splines through the data. The classical smooth
channel values of 8.235 and 7.54 [3] for the constant heat flux and constant temperature boundary
conditions are shown by the fine dotted and fine dashed lines respectively.

It should be noted that while the meniscus was assumed to be flat and adiabatic, effects at
the meniscus such as curvature, heat transfer, and mass transfer can affect both the hydrodynamic
and thermal results [12, 17, 47, 48]. Solving for the local meniscus shape in pressure driven flow
would require the local pressure differential across the liquid/gas interface for the entire length of
the channel; which would require a specific channel geometry. This would not allow for periodicity
in the boundary conditions and was beyond the scope of this study.

3.5.3

Regime Mapping
For practical use we have provided a mapping, valid over the range of parameters explored,

depicting where our results differ by 5% or more from the Stokes flow/semi-infinite solutions given
by Enright et al [23]. F̂s, f Re , defined as the lowest value of solid fraction where our f Re results are
still within 5% of the Stokes flow solution, is plotted vs. Reynolds number for 5 relative module
lengths in the left panel of Fig. 3.12 F̂s, f Re . In practice, one can compute the relative module length
and Reynolds number for a given SH post channel, then, if the solid fraction of the SH channel
is on or above the corresponding Wm curve the Stokes flow solution of Enright et al. [23] can be
utilized to determine f Re with ≤ 5% error. It should be noted that for Wm ≤ 0.025 one may neglect
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Figure 3.12: Left panel: Cutoff solid fraction for fRe being within 5% of the Stokes flow solution
plotted vs. Re for 5 relative module lengths. Right panel: Cutoff solid fraction for Nu being within
5% of the Stokes flow solution plotted vs. Pe for 5 relative module lengths.

inertia effects on f Re, regardless of solid fraction or Reynolds number. In general, the region
where the Stokes flow solution can be used becomes more restricted as relative module length and
Reynolds number increase.
Similarly, in the right panel of Fig. 3.12 F̂s,Nu is plotted vs. Reynolds number for the 5
relative module lengths explored, where F̂s,Nu is defined as the lowest value of solid fraction where
our Nu results are still within 5% of the Stokes flow solution. In practice, one can compute the
relative module length and Peclet number for a given SH post channel, then, if the solid fraction
of the SH channel is on or above the corresponding Wm curve the Stokes flow solution of Enright
et al. [23] can be utilized to determine Nu with ≤ 5% error. For Nu, inertia may be neglected
when Wm ≤ 0.01, regardless of solid fraction or Peclet number; this is affirmed in the top panel
of Fig. 3.10. Regions where the Stokes flow solution applies to Nu is more limited than f Re.
As discussed previously this is mainly due to the Prandtl number being greater than unity for
the present study. The Wm = 1, Pe = 1 case does not follow the same general trend as the other
relative module length curves due to the confinement effects discussed earlier and the semi-infinite
assumption of the Stokes flow solution no longer being accurate.
We have also provided Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 to facilitate calculation of f Re and Nu
for low solid fractions when outside of the Stokes flow regime. Table 3.3 contains the linear fit
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coefficients A and B for calculation of b/L from (3.18) for Fs ≤ 0.3. Using the obtained slip length
one can then solve for f Re from (3.17).
Table 3.4 contains the linear fit coefficients C and D for calculation of bt /L from (3.20) for
Fs ≤ 0.2. For calculation of Nu one needs both b/L and bt /L. Maynes and Crockett [41] provide
an expression to convert between b/L and Us

−1
L 1
Us = 1 +
b Wm 12

(3.21)

By utilizing (3.21), (3.15) can be used to calculate Nu.
Note that the regime where the Stokes flow solutions are valid to within 5% incorporates the majority of realizable scenarios. This is due to the increase in required driving pressure
for small channels relative to the feature spacing (i.e. large relative module lengths) and high
Reynolds/Peclet number flows. The meniscus would not be able to support such large pressures
(i.e. Laplace pressure would be exceeded) and the channel would wet and no longer be in the
Cassie-Baxter state. Liquid metals may be able to support larger pressures due to their increased
surface tension. However, due to their low Prandtl numbers, the Peclet number would stay low
enough throughout most of the laminar regime such that the Stokes flow solution would remain
valid regardless.
Table 3.3: Coefficients A and B for the linear fits for b/L. A is on top and B is below in parenthesis.
Valid for use with (3.18) for Fs ≤ 0.3.
Wm

1
1.44
Re

14.4
144
1440

0.01
0.3238
(0.4295)
0.3238
(0.4295)
0.3238
(0.4295)
0.3238
(0.4295)
0.3166
(0.4088)

0.025
0.3211
(0.4255)
0.3211
(0.4255)
0.3211
(0.4255)
0.3208
(0.4249)
0.3065
(0.3948)
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0.1
0.3204
(0.4265)
0.3204
(0.4265)
0.3202
(0.4261)
0.3101
(0.4061)
0.2471
(0.2935)

0.25
0.3201
(0.4263)
0.3201
(0.4263)
0.3187
(0.4240)
0.2859
(0.3684)
0.2066
(0.2339)

1
0.3192
(0.4268)
0.3190
(0.4266)
0.3071
(0.4068)
0.2386
(0.2885)
0.1638
(0.1635)

Table 3.4: Coefficients C and D for the linear fits for bt /L. C is on top and D is below in parenthesis.
Valid for use with (3.20) for Fs ≤ 0.2.
Wm

1
10
Pe

100
1000
10000

3.5.4

0.01
0.4699
(0.5930)
0.4699
(0.5930)
0.4699
(0.5930)
0.4678
(0.5876)
0.4159
(0.4734)

0.025
0.4695
(0.5920)
0.4695
(0.5920)
0.4690
(0.5908)
0.4441
(0.5353)
0.3323
(0.3458)

0.1
0.4694
(0.5914)
0.4692
(0.5909)
0.4524
(0.5618)
0.3519
(0.4111)
0.2222
(0.1867)

0.25
0.4692
(0.5876)
0.4670
(0.5851)
0.4171
(0.5270)
0.2869
(0.3213)
0.1756
(0.1156)

1
0.4725
(0.5322)
0.4470
(0.5334)
0.3389
(0.3941)
0.2092
(0.1574)
0.1188
(0.0007)

Effect of Prandtl Number
Water was used as the working fluid for all previous results, thus the thermal results are

strictly valid only for a Prandtl number of nominally 7. In order to investigate the effects of Prandtl
number, two additional Prandtl numbers were used (0.07 and 700) when solving for the thermal
solution. The additional cases were performed for two relative module lengths (0.025 and 0.25),
three solid fractions (0.3, 0.05 and 0.02) and spanned three Peclet numbers (1, 100, and 10000).
These alternate Pr results are presented in the form of temperature jump length in Fig. 3.13
where they are compared to the corresponding linear fits for Pr = 7. It can be seen in the left panel
of Fig. 3.13 that for a relative module length of 0.025, varying the Prandtl number has negligible
effect on the temperature jump length. For small relative module lengths the Peclet number (along
with solid fraction and relative module length) fully encompasses any Pr effects on the thermal
transport behavior.
In the right panel of Fig. 3.13 a larger relative module length of 0.25 is explored. For
Pe < 100 we see that, again, the Prandtl number has minimal effect on the temperature jump
length. However, for the largest Peclet number of 10000 explored in this study there is a notable
difference between the Pr = 700 and Pr = 7 results. For the smaller relative channel size (larger
Wm ), the hydrodynamic behavior is more sensitive to the Reynolds number as discussed in Section
3.5.1. Thus the velocity profile for the Pr = 7 case where Re = 1440 is much different when
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Figure 3.13: Normalized temperature jump length plotted vs. Fs
for various Prandtl number
and Reynolds number combinations. The Pr = 0.07 (white markers) and Pr = 700 (gray markers)
results are compared to the linear fits obtained for Pr = 7 (black lines with black markers). Left
panel: Wm = 0.025. Right panel: Wm = 0.25. The marker shape corresponds to the Peclet number.

compared to the Pr = 700 case where Re = 14.4. It can be seen that this causes the temperature
jump length to be slightly higher for the Pr = 700 case relative to the Pr = 7 case (9% higher for
Fs = 0.02).
Overall, the correlations presented in Table 3.4 are valid for Prandtl numbers other than 7
for a large range of parameters studied. For low Pr, the correlations work well for the entire range
of parameters explored. However, for large relative module lengths and large Prandtl numbers the
presented correlations begin to deviate, though they may be used as an initial approximation.

3.6

Conclusion
Fully developed flow in a parallel plate SH microchannel was numerically explored in this

paper. The SH surface structure was comprised of a square array of square posts. The solid/liquid
interface was maintained at a constant heat flux and the air/liquid interface was assumed to be
adiabatic and idealized as flat. The hydrodynamic results were presented in terms of the friction
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factor-Reynolds number product and hydrodynamic slip length, and the thermal results were presented in terms of the average Nusselt number and temperature jump length.
Overall, the convective heat transfer was found to be reduced in all cases for the SH channels when compared to a classic smooth walled channel. This work specifically addressed the
effects of inertia on the thermal transport and explored a more exhaustive range of parameters than
previously studied. Interestingly, for low relative module lengths, the diffusion dominated Stokes
flow solutions of Enright et al. [23] agreed very well with our results regardless of Peclet number.
Only when the relative module length was large enough did increasing Peclet number affect the
thermal transport. A map delineating where the Stokes flow solution is valid for f Re and Nu is
provided. In conclusion, the effect of inertia on thermal transport for post structured SH surfaces
is manifest for large relative module lengths and large Peclet numbers.
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CHAPTER 4.
BUBBLE NUCLEATION IN SUPERHYDROPHOBIC MICROCHANNELS DUE TO SUBCRITICAL HEATING

This chapter has been submitted to the International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer [87]. The format of this paper has been modified to meet the stylistic requirements of this
dissertation.
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4.2

Abstract
This work experimentally studies the effects of single wall heating on laminar flow in a

high-aspect ratio superhydrophobic microchannel. When water that is saturated with air is used
as the working liquid, the non-wetted cavities on the superhydrophobic surfaces act as nucleation
sites and allow air to effervesce out of the water and onto the surface when heated. The microchannel consists of a rib/cavity structured superhydrophobic surface and a glass surface separated
by spacers. The microchannel is 60 mm long by 14 mm wide and two channel heights of nominally 183 µm and 366 µm are explored. The superhydrophobic side is in contact with a heated
aluminum block and a camera is used to visualize the flow through the glass side. Thermocouples
are embedded in the aluminum to record the temperature profile along the length of the channel.
Temperatures are maintained below the boiling temperature of the working liquid. The friction
factor-Reynolds product ( f Re) is obtained via pressure drop and volumetric flow-rate measurements. Five surface types/configurations are investigated: smooth hydrophilic, smooth hydrophobic, superhydrophobic with ribs perpendicular to the flow, superhydrophobic with ribs parallel
to the flow, and superhydrophobic with ribs parallel to the flow with several breaker ridges perpen71
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Figure 4.1: A rib/cavity structured SHPo surface.

dicular to the flow. The surface type/configuration has a significant impact on the mass transport
dynamics. For surfaces with closed cell micro-structures, large bubbles eventually form and adversely affect f Re and lead to higher temperatures along the channel. When degassed water is used
no bubble nucleation is observed and the air initially trapped in the superhydrophobic cavities is
quickly absorbed by the water.

4.3

Introduction
Superhydrophobic (SHPo) surfaces are currently a topic of interest due to their unique

and extraordinary water repelling capabilities. Such surfaces have potential applications for self
cleaning systems, drag reduction, microscale heat exchangers, condensers, bio-medical devices,
lab-on-chip devices, etc. Superhydrophobic surfaces can be created by combining nano/microscale surface texturing with a chemical hydrophobic coating such that water will rest on top of
the surface texturing and not penetrate into the space between the texturing and forms a meniscus
due to surface tension. This is considered to be the non-wetting or Cassie-Baxter state [2]. An
illustration of a SHPo surface with rib/cavity surface features in the non-wetted state is shown in
Fig. 4.1. A surface is deemed superhydrophobic when the contact angle between it and a sessile
droplet of water is greater than nominally 145◦ [1].
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Much research has been devoted to the use of SHPo surfaces in the non-wetted state to
achieve drag reduction in laminar channel flows [5–8, 13, 14, 16]. A drag reduction is possible
since the working liquid is largely suspended above the gas filled cavities and there is a partial slip
boundary condition over this liquid/gas interface as opposed to the classic no-slip condition at the
liquid/solid interface. The amount of drag reduction is mainly dependent on three factors: the type
and orientation of the surface structure, the cavity fraction (defined as the ratio of the projected
liquid/gas interface to the overall projected composite interface), and the relative surface feature
size to channel height [13]. A variety of surface structures have been studied such as the rib/cavity
structure shown in Fig. 4.1, as well as square posts, circular posts, square holes, and circular holes.
These structures can be oriented in different directions with respect to the flow direction; the most
studied being ribs and cavities that are aligned parallel or transverse to the flow direction. As the
cavity fraction increases, the liquid/gas interface comprises more of the composite interface and
more slip at the surface prevails, leading to greater drag reduction [8, 9, 13, 16, 23, 84]. The amount
of slip achievable by a SHPo surface is directly related to the underlying feature size. For channel
flow, the hydraulic diameter must be of the same order of magnitude as the surface features for
appreciable drag reduction to be possible [7, 13, 23, 84]. Secondary effects on the drag reduction
in SHPo channels include, but are not limited to, meniscus curvature, Reynolds number inertial
effects, and the finite viscosity of the gas in the cavities [7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 19].
Prior research has also focused on studying the effect that SHPo surfaces have on heat
transfer in microchannel flows [23, 40–43, 45, 46, 48, 75, 84]. In general, SHPo surfaces have been
found to reduce convective heat transfer for channels in all cases. Since the cavities are occupied
by gas, which usually has a thermal conductivity much less than that of the surface features, they
act as an insulating region and increase the resistance to heat transfer. The amount of convective
heat transfer reduction is dependent on the same parameters as the hydrodynamic drag reduction
and follows similar trends. However, if the drag reduction is great enough so that the flow-rate can
be substantially increased, an overall heat transfer enhancement can theoretically occur respective
to a smooth walled channel given the same driving pressure and dimensions [46]. Such behavior
could prove advantageous in microscale heat exchangers.
Critical to the performance of SHPo surfaces is the maintenance of a stable gas layer or
plastron. A SHPo surface can lose its gas layer and transition from the non-wetted to wetted state
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due to a number of causes. If the liquid pressure becomes too great, the meniscus can no longer
support the liquid and the surface features will wet, resulting in a loss of drag reduction [13]. The
pressure at which the meniscus fails mechanically in this manner is referred to as the Laplace
pressure. For a rib/cavity structure such as that pictured in Fig. 4.1, the Young-Laplace equation
can be used to calculate the Laplace pressure, which is the difference: P − Pg = 2σ cos(π − φ )/wc
where, P is the pressure of the liquid, Pg is the pressure of the gas, σ is the surface tension of the
liquid/gas system, φ is the contact angle of the liquid with the smooth surface, and wc is the width
of the liquid/gas interface [13, 16]. An additional failure mechanism of the gas layer is caused
by the mass transport that can occur at the liquid/gas interface [58–62]. If the liquid is sufficiently
undersaturated it can absorb the gas from the plastron and over time a SHPo surface will eventually
wet1 .
Alternatively, Vakarelski et al. have shown that the air layer on a submerged SHPo sphere
can be maintained and actually grow when submersed in water that is supersaturated with air [64].
The solubility of dissolved air in water is dependent on temperature [65]. In the work by Vakarelski
et al. [64] the mass transport was a direct result of the water being heated, which caused it to
become supersaturated with air, and led to the growth of the plastron. Wang et al. [66] also reported
bubble growth from SHPo micro-patterns on a submerged copper substrate at very low sub-boiling
temperatures when degassed water was used. Lv et al. [67] also showed that air trapped in micropores on SHPo surfaces can grow and/or shrink via mass transport when the saturation level of the
bulk liquid is altered by depressurization.
Previous works considering heat transfer in SHPo microchannels have not considered this
dynamic mass transfer effect in their analysis. Haase et al. [69] numerically considered mass
transport over a transverse rib/cavity structure where the protrusion angle of the bubbles could
be specified, and in an separate study Haase and Lammertink [70] obtain results for both mass
and heat transfer assuming a flat meniscus. However, in these two studies [69, 70] the meniscus
shape is specified and is unable to change shape dynamically due to mass transport. Karatay and
Lammertink experimentally and numerically consider the oxygenation of water via hydrophobic
porous membranes in microchannels [88]. When the membranes were structured and could main1 Note

that SHPo surfaces with sub-micron pores may be able to retain gases indefinitely even when exposed to
degassed water [61].
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tain the Cassie-Baxter state, the mass transfer was increased and the time to oxygenate the water
decreased. Recently, Stevens et al. explored the hydrodynamic behavior of two-phase flow in a
SHPo mini-channel [89]. However, the two-phase nature of the flow was by achieved by mixing
separate air and water streams and not due to mass transfer. Note that in these studies the mass
transfer was not a direct result of heat transfer.
To the authors’ knowledge there has been no experimental work thus far investigating the
mass transport in SHPo microchannels due to the presence of simultaneous sub-critical heat transfer. In general, there has been little experimental work regarding combined heat and mass transfer
in SHPo microchannels. Kousalya et al. addressed flow boiling in SHPo channels [57]. However,
the channel was much larger than that used here and degassed water was used, thus the mass transport involved water vapor and not soluble gases. Steinke and Kandlikar looked at the effects of
sub-boiling nucleation in copper microchannels, but the substrate wettability was not varied [65].
The purpose of this paper is to experimentally explore the effect that sub-critical heating
has on flow in a SHPo microchannel. Specifically, the effect of mass transfer on the hydrodynamics
in an air-water system is highlighted. Mass transfer is found to be extremely important and leads
to large air bubble growth in the superhydrophobic microchannels; such results have not been
reported thus far in the literature. Various configurations of rib/cavity structured SHPo surfaces
are tested, for which, the friction factor-Reynolds number product is obtained as a measure of flow
resistance in the microchannel. Temperature data is also obtained to elucidate the role of heat
transfer. Additionally, qualitative flow visualization images are presented to report on the mass
transfer dynamics.

4.4

Experimental Methods
Laminar flow in a wide aspect ratio horizontal SHPo microchannel is considered. The

microchannel walls consist of a rib/cavity structured superhydrophobic surface and a glass surface
separated by a distance H via spacers (see Fig. 4.2). Two nominal channel heights (H) of 183
µm and 366 µm are explored. The microchannel is 14 mm wide (W ) and 60 mm long (L). The
SHPo side is in contact with a thermal interface pad which is adhered to an aluminum block. The
aluminum is heated via a thin film electric heater (see Fig. 4.2). The width and length of the thermal
interface pad, aluminum block, and thin film heater are all 25.3 mm by 50.8 mm. The thicknesses
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Figure 4.2: A schematic of the main components of the microchannel test section (not to scale).
(Note: The dashed rectangle indicates the viewing area of the DSLR camera.)

of the aluminum, thermal interface pad, test surfaces and glass slides are nominally 1346 µm, 470
µm, 533 µm and 1204 µm respectively. To promote good thermal contact, thermal paste is used
between the aluminum block and the thin film heater. The top microchannel section consisting
of the test surface, spacers and glass slide is assembled separately for each different surface type
explored. The thermal pad provides the ability to swap out different microchannels yet still achieve
relatively consistent thermal contact with the heated aluminum block. Great care is taken during
the assembly before each test to provide consistent downward force on the microchannel to give the
same contact pressure between the test surface and the thermal pad for each different microchannel
assembly. Thermocouples are embedded in the aluminum to obtain the temperature profile along
the length of the center of the channel and are spaced at 10.9 mm, 23.6 mm, 36.3 mm, and 49.0
mm from the inlet in the streamwise direction.
A custom built testing apparatus houses the main test section and interfaces the test section
with sensors and a flow loop (see Fig. 4.3). Room temperature deionized water from a reservoir
is driven through the test section by a peristaltic pump. Inlet and outlet fluid temperatures are
monitored by thermocouples and pressure taps near the inlet and outlet allow measurement of the
pressure drop over the channel via the differential pressure transducer. It should be noted that a
different pressure transducer with a lower working range was used for the channels with larger
spacing (H = 366 µm) to maintain good resolution. All quantities are measured and recorded
continuously via LabVIEW data acquisition software and National Instruments hardware. Pressure
and flow-rate measurements are sampled at a frequency of 5000 Hz then filtered and averaged to
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Figure 4.3: A schematic of the flow loop.

match the thermocouple sampling frequency of nominally 0.44 Hz. A PID feedback controller
is used to dynamically adjust the RPM of the peristaltic pump to maintain a consistent flow-rate
from the pump. A DSLR camera is used to visualize the flow via the glass top of the microchannel
during tests.
Five test surface types/configurations are investigated: smooth hydrophilic (HPi), smooth
hydrophobic (HPo), superhydrophobic with ribs perpendicular to the flow (SHPo -⊥), superhydrophobic with ribs parallel to the flow (SHPo -k), and superhydrophobic with ribs parallel to the flow
with additional sparse ribs (breaker ridges) perpendicular to the flow (SHPo -kBR ). The smooth
HPi surface is a clean silicon substrate whereas the smooth HPo surface is fabricated by coating
a smooth silicon substrate with a 100 nm thick chromium layer to promote adhesion and then
spinning on a thin PTFE coating. The SHPo surfaces consist of rib/cavity structures etched into
a silicon wafer using photolithography processes. The cavities are nominally 32 µm wide and 22
µm deep and the ribs are 8 µm wide resulting in a pitch of 40 µm and a cavity fraction of 80% (see
Fig. 4.1). A coating of chromium and PTFE is applied to render the surfaces superhydrophobic.
All surfaces are then diced to the desired dimensions of the channel and a second PTFE coating
is applied. On the SHPo -kBR surfaces the breaker ridges are nominally 8 µm wide and placed
2.5 mm apart. Static contact angles on the HPi and HPo surfaces are 44◦ and 112◦ , respectively.
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Table 4.1: Outline of parameter ranges for each test case. All five surface types were tested for
each test case. The inlet bulk fluid temperature ranged from 22.7 – 24.9 ◦ C.
Test Case

Flow-rate ( ˙ )

Channel Height (H)

Power Input (Q)

Avg. Al Temperature

A
B
C
D

10.7 – 11.0 mL/min
22.1 – 22.3 mL/min
10.8 – 11.0 mL/min
11.0 – 11.2 mL/min

180 – 184 µm
180 – 184 µm
360 – 371 µm
180 – 184 µm

12.2 – 12.4 W
18.1 – 18.2 W
11.5 – 11.9 W
18.1 – 18.4 W

39.8 – 41.1 ◦ C
39.4 – 40.5 ◦ C
39.7 – 44.4 ◦ C
47.5 – 50.1 ◦ C

A

Average static contact angles on the SHPo surfaces in the transverse and longitudinal directions are
158◦ and 151◦ respectively. These values are in good agreement with those of Pearson et al. who
used surfaces fabricated and structured in the same manner [33]. They measured the advancing and
receding contact angles to be 166.9◦ and 147.3◦ in the transverse direction, and 153◦ and 146.7◦
in the longitudinal direction respectively [33]. The glass top wall has a static contact angle of 34◦ .
All contact angle measurements have an uncertainty of ± 4◦ .
Four different sets of testing parameters were explored in this study. Flow-rate ( ˙ ), channel
A

height (H), and power input to the heater (Q) are the independent parameters varied and their
values for each of the four test cases are outlined in Table 4.1. For each set of testing parameters
all five surface types were tested. While care was taken to assemble the microchannels in the same
manner, slight variation in the spacer thickness led to each microchannel having a unique channel
height. Also, for each test case the controllable parameters were set to be the same, yet slightly
different values were measured for each test surface. Thus, for each test case, the range of measured
input parameters over the five test surfaces is shown (see Table 4.1). For test cases A, B, and C the
amount of electrical power input to the heater (Q) was adjusted such that the aluminum temperature
profile was similar between the cases in an effort to maintain a similar concentration gradient
driving the mass transport (to be discussed later) so that the effects of flow-rate and channel height
could be better isolated. This is evidenced by the average aluminum temperatures presented in
Table 4.1. Case D was designed to have the same channel height and flow-rate as case A, however,
more power was input such that temperature profile and therefore concentration gradient would
be larger; allowing the effects of an augmented concentration gradient to be specifically explored.
Each test was run for nominally 30 minutes before heating was applied via the thin film heater.
Heating was then applied long enough such that a steady-state was achieved (i.e. once the general
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trend of the outlet bulk temperature was a change of less than nominally 0.5 ◦ C in 30 minutes). Data
was then selected from both the pre-heating and the steady-state phases for statistical examination.
The selected pre-heating period was about 15 minutes and the selected steady-state period varied
from nominally 30 to 60 minutes depending on the test case. It should be noted that by comparing
the amount of electrical power input to the rise in bulk fluid temperature between the inlet to the
outlet, it was determined that the set-up lost nominally 10% of the power input to ambient.

4.5

Results and Discussion
The friction factor-Reynolds number product ( f Re) is obtained via pressure drop and vo-

lumetric flow-rate measurements. Using the definition of the average Darcy friction factor ( f ) and
Reynolds number (Re = ρ ūDh /µ), where ρ is the density of water, µ is the viscosity of water, ū is
the average flow velocity, and Dh is the hydraulic diameter, it can be shown that the product ( f Re)
may be expressed as
8
f Re =
˙µ



∆P
L



H 3W 3
(H +W )2

(4.1)

A

In the above expression ˙ is the volumetric flow-rate, ∆P is the pressure drop over the channel,
A

and L, W , and H are the length, width, and height of the channel, respectively. All fluid properties
are calculated using the average of the inlet and outlet bulk temperatures (Tin and Tout ). Type K
thermocouples were used that have a ± 2.2 ◦ C absolute temperature error. This leads to uncertainty
in estimating the fluid properties which increases the uncertainty in f Re. The uncertainty in f Re
is estimated to be nominally 9% based on a sensitivity analysis of (4.1) which accounts for the
uncertainties in ˙ , µ, ∆P, L, H, and W . While the absolute error of the thermocouples is relatively
A

high, the differential error between the thermocouples was reduced to ± 0.1 ◦ C through careful
calibration.
Figure 4.4 displays 2000 seconds of instantaneous f Re data for the five surface types during
the steady-state period for representative case A tests. The absolute test time (t) is offset by the
time when the selected steady-state region begins (tstart ). Vast differences in the hydrodynamic
behavior between the different surface types can immediately be seen from the f Re data. The
SHPo -⊥ and SHPo -kBR surfaces show large variations in f Re which are caused by large variations
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of temporal f Re behavior between 5 surface types. Markers are used
solely to delineate the different time series (case A).

in pressure drop. Additionally, these two surfaces show much higher f Re values overall, indicating
the resistance to flow in these channels is much greater relative to the other three channels. The
HPo surface has much smaller variations in f Re while the HPi and SHPo -k surfaces exhibit a near
constant f Re signal. This data is more readily understood when interpreted in conjunction with
the flow visualization data presented in the next section.

4.5.1

Flow Visualization of Mass Transfer
A top down view of the flow is displayed for each surface type in Fig. 4.5. Approximately

the center third of each channel is pictured and the flow is from left to right. The images were
all taken during the steady-state heating period of testing. It can readily be observed that the mass
transport dynamics are vastly different depending on the surface type. As the water is heated, it can
no longer hold the same concentration of air as at room temperature and air effervesces from the
liquid and nucleates on the surfaces. However, the amount of air that is able to be transported from
the water is influenced by the surface chemistry and structure of the surfaces. Pre-existing nuclea-
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Figure 4.5: Flow visualization of the heated microchannel for case A. A top down view of the
center third of the channel is presented for the 5 different surface types: (a) HPi, (b) HPo, (c)
SHPo -k, (d) SHPo -kBR , (e) SHPo -⊥. The flow direction is from left to right.

tion sites are required for further bubble nucleation and growth at the relatively low supersaturation
levels caused by the heating [68].
Using Henry’s Law the equilibrium concentration of dissolved air that water can hold at a
given pressure and temperature can be determined
Cair = H cp Pair

(4.2)

where Cair is the equilibrium concentration of dissolved air in water, H cp is the temperature dependent Henry’s Law constant for an air/water system, and Pair is the partial pressure of air in
contact with the water [65]. A strict analysis would require consideration of the partial pressures
of each gas separately (i.e. nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, etc.) and the contribution of water
vapor to the total gas pressure. For simplicity, we use the aggregate Henry’s Law constants2 for air
dissolved in water presented in the work of Steinke and Kandlikar for different temperatures [65].
By comparing the equilibrium concentrations of the air saturated water at the inlet, and the water
at an elevated temperature and pressure in the channel, a concentration gradient can be estimated.
The saturation level can also be calculated by looking at the ratio of the equilibrium concentrations. Calculation of the inlet concentration is straight forward since the water is saturated at a
known room temperature and atmospheric pressure (nominally 85 kPa) before testing begins. On
2 The

work of Steinke and Kandlikar [65] actually presents Bunsen coefficients, however the conversion to Henry’s
Law constants is trivial [4].
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Table 4.2: Estimated concentration gradients and saturation levels for each test case.
Test Case

Concentration Gradient (∆Cair )

Saturation Level (α)

A
B
C
D

6.6 – 7.3 × 10−5 kmol/m3
3.7 – 4.7 × 10−5 kmol/m3
7.6 – 9.5 × 10−5 kmol/m3
9.7 – 10.0 × 10−5 kmol/m3

1.11 – 1.12
1.06 – 1.08
1.13 – 1.17
1.17 – 1.18

the other-hand, both the temperature and pressure are changing throughout the length of the channel and as such the equilibrium concentration in the channel is changing along the streamwise
direction. Additionally, the air bubbles nucleating on the surface are continuously changing size
which affects their pressure according the Young-Laplace equation. Furthermore, the actual bulk
concentration of the flowing water is decreasing along the length of the channel due to the continuous mass transport. Also, the average film temperature in the channel is hard to determine
accurately due to conjugate heat transfer effects. As such, the presented concentration gradients
are to be considered for comparative purposes between the cases, not absolute values, and they
are reported to give a general idea of the gradient that is driving the mass transport. The estimated concentration gradients (∆Cair = Cair (Ta , Patm ) −Cair (T f , P)) are presented in Table 4.2 along
with the corresponding saturation level (α = Cair (Ta , Patm )/Cair (T f , P)) where Cair (Ta , Patm ) is the
equilibrium concentration of air dissolved in water at ambient temperature (Ta ) and local atmospheric pressure (Patm = 85.1 kPa), and Cair (T f , P) is the equilibrium concentration evaluated at the
average film temperature (T f ) and average channel pressure (P). Since each surface in a test case
has a different pressure and temperature response, a small range of concentration gradient values
exists within each test case (see Table 4.2). It should be noted that test cases A, B, and C have
different concentration gradients despite efforts to keep them similar. The values reported in Table
4.2 are therefore important to consider when comparing the results between test cases since each
case has a different gradient driving the mass transport.
The smooth HPi surface (see panel (a) of Fig. 4.5) has no active nucleation sites other than
the ones present at the surface/spacer interfaces along the edges of the channel. Thus, all bubbles
are located in close proximity to the edges of the channel and do not largely disturb the core flow.
This results in a nearly constant f Re value during heating. Although the presence of some bubbles
does make f Re slightly higher than the value predicted for a classic rectangular channel with the
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given dimensions, f Re = 94.3 [90]. Also, note that the growth and release of the small bubbles
along the edges contributes to the step changes manifest in the f Re time series.
The HPo surface (see panel (b) of Fig. 4.5) has more bubbles present due to several preexisting nucleation sites as well as those located near the spacers. The chemically hydrophobic
PTFE coating allows air to be trapped in small defects when the channel is initially filled with
water [68]. These sites act as seeds for air nucleation and allow bubbles to grow. Some of the
sites are near the center of the channel and disrupt the core flow. Once the bubbles become large
enough, the drag force on them becomes sufficient to flush them downstream and eventually out of
the channel. This behavior is cyclic and is manifest in the f Re data shown in Fig. 4.4. The pressure
must increase in the channel to maintain a constant flow-rate when obstructed, but decreases once
the obstruction is flushed away.
The cavities on the SHPo surfaces, which are filled with air, act as large nucleation sites
for mass transport. Mass can be transported via the meniscus to the air layer that resides in the
cavities of the SHPo surfaces. Interestingly, the bubble formation on the three SHPo surfaces is
vastly different depending on the underlying microstructure. On the SHPo -k surface the air layer
does not grow enough to coalesce into large bubbles (see panel (c) of Fig. 4.5). The air is confined
to the cavities and while mass transport must be occurring, the lack of a closed cell structure
perpendicular to the flow allows the excess air to be continuously forced downstream.
A drastic change in bubble formation behavior accompanies the addition of sparse breaker
ridges, spaced 2.5 mm apart perpendicular to the flow (see panel (d) of Fig. 4.5). The breaker
ridges result in closed rectangular cells that allow the air to be trapped such that bubbles grow
via mass transport. Bubbles grow on the downstream edge of the breaker ridges and are aligned
with the cavities of the parallel ribs. Those growing from individual cavities eventually merge
with neighboring bubbles; this continues until large masses of air form that block the flow. Once
sufficiently large, the drag force can push the large bubbles downstream, collecting air from other
bubbles in their path. This leaves a clear path for water to flow through, thus each large bubble
flush corresponds to a large reduction in pressure drop. This cycle of bubble growth and flushing
can readily be seen from the f Re time series in Fig. 4.4 where peaks in the time series correspond
to bubbles impeding the flow and troughs correspond to a flush.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of mass transport on a SHPo surface with perpendicular ribs. Panel (a):
Before heating begins. Panel (b): A short time after heating begins a concentration gradient is set
up resulting in mass transport of air through the meniscus. Panel (c): A longer time after heating,
when enough mass transport has occurred to cause adjacent bubbles to merge.

If the ribs are aligned perpendicular to the flow, different bubble dynamics can be observed
(see panel (e) of Fig. 4.5). Bubbles now form and grow perpendicular to the flow. Even when the
bubbles merge they maintain alignment with the underlying microstructure. The bubble growth
and flush cycle is different for the perpendicular rib case when compared to the parallel rib with
breaker ridges case. At certain moments the whole channel becomes obstructed by perpendicular
bubbles which leads to a massive increase in pressure drop. Then, when a flush occurs, nearly
all the bubbles are swept away leaving the channel obstruction free until the bubbles regrow; this
momentarily results in a low pressure drop until the bubbles begin to form again. This extreme
cycle of variation in pressure is manifest in the f Re data shown in Fig. 4.4 where the troughs, at
times, approach the f Re value of the smooth channel much more closely than the troughs of the
SHPo -kBR series.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the basic steps of nucleation and bubble growth occurring on a SHPo
surface with ribs perpendicular to the flow to further explain the mass transport phenomenon in the
microchannels. Initially, the channel is filled water and starts in an un-wetted, Cassie-Baxter state
(panel (a)). Then, heating is applied which results in the water becoming supersaturated and air is
transfered from the water to the air filled cavities via the meniscus (panel (b)). Once enough mass
transport occurs, adjacent bubbles merge (panel (c)), and continue to merge, until they are large
enough to be swept away and then the process repeats.
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4.5.2

Aggregate Hydrodynamic Results
Box plots of the f Re data during the steady-state heating period for case A are displayed

in panel (a) of Fig. 4.7 for each surface type. The main box for each plot shows the inter-quartile
range (IQR) and the median of the data is represented by the horizontal line within each box. The
whiskers extend from the main box to the minimum and maximum f Re values recorded. Also
plotted are the average f Re results, which are computed using all of the available steady-state data
for each surface type. It should be noted that care was taken to extract the most steady-state data
possible from each test. Data from replicated tests for a surface type are combined into a single
box plot. For the tests with cyclic signals, care was also taken to select data using a peak-to-peak
window. The error bars on the average f Re values show the 9% uncertainty in estimating the true
average f Re value for each surface type. Additionally, the average of f Re during the no-heating
period, as well as the classical f Re value for a smooth rectangular channel are shown [90]. Panel
(a) of Fig. 4.7 is comparable to Fig. 4.4 and gives a graphical summary of the f Re signal each
channel exhibits. As discussed previously, the amount of increase in f Re is highly dependent on
the surface type and is directly related to the amount of bubbles observed to obstruct the flow. The
closed cell SHPo surfaces (i.e. the SHPo -⊥ and SHPo -kBR surfaces) show the largest f Re values
due to the large amount of bubbles present. Conversely, the HPi surface and the SHPo -k surface
have the lowest f Re values during heating due to the lack of bubble coalescence present. The
average f Re value, and thus the resistance to flow, for the SHPo -kBR surface is almost three times
greater than that of the smooth HPi surface (i.e. a 300% drag increase).
It can also be seen in panel (a) of Fig. 4.7 that when no heating is present the average
f Re value is close to the classical value predicted for a rectangular channel [90], though the SHPo
surface with parallel ribs does exhibit a modest drag reduction. This behavior is expected since
without heating there is no concentration gradient and thus no bubble growth is occurring.
The level of variation in the f Re signals can also be visualized in panel (a) of Fig. 4.7
for each surface type. The inter quartile ranges as well as the span of the whiskers for the two
SHPo surfaces with closed cells are much larger than the other three surface types. These f Re
distributions are much broader since the bubble growth and flush cycles previously highlighted
lead to large pressure variations. Conversely, the surfaces with little to no bubble nucleation have
very narrow f Re distributions centered around their mean values.
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Figure 4.7: Box plots of the f Re distributions for the 5 surface types. The four different test cases
A, B, C, and D are depicted in panels (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The average f Re values
during steady-state heating are depicted with the solid markers and error bars. The average f Re
values during no heating are shown with the open markers. The classical laminar flow value of
f Re is shown with the dashed line for reference [90].
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Table 4.3: Mean and median period of pressure fluctuations for the SHPo channels with closed cell
structures (median period in parenthesis).
Test Case
A
B
C
D

SHPo -kBR

SHPo -⊥

99 s (111 s)
87 s (98 s)
256 s (544 s)
96 s (100 s)

181 s (226 s)
130 s (140 s)
467 s (1134 s)
120 s (135 s)

A frequency analysis is also performed on the steady-state pressure drop data for each
case for the two SHPo surfaces with closed cells such that a comparison of the time scale for the
bubble dynamics can be made between the cases. The power spectra obtained have peaks at many
different frequencies due to the sporadic nature of the bubble growth and departure dynamics,
however general trends are manifest. The mean and median period [91] are computed from the
spectra for each of the different test cases to provide a general metric of how often bubble flushes
occur and allows for comparisons to be made; the results are presented in Table 4.3. Power spectra
data that is lower than the corresponding noise from the pressure transducers is excluded from
the calculation of the mean period. It should be noted that when comparing replicated tests, the
mean period is more repeatable than the median period. Also, the median period is more sensitive
to zero-padding. For case A, on average, the SHPo -kBR surface exhibits more frequent rises and
drops in pressure when compared to the SHPo -⊥ surface (i.e. it has a shorter mean period); this can
also be seen qualitatively in Fig. 4.4. This is due to the different nature of the bubble growth and
flush cycles between the two surface types that was previously discussed. The mean and median
period results for the other cases will be addressed throughout the discussion that follows.
Box plots of the f Re signals for case B tests, where the flow-rate is doubled with respect to
case A, are shown in panel (b) of Fig. 4.7. Note that the upper limit and range of the ordinate is the
same for all box plot figures in order to facilitate comparison between the cases. The concentration
gradient for case B is reduced by nominally 40% from case A (see Table 4.2). In comparison
to case A, the overall trend for average f Re vs. surface type is very similar; meaning the SHPo kBR surface has the highest value and the SHPo -⊥ surface has the second highest, however, the
average of f Re is lower for these two surfaces when compared with case A. The HPo surface also
shows a slight reduction in f Re. The HPi and SHPo -k surfaces perform nearly the same when
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compared to case A. This occurs because these channels have no large bubbles present that alter
their effective cross-sectional area and f Re is expected to be constant and independent of flow-rate
for laminar channel flow. Since the average of f Re decreased for the channels that show active
bubble growth, it can be determined that the average resistance to flow caused by the bubbles does
not scale linearly with flow-rate as it would in a laminar channel flow without bubbles. This means
that the nucleating bubbles affect the channel flow less, on average, when flow-rate is increased.
This is essentially caused by the bubbles being flushed away at smaller sizes when compared to
case A due to the increased drag force on bubbles because of the increased flow-rate. The smaller
bubbles impede the flow less and the average f Re reduces. Additionally, it can be seen that the
amount of variation in f Re is reduced in case B by about a half when compared to case A, as
smaller bubbles cause less variation to f Re when flushed away. The mean period for case B is less
than that of case A by 28% for the SHPo -⊥ surface and 12% less for the SHPo -kBR surface (see
Table 4.3). A similar trend exists for the median period which is less than that of case A by 38% for
the SHPo -⊥ surface and 12% less for the SHPo -kBR surface (see Table 4.3). The concentration
gradient is reduced for case B, which reduces the rate of bubble growth and would expectedly
dilate the mean period of the flush cycle. Despite the reduced concentration gradient, the mean and
median periods are shorter for case B with respect to case A because the bubbles are being flushed
away at smaller sizes and it therefore takes them less time to reach their departure size.
Panel (c) of Fig. 4.7 shows f Re box plots for case C, where the channel height is doubled
with respect to case A and the flow-rate is fixed. The concentration gradient for case C is about
20% greater than it is for case A (see Table 4.2). When compared to cases A and B, all surfaces
except the HPi surface and SHPo -kBR surface show markedly higher average f Re values. Since
the flow-rate is maintained the same as case A and the channel height has doubled, the average
velocity in the channel is halved. Therefore both the wall shear stress and the drag force on the
bubbles is substantially reduced. This allows the bubbles to stay on the surfaces much longer when
compared to the other cases (see Table 4.3) and causes the average f Re values to increase, meaning
the relative resistance to flow is greater. This is especially evident for the SHPo -⊥ surface, which
shows nominally a 50% increase in f Re when compared to case A. Remarkably, both the SHPo
surfaces with closed cells show nearly a 260% increase in mean period and about a 500% increase
in median period with respect to case A. The variation in f Re for all the SHPo surfaces is also much
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larger when compared to the other cases. In the limit of a large aspect ratio channel (i.e. W >> H),
it can be seen from (4.1) that f Re is proportional to H 3 . Thus, the requisite pressure to drive flow
through the case C channels is nominally 8 times less than case A. As such, f Re is much more
sensitive to changes in pressure which leads to an increase in the span of the f Re signals. Note
that the f Re whiskers of the closed cell SHPo surfaces extend past the upper limit of the ordinate.
Also of note is that the SHPo -k surface now has a larger average f Re value than the HPi and HPo
surfaces. Since the actual pressure in the channel is so much less than in cases A and B, the air in
the cavities on the SHPo -k surface can protrude farther into the channel and increase the resistance
to flow [17].
Panel (d) of Fig. 4.7 shows f Re box plots for case D. In case D, the concentration gradient
is nominally 40% greater than case A, due to an increased level of heating, while channel height
and flow-rate are fixed. The average f Re values are almost the same as case A with the exception of
the SHPo -kBR surface which is about 30% lower. The distribution of f Re is also slightly broader
for case D when compared to case A, but overall very similar. For the SHPo -⊥ surface the bubble
growth and departure cycle occurs more rapidly in case D than case A due to the increased mass
transport. The mean period is 34% less when compared to case A and the median period is 40%
less. Interestingly, the mean and median periods for the SHPo -kBR surface are only 3% and 10%
less, respectively, than for case A despite the increased concentration gradient. This may be an
effect of the difference in underlying surface structure and how the bubbles can grow and move
more freely on the SHPo -kBR surface, whereas the bubbles are more restricted to a vertical growth
pattern on the SHPo -⊥ surface.
For completeness, tests where the water was degassed beforehand using a vacuum pump
were performed. The same flow parameters as case D were used. Figure 4.8 shows f Re box plots
for the degassed test. It can be seen that the f Re values during heating show little variation and
are very close to the values when no heating was present. No bubbles were observed to form
on any of the surfaces, even when heated. This is due to the lack of excess air in the incoming
deionized water (i.e. the working fluid is undersaturated). In fact, all air trapped in the SHPo
surfaces was absorbed by the degassed water and the surfaces transitioned to a wetted state within
several minutes of filling the channel. This test affirms that mass transport of air and not water
vapor is what causes the bubble nucleation behavior discussed in all other cases.
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Figure 4.8: Box plots of the f Re distributions for the 5 surface types for the degassed tests. The
average f Re values during steady-state heating are depicted with the solid markers and error bars.
The average f Re values during no heating are shown with the open markers. The classical laminar
flow value of f Re is shown with the dashed line for reference [90].

4.5.3

Temperature Measurements
Average temperatures in the aluminum block are calculated using data from the steady-state

range. The highest temperature ever recorded was 56 ± 2 ◦ C (case D - SHPo -kBR surface) and
occurred at the furthest downstream location in the aluminum block; this assures that no boiling
dynamics are occurring within the channel and further supports that mass transport of air is the
cause of nucleation and bubble growth. The differences between the aluminum block temperatures
and the average inlet temperature are used to account for slight differences in ambient conditions
as follows: ∆TAl = TAl − Tin , where TAl is the temperature of a thermocouple at one of the four
streamwise locations in the aluminum block.
It should be noted that the convection coefficient cannot be properly computed due to significant conjugate heat transfer occurring in the aluminum block and silicon wafer. This prohibits
the use of a simple one-dimensional analysis to calculate the actual surface temperature profile.
Additionally, it obfuscates the true thermal boundary condition at the heated surface. As an alternative, the authors present the aluminum block temperature differences (∆TAl ) as a comparative
indicator of thermal performance.
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While the differential temperature error between thermocouples was estimated as 0.1 ◦ C
from calibration, it was found that the error in ∆TAl was greater due to variations in contact resistance, despite the consistent assembly procedure. Therefore, the error in ∆TAl is estimated by
looking at the largest difference between replicate tests. For each replication, the microchannel
was removed from contact with the thermal pad, then reassembled using the methodology outlined
above. The difference in the ∆T values between replicated tests thus gives a good indication of the
repeatability in the assembly process and associated error. Due to the lengthy testing procedure,
only two to three replications were performed for selected microchannels. The respective errors
for the four streamwise ∆TAl measurements are estimated as: ± 0.43 ◦ C, 0.63 ◦ C, 0.70 ◦ C, and
1.07 ◦ C at the 10.9 mm, 23.6 mm, 36.3 mm, and 49.0 mm streamwise locations.
The temperature differences from the inlet are plotted as a function of x/L in panel (a) of
Fig. 4.9 for case A, where x is the streamwise distance from the microchannel inlet. The error is
estimated to be the same for all surface types, though the error bars are only shown for the SHPo kBR surface for clarity. The HPi and HPo surfaces have the best thermal performance as evidenced
by the lowest temperature profiles in the channel. This is expected as the HPi and HPo surfaces
have minimal bubbles and no air layer present, allowing for the best convective heat transfer relative to the other surfaces tested. Conversely, the SHPo -kBR surface has the highest temperature
profile and therefore the worst thermal performance. This is due to the large bubbles present which
create dry regions where the flowing water is not able to effectively transport heat away from the
surface. Interestingly, the SHPo -k surface, while having no bubbles present, performs similar to
the SHPo -⊥ surface which has many large bubbles. This is a result of the continuous air layer
that is maintained on the SHPo -k surface, which also acts as an insulating layer to the thermal
transport.
Temperature profiles for case B are plotted in panel (b) of Fig. 4.9. Note that the range
(11 ◦ C) of the ordinate is maintained the same (although limits differ) across all ∆TAl figures to
allow ease of comparison between the surface types and between the different cases. Recall that
the flow-rate for case B is doubled with respect to case A. It can be seen that all the surfaces now
exhibit more similar temperature profiles. This is due to the increased flow-rate which removes
bubbles at smaller sizes and consequently lessens the amount that the bubbles can impede heat
transfer. Thus the SHPo surfaces with closed cells, which have the most bubble formation, have
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(a) case A

(b) case B

(c) case C

(d) case D

Figure 4.9: Comparison of ∆TAl vs. x/L for the 5 surface types. The four different test cases A,
B, C, and D are depicted in panels (a), (b), (c), and (d), respectively. The error is estimated to be
the same for all surface types, though the error bars are only shown for the SHPo -kBR surface for
clarity. The respective errors for the four streamwise ∆TAl measurements are estimated as: ± 0.43
◦ C, 0.63 ◦ C, 0.70 ◦ C, and 1.07 ◦ C at the 10.9 mm, 23.6 mm, 36.3 mm, and 49.0 mm streamwise
locations.
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lower temperature profiles that are closer to those for the smooth surfaces, indicating an improved
thermal performance.
Case C temperature profiles are plotted in panel (c) of Fig. 4.9. The trends discussed in
conjunction with case A are much more visible for case C. The reason for the larger disparity in
temperature profiles is twofold. First, the convection coefficient for laminar flow in a parallel plate
microchannel is proportional to the inverse of the channel height. Thus the resistance to thermal
transport related to convection for case C will inherently be doubled with respect to case A. Second,
the bubbles stay on the surface much longer for case C than for case A as discussed previously. This
increases the time that the bubbles act as an insulating layer and, consequently, also increases the
resistance to heat transfer. These two increases in thermal resistance result in a greater temperature
rise between the fluid and the surface (and the aluminum block). The increased temperature drop
leads to better resolution and the discrepancies in temperature profiles between the different surface
types are more apparent. The SHPo -kBR surface has the worst thermal performance since it has
the most bubbles impeding heat transfer; it is on average 4.4 ◦ C hotter than the HPi surface. This
is in accord with the hydrodynamic data which shows the SHPo -kBR surface having the worst
hydrodynamic performance (see Fig. 4.7), also due to the large amount of bubbles present. The
SHPo -⊥ surface also has an elevated temperature profile since it is covered by a significant amount
of bubbles as well.
The temperature profiles for case D are plotted in panel (d) of Fig. 4.9. In case D the
heating power is greater than that in case A by nominally 50% and as such the magnitudes of all
the temperature profiles are greater. Also, the concentration gradient is nominally 40% greater.
Overall, the trends displayed are similar to case A, with the SHPo -kBR surface having the worst
thermal performance. No markedly different behavior is seen in the temperature profiles (other
than the larger magnitudes) from increasing the amount of heating.
Finally, the temperature profiles for the degassed case are shown in Fig. 4.10. As discussed
previously, the degassed water eliminated any bubble formation during heating. When used on a
SHPo surface, the degassed water also absorbs all the air from the cavities of the SHPo surface.
This occurs since the water is no longer supersaturated with air, but rather undersaturated, thus
the concentration gradient to drive mass transport is reversed. While inhibiting bubble growth,
this does result in a wetted state for the SHPo channels. As such, all of the temperature profiles
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of ∆TAl vs. x/L for the 5 surface types for the degassed tests. The error
is estimated to be the same for all surface types, though the error bars are only shown for the
SHPo -kBR surface for clarity. The respective errors for the four streamwise ∆TAl measurements
are estimated as: ± 0.43 ◦ C, 0.63 ◦ C, 0.70 ◦ C, and 1.07 ◦ C at the 10.9 mm, 23.6 mm, 36.3 mm,
and 49.0 mm streamwise locations.

are the same within the predicted error since none of the surfaces have bubbles or an air layer
elevating the thermal resistance. It should be noted that the SHPo surfaces have micro-structures
that may enhance heat transfer slightly when wetted, however the resulting difference that would
be manifest in the aluminum temperature profiles is too small to be resolved here.

4.6

Conclusions
This work experimentally studied the effect of heating on laminar flow in SHPo micro-

channels. Mass transport was found to be a critical factor in the hydrodynamic performance of the
microchannels based on the surface type used. When air-saturated water is used, the cavities on
the SHPo surfaces act as pre-existing nucleation sites and allow dissolved air to effervesce out of
the water onto the surface. Large bubbles form on the SHPo surfaces with closed micro-cavities
and adversely affect the hydrodynamic performance. Also, the bubbles impede convective heat
transfer and lead to higher temperatures along the channel. The effects of flow-rate, channel size,
and heating levels were explored over a limited range. The channels with the largest spacing show
the greatest sensitivity to the mass transport effects, both hydrodynamically and thermally. Interestingly, the SHPo surface with parallel ribs maintained an air layer, but no large bubbles formed.
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Such behavior for SHPo microchannel flows has not previously been reported. The effectiveness
of SHPo surfaces in microscale heat exchangers should be questioned as this study shows a marked
degradation in both hydrodynamic and thermal performance.
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CHAPTER 5.
SUB-BOILING POOL NUCLEATION ON MICRO-STRUCTURED SUPERHYDROPHOBIC SURFACES

5.1

Contributing Authors and Affiliations

Adam Cowley, Daniel Maynes, and Julie Crockett
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 84602

5.2

Abstract
This work experimentally explores sub-boiling pool nucleation on micro-structured super-

hydrophobic surfaces. Superhydrophobic surfaces were submerged in a 20 mm deep pool of water
and heated from below to maintain a constant surface temperature, while the side walls of the
pool were insulated, and the top was covered. Three thermocouples positioned in the pool obtain
the average pool temperature. A heat flux sensor is placed directly beneath the surface to measure the heat flux supplied to the pool. Free convection heat transfer coefficients are obtained for
the sub-boiling temperature range of 40 – 90 ◦ C. Six surface types are studied: smooth hydrophilic, smooth hydrophobic, superhydrophobic with rib/cavity structures, superhydrophobic with
rib/cavity structures and additional sparsely spaced ribs to close off the cavities, circular posts, and
circular holes. It is found that structured superhydrophobic surfaces provide cavities for nucleation
to occur. More dissolved air effervesces from the water as the surface temperature increases due
to an increased level of supersaturation and convection. The nucleation leads to large air bubble
formations that reduce the overall convection coefficient when compared to the smooth surfaces.
For the rib/cavity structured surfaces, the bubbles form in an anisotropic manner and are aligned
with the surface structure. More bubbles are observed on the superhydrophobic surfaces where the
cavities are bounded. Since water’s ability to dissolve air is dependent on temperature, heat and
mass transfer cannot be treated independently on any of the superhydrophobic surfaces studied
here.
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Figure 5.1: Panel (a): A rib/cavity structured SHPo surface. Panel (b): A rib/cavity structured
SHPo surface with sparse perpendicular ribs. Panel (c): A SHPo surface structured with a square
lattice of circular posts. Panel (d): A SHPo surface structured with a square lattice of circular
holes. Note that the liquid is not displayed in panels (b) - (d) for clarity.

5.3

Introduction
Superhydrophobic (SHPo) surfaces have received substantial attention due to their extreme

ability to repel water. These surfaces are commonly fabricated by combining nano/micro-scale
surface features with a hydrophobic coating. Due to surface tension, liquid in contact with a SHPo
surface does not penetrate into the cavities and remains suspended on the tops of the features and
a gas layer is trapped in between the features. This state is considered to be the Cassie-Baxter
state [2] and the liquid is largely in contact with gas rather than solid (see panel (a) of Fig. 5.1).
Sessile droplets of water can obtain very high contact angles with low hysteresis on such surfaces,
leading to sliding angles of just a few degrees. SHPo surfaces have potential applications for
self-cleaning surfaces, drag reduction, condensers, and lab-on-chip devices.
Superhydrophobic surfaces can lose their performance if the trapped gas layer is lost and
the liquid wets the surface features (i.e. the Cassie-Baxter state is not maintained). This can occur
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if the pressure of the liquid above the gas cavity is sufficiently large. The meniscus curvature can be
related to the pressure differential between the gas and the liquid via the Young-Laplace equation

Pg − P = σ

1
1
+
R1 R2


(5.1)

where Pg is the gas pressure, P is the liquid pressure, σ is the surface tension of the liquid/gas
system, and R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature of the meniscus [92]. Note that a positive curvature
is defined here to mean that the meniscus is protruding out of the cavity. When the meniscus
protrudes down into the cavity (negative curvature) far enough such that it reaches the advancing
contact angle of the substrate with respect to the side of the cavity, any further increase to pressure
will cause the meniscus to unpin from the cavity edge and advance down into the cavity [62]. The
critical pressure required to achieve this mechanical failure is commonly referred to as the Laplace
pressure.
Another failure mechanism arises from the ability of liquids to hold a certain amount of
dissolved gases. This behavior can be described by Henry’s Law for a dilute solution of a dissolved
gas in a liquid solvent and can be expressed as
CA = H cp PA

(5.2)

where CA is the equilibrium concentration of dissolved gas A that a liquid can hold when in contact
with gas A at partial pressure PA , H cp is the Henry’s Law solubility constant and is different for
each gas/liquid combination and is also dependent on temperature [4]. If the equilibrium concentration of dissolved gas is greater than the actual concentration, then the liquid is undersaturated
and can accommodate more dissolved gas. When an undersaturated liquid is in contact with a
SHPo surface, mass transfer can occur across the meniscus and the gas can be absorbed out of the
cavities, leading to a wetted state.
Several studies have addressed the maintenance of the gas layer in the presence of mass
transfer. Patankar analytically investigates a single pore with trapped gas and estimates the critical
pore size at which failure will occur as a function of the saturation level of the liquid, liquid
pressure, surface tension, and contact angle of the substrate [61]. His work also outlines when
Henry’s Law can be used accurately to predict the equilibrium concentration. He concludes that
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the pore size on a hydrophobic substrate (with a 110◦ contact angle) must be sub-micron if the
air is to remain trapped when submerged in degassed water at 1 atm. Xu et al. consider a similar
problem for a single trench filled with air that is submerged in water and also determine that the
water must be shallower (i.e. lower liquid pressure) for larger cavity sizes to maintain the air layer
for an “infinite” time [60]. Emami et al. analytically predict the time for the air layer to be absorbed
in channel flow over a SHPo rib/cavity surface [59]. Kadoko et al. also analytically consider the
depletion of the plastron for a rib/cavity surface, however they consider the diffusion dominated
case rather than convective mass transfer [62]. Flynn and Bush examine the ability of the air layer
or plastron to allow certain insects to breathe underwater [58].
These studies have been concerned primarily with maintenance or absorption of the air
layer on SHPo surfaces. Notably less work has been focused on the opposite case where the liquid
is supersaturated. Vakarelski et al. considered a heated SHPo sphere submerged in water [64].
Since the equilibrium concentration of air is dependent on temperature, heating water results in it
becoming supersaturated with air. They found that that air layer on the SHPo sphere is not only
maintained, but also grows when the water is supersaturated. Wang et al. noted that SHPo patterns
on a copper substrate would exhibit bubble nucleation at sub-boiling temperatures as low as 41.5
◦C

if the water and surface were not degassed beforehand [66]. Recently, Cowley et al. explored

the effects of sub-critical heating on SHPo microchannels and found that large amounts of bubble
nucleation could occur on the heated SHPo wall, depending on the micro-structure of the SHPo
surface [87]. The presence of the bubbles in the microchannel led to degraded hydrodynamic
and thermal performance. Lv et al. showed experimentally that bubbles could grow from the air
trapped in circular pores when they adjusted the saturation level of water by depressurization [67].
Interestingly, they showed that a bubble’s size affected if it was going to continue to grow or shrink
along with the saturation level of the water. Note that the nucleation in these works is not due to
boiling, but mass transfer of air.
This work seeks to further investigate the nucleation behavior of air and its effect on heat
transfer for structured SHPo surfaces by experimental methods. Four different types of SHPo surface structures are investigated to elucidate the role of the underlying micro-structure, which has
not previously been done. The surfaces are submerged in a pool of water that is fully saturated with
air and supersaturation is achieved by heating the surfaces to a range of sub-boiling temperatures
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Figure 5.2: Cross-section of test set-up.
(40 – 90 ◦ C) and the nucleation behavior is observed visually. The surface type and temperature
both affect the level of nucleation observed. Natural convection heat transfer coefficients are obtained over the range of temperatures. The surfaces with large amounts of nucleation exhibit the
lowest heat transfer coefficients due to the nucleated air bubbles acting as an insulating layer.

5.4

Experimental Methods
A custom testing apparatus is used to heat the submerged test surfaces and record heat

flux and temperature data. A cross section through the center of the test set-up is pictured in
Fig. 5.2. An aluminum block (63 × 63 × 38 mm) is heated via four cartridge heaters that are
powered by a 20 VAC power source. A solid state relay in conjunction with an on/off temperature
controller regulates power to the cartridge heaters in order to maintain the surface temperature at
the desired set-point. Note that the cartridge heaters are far enough from the top surface of the
aluminum block such that a uniform surface temperature is achieved at the top of the block. A thin
heat flux sensor (40 × 40 × 0.3 mm) is placed in-between the aluminum block and an aluminum
plate (63 × 63 × 3 mm) and its recorded value is taken to be the heat flux (q00 ) through the silicon
test surface. In the center of the aluminum plate a thermocouple is embedded and its recorded
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temperature is taken to be the surface temperature (Ts ). The test surfaces (52 × 52 × 0.47 mm)
are placed in contact with the top of the aluminum plate. A thin layer of thermal compound
is applied uniformly between the test surface and the aluminum plate to promote good thermal
contact. Using a simple one dimensional conduction analysis, which accounts for the the aluminum
plate, thermal compound, and silicon test surface, the temperature difference between the recorded
surface temperature in the aluminum plate and the actual surface temperature is estimated to be
nominally 0.03 ◦ C for the highest average heat flux recorded (i.e. the worst case scenario). This
is less than the differential1 resolution of the thermocouples (± 0.1 ◦ C) and thus the measured
temperature is considered to be a good representation of the actual surface temperature. Around
the edges of the test surface a 2 mm soft silicone gasket is placed between the test surface and a
polycarbonate enclosure such that a water tight seal is made. The resulting enclosure above the
test surface measures nominally 41 × 41 × 26 mm. Due to the overhang from the gasket note that
a 37 × 39 mm area of the 52 × 52 mm test surface is actually in contact with the liquid pool (see
Fig. 5.2). The polycarbonate enclosure is fastened to the aluminum via four machine screws that
are uniformly torqued to 3 in-lbs. This results in a consistent seal with the gasket and a consistent
contact pressure between the test surface and the aluminum plate. Deionized water that is fully
saturated with air at room temperature (nominally 23 ◦ C) fills the enclosure to a depth of 20 mm.
Three thermocouples are submerged in the pool so that they are 10 mm from the heated surface
and their average is taken to be the pool temperature (Tp ). The test set up is fully insulated on
all sides except for the top. Evaporation occurs at the free surface and the liquid level drops ≈1
– 2 mm over the course of the testing procedure. The top of the enclosure has a small hole in it
such that the free surface of the pool is exposed to atmosphere and the pressure does not rise in
the enclosure from evaporation. Due to the evaporation at the free surface and no insulation on the
top of the enclosure, heat transfer must occur to maintain the test surface at a constant temperature
and results in a measurable temperature difference between Ts and Tp . This also results in a larger
heat flux through the surface and better resolution from the heat flux sensor. Since the sides are
insulated, the heat transfer is nearly one-dimensional through the test surface.
Temperature data is continually recorded from the four thermocouples at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz via a custom LabVIEW VI and National Instruments hardware. The data from the
1 The

absolute resolution of the thermocouples is ± 2.2 ◦ C.
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heat flux sensor is also recorded in LabVIEW at a frequency of 1000 Hz, then is averaged over
1000 samples to match the sampling frequency of the thermocouples. For each test, the surface
temperature set-point is initially set to 40 ◦ C. It is then left at 40 ◦ C for nominally 60 minutes such
that a suitable range of steady-state data is available for analysis. Then, the surface temperature is
ramped up to 50 ◦ C and is held there for nominally 50 minutes. This process is continued in 10
◦C

increments up to a value of 90 ◦ C with a 45-70 minute rest time at each set-point value. Prior

to increasing the surface temperature, the top of the enclosure is removed and imaged from above
with a DSLR camera to visualize the quasi-steady nucleation behavior at the given surface temperature. Due to the on/off behavior of the temperature controller, there are small cycles of heating
and cooling within each set-point time period that cause peaks and troughs in the heat flux data. A
peak-to-peak range of steady-state data that spans several cycles is selected for temporal averaging
at each corresponding set point. A graphical example of this process is shown for a smooth silicon
test surface in Fig. 5.3 for the surface temperature set-point of 60 ◦ C. Note that the large dips in Tp
correspond to when the lid is removed for imaging.
Six different types of surfaces were explored in this study: smooth hydrophilic (HPi),
smooth hydrophobic (HPo), superhydrophobic with a rib/cavity structure (SHPo-R) (see panel
(a) of Fig. 5.1), superhydrophobic with a rib/cavity structure and additional sparse perpendicular
ribs (SHPo-R+) (see panel (b) of Fig. 5.1), superhydrophobic with a square lattice of circular posts
(SHPo-P) (see panel (c) of Fig. 5.1), and superhydrophobic with a square lattice of circular holes
(SHPo-H) (see panel (d) of Fig. 5.1). Note the naming convention for the surface types defined in
parenthetical text above is used for the remainder of the text. The HPi surface is simply a clean
silicon wafer. The HPo surface is fabricated by first coating a silicon wafer with 100 nm of chromium to promote adhesion of a thin PTFE coating that is subsequently spun on. The SHPo surfaces
are fabricated using standard photolithography processes with silicon as the substrate. The desired surface features are achieved by etching the cavities to a nominal depth (d) of 20 µm. After
etching, the structured surfaces are coated with chromium and PTFE to render them superhydrophobic. All surface types are then diced to the desired dimensions (52 × 52 mm) and coated with
a second PTFE layer. For the SHPo-R+ surfaces, several different combinations of pitch (w) and
cavity width (wc ) are explored. A useful metric for comparing the different surface types is the
cavity fraction (Fc ), which is defined as the ratio of the projected liquid/gas interface to the overall
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Figure 5.3: Plots of surface temperature (Ts ) and average pool temperature (Tp ) vs. time (top) and
heat flux (q00 ) vs. time (bottom). Plots are for a smooth silicon surface test surface and demonstrate
the period over which the temporal averaging takes place for the 60◦ C surface temperature setpoint. This process is repeated for each surface temperature considered.

projected interface. For the rib/cavity structured surfaces the cavity fraction is simply Fc = wc /w.
For the post surfaces Fc = 1 − π(a/2w)2 and for the hole surfaces Fc = π(a/2w)2 where a is the
diameter of the post/hole. Table 5.1 contains the relevant dimensions for all the surfaces tested.
Some surfaces are marked with a “ * ” which signifies that the micro-structure pattern only spans
a 32 × 32 mm square patch in the center of the test surface. The reason for patterning the selected
surfaces as such will be discussed in Sec. 5.5.1. Note that for the SHPo-R+ surfaces the spacing
between the sparse perpendicular ribs is consistently 2.5 mm and the width of the sparse ribs (wb )
is given in Table 5.1. The micro-structure dimensions are obtained with a 3D profilometer and
have an uncertainty of nominally ± 0.5 µm.
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Table 5.1: Outline of the surface types explored and their respective dimensions and contact angles.
Static (θ ), advancing (θa ), and receding (θr ) contact angles are presented for each surface
type. Contact angles are presented for both the transverse and longitudinal orientations
for the anisotropic rib/cavity structured surfaces. The surfaces marked with a “ * ”
have a micro-structure pattern that only spans a 32 × 32 mm square patch in
the center of the test surface.
Surface

Dimensions
w (µm)

Contact angles
Fc

wc (µm) a (µm) d (µm) wb (µm)

Transverse orientation
or Isotropic surface
θ (◦ ) θa (◦ )

HPi
HPo
SHPo-R
SHPo-R*
SHPo-R+
SHPo-R+
SHPo-R+
SHPo-H
SHPo-P*

40.0
39.9
40.0
40.1
24.0
24.0
23.6

0.78
0.79
0.78
0.55
0.89
0.51
0.60

31.2
31.6
31.1
21.9
21.4
-

19.2
16.8

21.1
20.0
20.0
23.9
20.9
21.6
21.1

8.9
7.2
6.2
-

69
117
153
152
148
152
154
132
150

126
163
161
162
160
157
140
158

Longitudinal
orientation

θr (◦ ) θ (◦ ) θa (◦ ) θr (◦ )
114
139
143
133
133
142
118
127

147
146
144
138
154
-

146
148
147
140
154
-

141
141
130
130
147
-

Also contained in Table 5.1 are the static (θ ), advancing (θa ), and receding (θr ) contact
angles for droplets on the surfaces. Droplets exhibit different apparent contact angles with the
rib/cavity structured surfaces depending on the orientation of the rib micro-structure due to the
anisotropy of the structure. As such, contact angles are reported for droplets both in the transverse
(perpendicular) and longitudinal (parallel) directions on the rib/cavity structured surfaces. All
contact angle measurements have an uncertainty of ± 4◦ . Note that the SHPo-H surface may not
technically be considered superhydrophobic since its static contact is less then nominally 145◦ [1],
however, the micro-holes do trap air and act as nucleation sites as will be discussed in the following
section.

5.5
5.5.1

Results and Discussion
Visualization of Nucleation Behavior
Images of the HPi surface (viewed from a top-down perspective) after each of the six sur-

face temperature set-point time periods are shown in Fig. 5.4 as a baseline for comparison with
the other surface types. Note that in all of the visualization images the test surface is pictured
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Figure 5.4: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the HPi surface at the six surface
temperature set-points. The scale bar included in panel (a) is the same for all panels.

in the center and is bordered by the silicone gasket. On the periphery of the images the vertical
side walls of the polycarbonate enclosure are visible. Along the bottom edge of the images, the
polycarbonate side wall partially obscures the gasket due to a slight inclination of the camera (see
panels (a) and (b)). As described in Sec. 5.4, nominally a 37 × 39 mm area of the 52 × 52 mm
test surface is actually in contact with the liquid pool and is visible. It can be seen that very little
nucleation occurs on the HPi surface itself since it is smooth and has few potential nucleation sites.
Additionally, when water initially comes into contact with the HPi surface it can penetrate and
completely wet any potential nucleation sites and render them inactive [68]. Some air bubbles do
nucleate on the side walls and at the intersection of the gasket and test surface.
Visualization images for the smooth HPo surface are shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be seen
that several active nucleation sites exist on this surface away from the side walls. These sites are
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Figure 5.5: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the HPo surface at the six surface
temperature set-points.

active because the hydrophobic coating prevents the water from wetting the small defects on the
surface, due to surface tension, and air remains trapped inside them [68]. It can be seen that the
bubbles grow in size between each temperature set point (see panels (a) – (e)). As the temperature
increases, the equilibrium concentration of air that water can hold decreases and the water becomes
further supersaturated thus leading to increased mass transport of air from the bulk water to the air
bubbles trapped at the nucleation sites. At the 90 ◦ C surface temperature set-point some of the
bubbles grow large enough to merge (see panel (f)).
Images are shown for the SHPo-R surface (w = 40.0 µm, Fc = 0.78) for three set-point surface temperatures (40, 60, and 80 ◦ C) in Fig 5.6. The ribs are aligned vertically and note that only
two large bubbles along the sides are present, and they are aligned with the micro-rib orientation.
This behavior is unexpected but occurs for the following reason. Due to the concentration gradient
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from heating, air is transported to all of the cavities on the surface. However, it is channeled via a
thin air bubble along the top of the edge (see panel (b)), which is in contact with all the cavities, to
the two side bubbles (see panel (c)) such that bubbles do not grow in the center of the surface. This
is consistent with the findings of Huynh et al. which show that a captive bubble on a SHPo surface
can grow via injection of air elsewhere on the surface into the plastron [74]. To further illustrate
this phenomenon, visualization images for the SHPo-R* surface with the same micro-structure
(w = 39.9 µm, Fc = 0.79) are shown in Fig. 5.7. Recall for this surface that only a 32 × 32 mm
square in the center of the test section is patterned with the micro-structure such that the cavities
are isolated from interference with the side walls and sealing gasket. Note the vast differences in
the nucleation behavior when the cavities are isolated from the bubbles on the edges. The air can
no longer move freely from the inter-rib cavities toward the thin air bubble along the top, since
for this surface the top air bubble is not initially in contact with any of the inter-rib cavities (see
panel (a)). Thus, many anisotropic bubbles form that are aligned with the micro-structure, but that
are bounded. As the bubbles continue to grow with increasing Ts , they merge with neighboring
bubbles and become wider and less elongated to minimize surface energy. Also note that only one
bubble touches any given cavity, i.e. all the cavities a bubble is in contact with, will not have another bubble in contact with them. This occurs because as additional air is transported to a cavity, it
will flow through the cavity and add to the large bubble already in contact with the cavity in order
to minimize surface energy. Eventually, if enough air is transported, the bubbles may detach due
to buoyancy forces (compare panels (e) and (f)).
The concept of isolating the air cavities from one another is further explored by the addition
of sparse ribs that are spaced 2.5 mm apart and aligned perpendicular to the main rib microstructure. In Fig. 5.8 visualization images for the SHPo-R+ surface with w = 40.0 µm and Fc =
0.78 are shown. The nucleation behavior is drastically changed when compared to the SHPo-R and
SHPo-R* surfaces. The additional ribs create many more closed off air cavities and as such many
bubbles can nucleate independently and more completely cover the surface. The bubbles eventually
merge and become larger once enough mass transport has occurred. Note that the larger bubbles
are less anisotropic and have circular shape on the SHPo-R+ surface rather than an elongated one
as seen on the SHPo-R* surface (compare panel (f) of Fig. 5.8 and (e) of Fig. 5.7).
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Figure 5.6: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-R surface (w = 40.0 µm,
Fc = 0.78) at three of the six surface temperature set-points (40, 60, and 80 ◦ C). The ribs are
aligned vertically in the images.

Two other SHPo-R+ surfaces are tested that have different pitch and cavity fraction values
to explore the influence of the micro-structure dimensions. In Fig. 5.9 visualization images at
three surface temperature set-points (50, 70, and 90 ◦ C) are shown for the SHPo-R+ surface with
w = 40.1 µm and Fc = 0.55. The main difference between the 0.78 and 0.55 cavity fraction SHPoR+ surfaces is the size of the large bubbles at the final temperature of 90 ◦ C; the largest bubbles
on the Fc = 0.55 surface have base diameter that is about half the size as the largest bubbles on the
Fc = 0.78 surface (compare panel (f) of Fig. 5.8 with panel (c) of Fig. 5.9). Otherwise, the overall
nucleation behavior and bubble formations are very similar. In Fig. 5.10 visualization images at the
same three surface temperature set-points (50, 70, and 90 ◦ C) are shown for the SHPo-R+ surface
with w = 24.0 µm and Fc = 0.89. It can be seen in panel (a) that the initial nucleation bubbles at the
beginning of the temperature range are narrower than the prior two SHPo-R+ surfaces discussed
(compare panel (b) of Fig. 5.8, panel (a) of Fig. 5.9, and panel (a) of Fig. 5.10). Also note that on
the w = 24.0 µm, Fc = 0.89 SHPo-R+ surface that the bubbles at the final temperature are slightly
larger than those on the w = 40.0 µm, Fc = 0.78 SHPo-R+ surface (see panel (c) of Fig. 5.10).
From these observations it can be seen that both the pitch and the cavity fraction affect the bubble
nucleation. It appears that pitch is related to the bubble width at lower temperatures, while cavity
fraction is related to the largest bubble size possible once the majority of the smaller bubbles have
merged into large ones. Essentially, the pitch indicates the number of separated air cavities per unit
length on the surface, i.e. smaller pitch means more nucleation sites per unit length. Thus, more
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Figure 5.7: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-R* surface (w = 39.9 µm,
Fc = 0.79) at the six surface temperature set-points. The ribs are aligned vertically in the images.

bubbles can initially form over the same transverse distance, resulting in narrower bubbles on the
24 µm pitch SHPo-R+ surface relative to the two w = 40 µm SHPo-R+ surfaces when the sparse rib
spacing in the other direction is maintained constant. Once the smaller bubbles have merged into
larger ones that span many cavities, the cavity fraction seemingly becomes the dominant factor in
bubble size. Since the large air bubbles at the final surface temperatures are much greater than the
capillary length, a balance of surface energy forces, buoyancy forces, and amount of mass transfer
will dictate the bubble size. As such, the cavity fraction may not be the only factor that determines
the size of the large bubbles. Interestingly, the cavity width (wc ) is nominally the same for both
the w = 24.0 µm, Fc = 0.89 and w = 40.1 µm, Fc = 0.55 SHPo-R+ surfaces, yet the nucleation
behavior is different as discussed above. Since the spacing of the sparse ribs that are perpendicular
to the predominant rib micro-structure was not varied and maintained at 2.5 mm, the longitudinal
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Figure 5.8: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-R+ surface (w = 40.0
µm, Fc = 0.78) at the six surface temperature set-points. The predominant rib micro-structure is
vertically aligned in the images.

span of the small/mid-size bubbles for all three SHPo-R+ surfaces is similar and appears to be
very dependent on the sparse rib spacing (see panel (d) of Fig. 5.8, panel (b) of Fig. 5.9, and panel
(b) of Fig. 5.10). It is predicted that changing the spacing of the sparse ribs will also change the
longitudinal span of the bubbles (in a similar manner to how the pitch affected the transverse span).
However, once the sparse rib spacing becomes large enough, it is predicted that the bubbles will
adjust their own longitudinal span to minimize surface energy in a similar manner as the SHPo-R*
case (see panel (c) of Fig. 5.7).
The air cavities are further isolated from each other on the SHPo-H surface that is patterned
with a square lattice of circular holes. Visualization images are shown for the SHPo-H surface
(w = 24.0 µm, Fc = 0.51) in Fig. 5.11 for the six surface temperature set-points. Each hole can
serve as an active nucleation site and is isolated by the substrate from any neighboring site. Also,
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Figure 5.9: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-R+ surface (w = 40.1 µm,
Fc = 0.55) at three of the six surface temperature set-points (50, 70, and 90 ◦ C). The predominant
rib micro-structure is vertically aligned in the images.

Figure 5.10: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-R+ surface (w = 24.0 µm,
Fc = 0.89) at three of the six surface temperature set-points (50, 70, and 90 ◦ C). The predominant
rib micro-structure is vertically aligned in the images.

the pitch is the same in both primary directions for the SHPo-H surface, opposed to the rib/cavity
structured surfaces. As such, the nucleation is much more isotropic for the hole patterned surface
relative to the rib patterned surfaces.
The inverse case is also explored with a post structured surface. Images for the SHPo-P*
surface (w = 23.6 µm, Fc = 0.60) are shown in Fig. 5.12 for each of the six temperature set-points.
Note that this surface is only patterned over a 32 × 32 mm square in the center to isolate the air
cavities from the edges. It can be seen that only one bubble nucleates on the post surface since
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Figure 5.11: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-H surface (w = 24.0 µm,
Fc = 0.51) at the six surface temperature set-points.

all of the air cavities are connected. As mass is transfered via the menisci, it redirects via the air
network between the post structures to the one bubble. The bubble maintains a relatively consistent base size and further mass transfer leads to bubble pinch-off and departure due to buoyancy
(compare between panels (b) and (c), and between (d) and (e)). However, after the 80 ◦ C set-point
a bubble from the edge (see top left of panel (e)) encroaches on the patterned center. Subsequently,
air is drawn from the main bubble via the air network in the micro-structure lattice towards the
side bubble and the main bubble actually decreases in size during the 90 ◦ C set-point condition
(compare panels (e) and (f)).
For completeness, a test using water that is degassed using a vacuum chamber is performed
on the SHPo-R+ surface (w = 40.0 µm, Fc = 0.78). Visualization images are shown in Fig. 5.13
for this series of tests. Initially, the surface completely wets since the degassed water absorbs the
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Figure 5.12: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior on the SHPo-P* surface (w = 23.6 µm,
Fc = 0.60) at the six surface temperature set-points (the discoloration bands on this surface are due
to slight differences in the PTFE coating thickness (< 1 µm) at the base of the posts and does not
affect the nucleation behavior).
air from the cavities. At the conclusion of the 40 ◦ C set-point condition no nucleation is observed
(see panel (a)). However, after the 50 ◦ C set-point condition some nucleation does start to occur
from isolated cavities. These cavities may have smaller sub-micron defects in the PTFE coating
from which even degassed water cannot fully remove air [61]. Also, because the top surface of
the water is exposed to air, the bulk pool can eventually regain dissolved air due to mass transfer
through this top free surface. Natural convection cells will transport the resaturated cooler water
towards the bottom surface where it is heated and thus becomes supersaturated and transfers air
to the sub-micron cavities. Once enough air is transported to the surface, the micro-scale cavities
can transition to the Cassie-Baxter state and continue the nucleation process. However, here the
bubbles take on a different shape since the neighboring cavities are still wetted, the overall SHPo
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Figure 5.13: Top-view visualization of nucleation behavior with initially degassed water on the
SHPo-R+ surface (w = 40.0 µm, Fc = 0.78) at the six surface temperature set-points. The predominant rib micro-structure is vertically aligned in the images.

behavior is lost, and the contact angle is notably reduced (compare panel (d) of Fig. 5.8 and panel
(d) of Fig. 5.13). At the 90 ◦ C surface temperature set-point the natural convection is the strongest
and causes large transport of air from the top free surface to the test surface. As such, large bubbles
can eventually form and the majority of the surface can transition to the Cassie-Baxter state, despite
the water being initially degassed and starting in a wetted state (see panel (f)).
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5.5.2

Heat Transfer Results
In order to compare the the relative thermal performance of the surfaces, the natural con-

vection heat transfer coefficient is calculated as follows

h=

q00
Ts − Tp

(5.3)

and averaged over the selected steady-state time period to yield the average heat transfer coefficient
(h) at each set-point. Figure 5.14 presents the average heat transfer coefficient vs. the average
surface temperature (T s ) for all the tested surfaces. The data is separated into four panels for
clarity in comparing the results.
In panel (a) of Fig. 5.14 the results for the smooth HPi surface are displayed. A first order
estimate of h is also computed for the HPi surface from a general free convection correlation for
2D horizontal enclosures [3]
hL
1/3
= 0.069RaL Pr0.074
k

(5.4)

where k is the fluid thermal conductivity, Pr is the Prandtl number (ν/α), and RaL is the Rayleigh
number

RaL =

gβ (T1 − T2 )L3
αν

(5.5)

g is the local acceleration due to gravity, β is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of the
fluid, α is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, T1 and T2
are the constant temperatures of the bottom and top surfaces respectively, and L is the separation
distance between the surfaces [3]. Note that this correlation is for the classical scenario of two
infinite horizontal plates where the bottom plate is heated and the top plate is cooled and both are
maintained at fixed temperatures. This is different from the current scenario where the bottom
surface is heated and the second temperature measurement occurs in the center of the convective
enclosure. Also, the top surface of the present set-up is a free surface rather than a no-slip fixed
temperature boundary and the aspect ratio of the 3D enclosure is such that the sidewalls will affect
the results. Despite these limitations, Eq. (5.4) predicts the linear trend in h with decent agreement
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.14: Average heat transfer coefficient vs. average surface temperature. Panel (a) compares
the smooth HPi and HPo surfaces, a basic natural convection correlation [3], and illustrates the
uncertainty analysis performed based on the SHPo-R+ surface (w = 40.0 µm, Fc = 0.78). Panel
(b) compares all the rib/cavity surfaces where w = 40 µm and Fc = 0.8 nominally, including the
degassed test. Panel (c) compares all the rib/cavity surfaces with sparse perpendicular ribs (i.e. the
three SHPo-R+ surfaces). Panel (d) compares the SHPo-R+, SHPo-H, and SHPo-P* surfaces
where Fc ≈ 0.55. Results for the HPi surface are repeated in all panels with the worst-case-scenario
error bars included for comparison. The lines between markers are included to guide the eye.
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when the temperature difference (T1 − T2 ) is replaced by (T s − T p ) from the HPi test. Note that L
cancels out when computing h from Eq. (5.4). T p is the temporal average of the pool temperature
at a given set-point over the selected steady-state period. All fluid properties are computed at the
average of T s and T p .
Three replicate tests are performed on the SHPo-R+ (w = 40.0 µm, Fc = 0.78) surface to
obtain an estimate of the relative uncertainty in h. This surface is chosen for estimating uncertainty
because it has a very large amount of bubbles which leads to the greatest amount of variability
and is considered a worst-case-scenario. Between each replicate test the surface is completely
removed from the set-up and then reassembled with new thermal paste as described previously
to capture variability in the testing procedure due to assembly as well. Presented in panel (a) of
Fig. 5.14 is the mean of the three tests with error bars based on the standard deviation between the
replicate tests. The largest standard deviation occurs at the 40 ◦ C set-point and is 10.4 W/m2 -K.
It is assumed that this worst-case-scenario value is a good indicator for the relative uncertainty in
h and will be similar for the other surfaces as well. This worst case value is projected to the HPi
surface for visualization. Note that the error bars are only shown on the SHPo-R+ and HPi surfaces
for clarity. It can immediately be seen that the SHPo-R+ surface drastically decreases in thermal
performance, relative to the HPi and HPo surfaces. This is due to the massive amount of bubble
growth present on this surface type. The air bubbles act as an insulating layer and increase the
resistance to heat transfer thus reducing h.
Panel (a) of Fig. 5.14 also compares the results from the HPo surface. Note that it performs
nominally the same as the HPi surface up until 80 ◦ C. This correlates well with the visualization
results which show that air bubbles start to occupy a significant fraction of the HPo surface at the
80 ◦ C and 90 ◦ C surface temperatures (see Fig. 5.5). As noted previously, the air bubbles cause the
corresponding reduction in h after 80 ◦ C.
In panel (b) of Fig. 5.14, results for all of the surfaces with variations of the rib/cavity
structure with a nominal pitch of 40 µm and cavity fraction 0.8 are shown. Also, the HPi case is
shown for reference in all of the panels. The SHPo-R surface has the best thermal performance
since it only has the two large bubbles at the edges of the surface2 (see Fig. 5.6). The addition of
the box to isolate the cavities from the sides allows for more bubbles to form and decreases the
2 Note

that this surface was only tested up to 80 ◦ C.
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thermal performance of the SHPo-R* surface (see Fig. 5.7). Further, addition of sparse transverse
ridges (SHPo-R+ surface) allows bubbles to encompass the entire surface and yields the the worst
thermal performance (see Fig. 5.8). Results for the degassed test on the same SHPo-R+ surface
are also shown. Initially, this surface performs similar to the HPi surface, since it has no bubbles
due to the degassed water. However, once nucleation starts occurring on the surface, h diverges
from the HPi test and by T s = 90 ◦ C h approaches the value of the SHPo-R+ test performed with
air-saturated water.
Panel (c) of Fig. 5.14 compares results for all of the different SHPo-R+ surfaces. The
SHPo-R+ surface with w = 24.0 µm and Fc = 0.89 performs almost the same as the SHPo-R+
surface with w = 40.0 µm and Fc = 0.78 surface, despite the different rib/cavity pitch values and
slightly different cavity fractions. The SHPo-R+ surface with w = 40.1 µm and Fc = 0.55 has a
marginally better thermal performance since the bubbles are slightly smaller relative to the other
two surfaces, as discussed above. Also note, the SHPo-R+ surface with w = 40.1 µm and Fc = 0.55
and the SHPo-R+ surface with w = 24.0 µm and Fc = 0.89 have nominally the same cavity width
(wc ) yet they perform differently (refer to Table 5.1). This suggests that the cavity fraction and
not the pitch nor the cavity width is a dominant factor affecting h for SHPo-R+ surfaces, however,
additional tests considering the many different combinations of w, Fc , d, and the sparse rib spacing
distance would be required to conclude this definitively. It is evident that all the SHPo-R+ surfaces
dramatically reduce the thermal performance relative to the HPi surface, due to the existence of
the growing air bubbles. At 90 ◦ C, h for the SHPo-R+ surface with w = 40.0 µm and Fc = 0.78 is
nominally 40% less than for the HPi surface.
In panel (d) of Fig. 5.14 the SHPo-R+ (w = 40.1 µm, Fc = 0.55), SHPo-H (w = 24.0 µm,
Fc = 0.51), and SHPo-P* (w = 23.6 µm, Fc = 0.60) surfaces are compared, which all have similar
cavity fractions. Note that both of the surfaces with the closed air cavities yield a similar thermal
performance (i.e. the SHPo-R+ and SHPo-H surfaces). Since the SHPo-P* surface only has one air
bubble, it exhibits a better thermal performance, and h is closer to that for the HPi surface. Thus,
cavity fraction is not the sole metric of thermal performance; whether or not the air cavities are
comprised of open or closed cells also affects the bubble nucleation and consequently the overall
thermal performance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.15: Percent reduction in the average heat transfer coefficient relative to the HPi test
vs. average surface temperature. Panel (a) compares the smooth HPo and SHPo-R+ (w = 40.0
µm, Fc = 0.78) surfaces. Panel (b) compares all the rib/cavity surfaces where w = 40 µm and
Fc = 0.8 nominally, including the degassed test. Panel (c) compares all the rib/cavity surfaces with
sparse perpendicular ribs (i.e. the three SHPo-R+ surfaces). Panel (d) compares the SHPo-R+,
SHPo-H, and SHPo-P* surfaces where Fc ≈ 0.55. Uncertainty in the percent reduction based on
the worst-case-scenario error is the same for all series but is only depicted only on one series per
panel for clarity. The lines between markers are included to guide the eye.
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To aid in visualizing the magnitude of the reduction in the overall thermal performance, the
heat transfer results are recast as a percent reduction in h relative to the HPi test, i.e.


h
× 100%
% reduction = 1 −
hHPi

(5.6)

where hHPi is the convective heat transfer coefficient from the HPi test. Figure 5.15 presents the
percent reduction results vs. surface temperature and is organized into four panels in the same
manner as Fig. 5.14. The uncertainty in the percent heat transfer reduction is determined via a
sensitivity analysis of Eq. (5.6) and using the worst-case error of 10.4 W/m2 -K for the uncertainties
of h and hHPi . The uncertainty is the same for each series of tests but is illustrated graphically with
error bars on only one series per panel for clarity. As noted previously, the SHPo-R+ surfaces with
larger cavity fractions exhibit the greatest reduction in h due to their propensity to exhibit large
bubble growth. In general, the percent reduction trends exhibited in Fig. 5.15 agree well with the
qualitative visualization images in regards to bubble size and coverage (i.e. the surfaces with the
most bubbles exhibit the greatest reduction in heat transfer coefficient relative to the practically
bubble free HPi surface).
For all SHPo test cases performed, the thermal performance is reduced in comparison to a
smooth HPi surface3 . SHPo surfaces are designed to have air trapped in the cavities, however, the
magnitude of heat transfer reduction observed here is not solely do to the air (which has a thermal
conductivity much less than that of the silicon substrate) confined in the micro-scale cavities. Large
air bubbles are able to nucleate due to the mass transfer of dissolved air in the bulk liquid to the air
cavities on the surface. This occurs because water is a temperature dependent solvent of the main
gases that compose air (i.e. Nitrogen and Oxygen). Even when the water was initially degassed,
the SHPo-R+ surface was able to eventually exhibit large nucleation bubbles due to air transport at
the free surface and sub-micron defects on the surface that never fully wetted. Perhaps nucleation
could be avoided if the surface was completely degassed and the bulk liquid was not exposed
to air, however, this would lead to fully wetted cavities and defeat the purpose of using a SHPo
surface. Also, if the test surfaces were cooled instead of heated, it is expected that the water would
become undersaturated and absorb air from the cavities, leading to a wetted state. Thus, this work
40 ◦ C the SHPo-R surface has a slightly higher h value than the HPi surface, but it is well within the estimated
uncertainty.
3 At
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strongly suggests that heat and mass transfer cannot be separated on SHPo surfaces when water
is the the working liquid. Additionally, the micro-structure is critical in determining the quantity
and structure of the bubbles that are able to nucleate on the surface. Specifically, if the air cavities
are fully connected in a network, only a single bubble forms in order to minimize surface energy,
however, if the cavities are isolated from one another, many bubbles can form.

5.6

Conclusions
This work has experimentally explored the nucleation of air bubbles on SHPo surfaces due

to mass transport at sub-critical temperatures. Structured SHPo surfaces provide air cavities for
nucleation to occur. More bubbles are observed on the superhydrophobic surfaces with the closed
off cavities and when air-saturated water is used. As the surface temperature increases, more air
effervesces onto the surface due to an increased level of supersaturation and convection such that
heat and mass transfer cannot be treated independently. The nucleation leads to large air bubble
formations that reduce the overall convection coefficient when compared to the smooth surfaces.
The bubbles form in a manner that is dependent on the surface structure. Cavity fraction and the
underlying micro-structure are found to be the dominant factors affecting the bubble nucleation
behavior and the thermal performance of the surfaces studied.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation has explored heat transfer for superhydrophobic surfaces and microchannels and its related effects on mass transfer and hydrodynamic performance. Chapter 2 numerically
explored thermal transport in a parallel plate microchannel patterned with a rib/cavity structure
oriented perpendicular to the flow and Chapter 3 similarly explored a microchannel patterned with
a square lattice of square posts. Chapter 4 considered flow through a high-aspect ratio microchannel where one wall was superhydrophobic and heated via experimental methods and visually
explored the resultant bubble nucleation. Chapter 5 empirically considered the natural convection
and nucleation behavior for heated superhydrophobic surfaces submerged in a pool of water. Key
conclusions from the numerical works (Chapters 2 and 3) considering convective heat transfer in
microchannels in the absence of mass transfer will be summarized. Then, the experimental works
considering both the heat transfer and the consequential mass transfer (Chapters 4 and 5) will be
reviewed briefly. Finally, considerations based on the work as a whole and potential areas of future
research will be presented.

6.1

Convective Heat Transfer in Superhydrophobic Microchannels
Axial fluid conduction and the effects of forced convection were found to be critical in

determining the average Nusselt number for superhydrophobic microchannels patterned with a
rib/cavity structure oriented perpendicular to the flow in Chapter 2. The work of Chapter 2 bridged the gap between prior analytical/semi-analytical works in the literature where diffusion was
assumed to dominate [23] and where axial fluid conduction was neglected [42]. In accord with
the prior works, it was confirmed that superhydrophobic surfaces reduce the convective heat transfer in all cases. Interestingly, while the average Nusselt number was reduced, the local Nusselt
number was increased over the heated ribs. In addition to the average Nusselt number, aggregate
heat transfer results were also presented in the form of temperature jump length. The reduction
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in the average Nusselt number was found to be the greatest for large cavity fractions, low Peclet
numbers, and large relative module widths; approaching an 80% reduction relative to a smooth
walled channel for the most extreme case explored (Fc = 0.98, Wm = 1, Pe = 100). However, for
small cavity fractions, large Peclet numbers, and large relative module widths the Nusselt number
was comparable to that of a smooth channel (i.e. very little reduction).
The work of Chapter 3 extended the semi-analytical model of Enright et al. [23] which considered a semi-infinite diffusion dominated scenario to include inertial effects and channel confinement effects for microchannels patterned with a square lattice of square posts. A map of parameter
regimes where the model of Enright et al. is valid was created. Overall, the trends concerning
the average Nusselt number reduction with respect to cavity fraction, Peclet number, and relative
module width were similar for both the rib and post structured surfaces. Nearly a 95% reduction
in the average Nusselt number, relative to a smooth channel, was observed for the most extreme
case explored (Fc = 0.98, Wm = 1, Pe = 1)). Correlations for the hydrodynamic slip length and
temperature jump length were also presented for post surfaces with large cavity fractions.

6.2

Mass Transfer due to Sub-critical Heating on Superhydrophobic Surfaces
It is well known that liquid water can hold less dissolved air at higher temperatures [4]

and as such can become supersaturated when heated. In Chapter 4 it was found that when water
saturated with air was used as the working fluid in a superhydrophobic microchannel, heating the
superhydrophobic surface resulted in mass transfer from the supersaturated water, via the meniscus, to the air cavities of the superhydrophobic surface. The mass transfer caused bubbles to grow
from the cavities and protrude into the channel. The bubbles merged and became large enough to
obstruct the flow and degraded the hydrodynamic performance of the superhydrophobic surfaces
when compared to a smooth hydrophilic surface. Eventually, the bubbles grew large enough such
that they were flushed out of the channel, which resulted in a cyclic pressure drop over the channel.
The orientation of the rib/cavity micro-structure greatly affected how the bubbles would nucleate,
grow, and be expelled from the channel. The superhydrophobic surfaces with the most bubbles had
increased wall temperatures along the channel relative to a smooth hydrophilic surface, indicating
a reduction in thermal performance. Other factors such as flow-rate and channel hydraulic diame-
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ter were explored and shown to affect the bubble nucleation behavior and resulting hydrodynamic
and thermal performance.
The nucleation behavior was further investigated for heated superhydrophobic surfaces submerged in a pool of water in Chapter 5. In the absence of forced fluid flow, the nucleating bubbles
remained on the surface much longer until buoyancy forces would cause them to detach. Many
different superhydrophobic micro-structure types were explored and found to affect the shape and
quantity of formed bubbles. The surfaces with a closed-cell micro-structure resulted in the greatest
amount of nucleation because the air cavities were isolated from one another. Natural convection
coefficients were computed to compare the thermal performance of the different surface types. The
closed-cell surfaces exhibited a large reduction in heat transfer, relative to a smooth hydrophilic
surface, due to the large amount of air bubbles present. The reduction was largest at higher surface
temperatures where mass transfer was the greatest and the most bubbles were observed (≈ 40%
reduction in the heat transfer coefficient for the worst-case scenario).

6.3

General Conclusions and Future Work
As a whole, this work shows that superhydrophobic surfaces reduce convective heat trans-

fer due to their ability to trap air in their cavities. This is consistent with the general trend present
in the convective heat transfer literature which shows that pressure drop and thermal performance
are coupled (i.e. attempts to increase heat transfer lead to increased pressure drop, and attempts
to reduced pressure drop are accompanied by reduced heat transfer). Additionally, the air trapping cavities are shown to promote bubble nucleation when water is the working fluid due to
mass transfer and leads to further reduction in heat transfer. Prior works considering channel
flow [23, 40–43, 47, 49, 51], including Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation, have not included this
type dynamic mass transfer due to heating in their models. Frequently, superhydrophobic microchannels are investigated in order to evaluate their performance in micro-scale heat exchangers,
specifically to see if the drag reduction benefit outweighs the heat transfer penalty. However, this
work has shown that if water that is initially saturated with air is used as the working fluid, both the
hydrodynamic and thermal performances are greatly degraded due to the resultant bubbles from
the mass transfer. Also, if the water is degassed, it readily absorbs the air from the cavities and
the microchannel will lose its drag reducing benefits. As such, it is the author’s opinion that mass
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transfer of dissolved gases will always be a crucial factor in heated superhydrophobic microchannels if water (or any other fluid that is a temperature dependent solvent of the gases trapped in the
cavities) is utilized. Further, mass transport as a result of heating has also been shown to occur for
submerged superhydrophobic surfaces in the absence of forced fluid flow, where the underlying
micro-structure is a critical factor that determines the shape and quantity of the nucleating bubbles.
In general, this work strongly suggests that mass transfer is inseparable from heat transfer when
considering superhydrophobic surfaces in conjunction with an air/water system.
Future work could investigate potential fluids that do not dissolve gases if a beneficial
micro-scale heat exchanger is to be created from superhydrophobic surfaces. The idea of creating
a passive bubble layer by heating in a macro-scale channel, such that the bubbles actually reduce
drag, could also be explored. For the macro-scale case, the bubbles could provide a reduced shear
boundary condition at the wall, yet be small enough that they do not obstruct the main flow such
that an overall drag reduction may be achieved. In regards to nucleation on superhydrophobic
surfaces, there may be future applications where controlled mass transport to a surface and/or
bubble attachment is desired; superhydrophobic surfaces could be designed and tailored with a
specific micro-structure to fulfill such a need.
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APPENDIX A.

CLEAN-ROOM PROCESSES

This appendix includes pertinent information on the fabrication of the superhydrophobic
surfaces used in this work. The surfaces were fabricated in Brigham Young University’s Integrated
Microfabrication Lab (IML) using silicon wafers as the substrate. Appendix A.1 of Joesph Prince’s
dissertation contains a general outline of the steps necessary to fabricate such surfaces and the
rationale behind the steps [93]. This appendix focuses more on the particulars of using the various
equipment in the IML and outlines many of the steps in more detail. These outlines are not intended
to replace training. Please make sure proper training is received before attempting any of the
processes outlined here. Note that processes may change and be updated in the future. Any future
instructions/modifications from the IML lab manager or machine owners supersede this document.
Use with discretion and at your own risk.

A.1

Negative Photolithography Instructions

This section has been adapted from the notes of Joesph Prince.
I. Clean wafers
1. Use spinner across from clean oven
2. Use spinner to wash with acetone
3. Apply IPA while acetone is still being applied
4. Heat in dehydration oven [clean oven] (150 ◦ C) for 15 minutes
II. Spin on photoresist
1. Use negative photoresist AZ® nLOF 2020
2. Use spinner on far left of photolithography bench
3. Set a hotplate to 110 ◦ C
4. Press F1 to select program on spinner
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5. Set the RPM: 2750
6. Set time: 60 sec
7. Set ACL (acceleration): 26
• Results in a photoresist thickness of (≈ 1 – 2 µm)
8. Turn off F1 or spinner will spin forever
9. Align wafer on spinner chuck with fingers
10. Apply vacuum
11. Apply a silver dollar amount of photoresist in the center of the wafer
12. Close lid
13. Press run to start
14. When done spinning turn off vacuum and remove wafer
15. Softbake: Set wafer on hotplate for 1 min
16. Check for defects in application of photoresist
• If major problems are present, then perform a simple acetone/IPA clean and start
over
• If it is difficult to remove the wafer from the spinner because the vacuum doesn’t
turn off completely, then check to see if any one else is using a spinner on the
photolithography bench; if not, then you can turn off the vacuum line to the left
of the photolithography bench. Remember to turn it back on after removing your
wafer.
III. Exposing the wafer:
1. Use the Karl Suss aligners
2. Calculate the exposure time
• Expose AZ® nLOF 2020 to 70 mJ/cm2 of light UV energy (UV-sensitivity: i-line
[365 nm])
– (e.g. If lamp is outputting 7 mW/cm2 then expose for 10 seconds)
• Use the light meter to measure the output density of the aligner and calculate exposure time as outlined above
• Press Light Measure button on touch screen of aligner to get measurement
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3. Set up the Short Program
a. Press System button
b. Press Short Program button
c. Change Program button
d. Press Edit button
e. Change type: Hard
f. Press Page 1
• Set to exposure time calculated in step 2
• Alignment gap: 0
• Hard contact delay: 10 sec (allow air to escape)
• Press Return button when finished
g. Press Page 2
• First Mask
• Negative
• Return
h. Press Continue
i. Press Return 2 times
4. Run the Short Program
a. Press Start button
b. Press Continue button (note: there is no mask to unload)
• Make sure stage is all the way back and turn clamping on
c. Press Continue
d. Chuck will rise and Load Wafer screen will appear
• Load the wafer aligning the flat
• Turn the vacuum on
e. Press Continue
f. Load Mask screen appears
• Make sure clamping and vacuum is off
• Pull out stage slowly until clicks (but not all the way out or will fall)
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• Align the desired mask on the pins (making sure the chrome side is down)
• Push stage back
• Turn clamping and vacuum on
g. Press Continue
• There will be a short delay and the wafer will be exposed
h. Unload the mask
• Turn off clamping and vacuum to remove
i. Unload the wafer
• Turn off vacuum to remove
j. Press Cancel to stop processing and go back to Short Program screen
5. Post exposure bake (PEB) on hotplate at 110 ◦ C for 1 minute
IV. Developing the wafer:
1. Use crystallization disk marked “Maynes”
2. Pour in about 1 cm of AZ® 300 MIF developer
3. Put in wafer face up with tweezers
4. Agitate with swirling motion watching development for ≈ 30 seconds (a little less than
this if agitating aggressively)
5. Remove wafer and promptly rinse with deionized water
6. Dry with Nitrogen gun
7. Look at wafer under microscope to inspect for defects or unfinished development
NOTES:
• Minimum feature size obtainable with AZ® nLOF 2020 is about 1 µm
• BYU Cleanroom page on wafer photolithography: http://cleanroom.byu.edu/SOP_05PR
• Microchemicals website with more info: http://www.microchemicals.com/downloads/
application_notes.html
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A.2

Positive Photolithography Instructions

This section has been adapted and compiled from the notes of Joesph Prince and the notes of Kevin
Marr.
I. Clean wafers
1. Use spinner across from clean oven
2. Use spinner to wash with acetone
3. Apply IPA while acetone is still being applied
4. Heat in dehydration oven [clean oven] (150 ◦ C) for 15 minutes
II. Spin on HMDS to promote photoresist adhesion (optional)
1. Set Program with F1 on spinner on far left of photolithography bench
• Speed: 3000 RPM
• Acceleration: 550 rad/s2
• Time: 10 sec
2. Turn off F1 or spinner will spin forever
3. Align wafer on spinner chuck with fingers
4. Apply vacuum
5. Spray surface clean with clean air or Nitrogen gun
6. Dispense about 3-4 drops of HMDS onto center of wafer
7. Immediately close lid and start spinner
8. Close HMDS bottle
9. Open spin coater lid and inspect wafer once spin coating is complete
• If coating is not satisfactory, solvent clean wafer and bake in oven at 150 C for
8-10 min, and repeat HMDS spin coating process
III. Spin on photoresist
1. Use positive photoresist AZ® 3330 or AZ® 3312
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2. Use spinner on far left of photolithography bench
3. Set a hotplate to 90 ◦ C
4. Press F1 to select program on spinner
5. Set the RPM: 6000 for AZ® 3330 / 4000 for AZ® 3312
6. Set time: 60 sec
7. Set ACL (acceleration): ?
• Should result in a photoresist thickness of (≈ 1 – 2 µm)
8. Turn off F1 or spinner will spin forever
9. Make sure vacuum is on
10. Apply a silver dollar amount of photoresist in the center of the wafer
11. Close lid
12. Press run to start
13. When done spinning turn off vacuum and remove wafer
14. Softbake: Set wafer on hotplate for 1 min (90 ◦ C)
15. Check for defects in application of photoresist
• If major problems are present, then perform a simple acetone/IPA clean and start
over
• If it is difficult to remove the wafer from the spinner because the vacuum doesn’t
turn off completely, then check to see if any one else is using a spinner on the
photolithography bench; if not, then you can turn off the vacuum line to the left
of the photolithography bench. Remember to turn it back on after removing your
wafer.
IV. Exposing the wafer:
1. Use the Karl Suss aligners
2. Calculate the exposure time
• Expose AZ® 3312 to 40 mJ/cm2 of light UV energy (UV-sensitivity: i-line [365
nm])
• Expose AZ® 3330 to 100 mJ/cm2 of light UV energy (UV-sensitivity: i-line [365
nm])
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• Use the light meter to measure the output density of the aligner and calculate exposure time as outlined above
• Press Light Measure button on touch screen of aligner to get measurement
3. Set up the Short Program
a. Press System button
b. Press Short Program button
c. Change Program button
d. Press Edit button
e. Change type: Hard
f. Press Page 1
• Set to exposure time calculated in step 2
• Alignment gap: 0
• Hard contact delay: 10 sec (allow air to escape)
• Press Return button when finished
g. Press Page 2
• First Mask
• Positive
• Return
h. Press Continue
i. Press Return 2 times
4. Run the Short Program
a. Press Start button
b. Press Continue button (note: there is no mask to unload)
• Make sure stage is all the way back and turn clamping on
c. Press Continue
d. Chuck will rise and Load Wafer screen will appear
• Load the wafer aligning the flat
• Turn the vacuum on
e. Press Continue
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f. Load Mask screen appears
• Make sure clamping and vacuum is off
• Pull out stage slowly until clicks (but not all the way out or will fall)
• Align the desired mask on the pins (making sure the chrome side is down)
• Push stage back
• Turn clamping and vacuum on
g. Press Continue
• There will be a short delay and the wafer will be exposed
h. Unload the mask
• Turn off clamping and vacuum to remove
i. Unload the wafer
• Turn off vacuum to remove
j. Press Cancel to stop processing and go back to Short Program screen
5. Post exposure bake (PEB) on hotplate at 90 ◦ C for 1 minute
V. Developing the wafer:
1. Use crystallization disk marked “Maynes”
2. Pour in about 1 cm of AZ® 300 MIF developer
3. Put in wafer face up with tweezers
4. Agitate with swirling motion watching development for ≈ 20 – 40 seconds (a little less
than this if agitating aggressively)
5. Remove wafer and promptly rinse with deionized water
6. Dry with Nitrogen gun
7. Look at wafer under microscope to inspect for defects or unfinished development
NOTES:
• Minimum feature size obtainable with AZ® 33xx series is about 1 µm
• BYU Cleanroom page on wafer photolithography: http://cleanroom.byu.edu/SOP_05PR
• Integrated Micro Materials website with more info: http://imicromaterials.com/index.
php/products/ig-line-photoresists/az-3300-series
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A.3

STS DRIE Instructions

This section has been adapted from the notes of Joesph Prince.
1. Check to make sure:
• Chiller is on (≈ 40 ◦ C)
• RF generator power is on
• All interlocks are OK
• No alarms (box to the right of the STS, all lights should be green)
• Mechanical pump for load-lock chamber is working
• Machine is in active mode
2. Turn on the following gases in the back room:
• SF6
• C4 F8
• O2
• He
3. Record info in log book
4. Change to Dev/Admin mode
5. Vent the load-lock chamber
6. Put the wafer in the load lock and align the flat of the wafer
7. Load the wafer
8. Select desired recipe (see Tables A.1 and A.2 of Appendix A.1 in Joesph Prince’s dissertation
for outline of the recipe [93])
• Only Select. Do NOT double click
9. Edit the Recipe:
• Go to Chamber Check tab
• Change number of cycles
• Will etch ≈ 0.4 µm/cycle (changes from run to run)
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• Best to etch about half of the depth you need and calculate the exact etch rate to figure
out the remaining number of cycles needed to reach desired depth
• Save Recipe
10. Process the wafer
11. Fill in data on the log sheet
• He leak rate
• Process time
• Gas rates
• RF powers
12. Unload the wafer
13. Vent the load-lock and remove the wafer
14. Put the machine in standby by doing the following:
• Press the Load button
• Press the Unload button
• Change operator mode back to Monitor mode
15. Record all info in log book
16. Turn off the gases that you turned on (if no one else is using them)
NOTES:
• Push down on lid of load-lock while loading to ensure vacuum seals at beginning of pump
down
• Typical recipe results in 13 sec/cycle
• Make sure that Ancillary is off
• Passivation step helps to etch deep
• Gases:
– O2 : Oxygen
– He: Helium
– SF6 : Sulfur Hexafluoride
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– C4 F8 : Halocarbon C318 - Octafluorocyclobutane
• Roughing pump must get loadlock below 80 mTorr before venting/loading will occur
• Sometimes roughing pump runs out of vacuum oil or is turned off

A.4

Photoresist Removal

Make sure you are properly trained before handling acids!
I. Set-up and heating
1. Place wafer on acid bench
2. Make sure there are enough towels on the acid bench before putting on acid gear
3. Put on acid gear
4. Select glassware that will be large enough for your wafer(s)
5. Make sure glassware is clean and dry
6. Get wafer holder
7. Put wafer(s) in wafer holder face down and place inside of glassware
8. Get Nano-Strip® from acid cabinet
9. Slowly pour Nano-Strip® until the wafer is submerged to depth of about 5 mm
10. Cover with lenticular glass
11. Label container
12. Place on hotplate at 90 ◦ C for 4 hours
13. Put Nano-Strip® back in acid cabinet (Make sure it has a vented cap)
14. Wash and dry your gloves
15. Remove acid gear
II. Cooling
1. Put on acid gear
2. After 4 hours of heating, remove container from hot plate and set on acid bench to cool
for about 3 hours
3. Remove acid gear
III. Removal (Once cooled)
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1. Make sure there are enough cleanroom towels on the acid bench before putting on acid
gear
2. Put on acid gear
3. Start water in sink running slowly (can use cascade on right bench if desired to wash
items)
• Can put an extra dish in sink to have a water bath to rinse in
4. Remove wafer and wafer holder with acid bench tweezers and rinse in sink until clean,
dry off wafer with air gun and set aside
5. Dry off wafer holder and set aside
• Cover glassware containing used Nano-Strip® with lenticular glass and set aside
while washing wafer and wafer holder
6. Get waste container for Nano-Strip®
7. Place waste bottle in sink and open
8. Put funnel in waste bottle
9. Carefully pour Nano-Strip® out of glassware into waste container
10. Put empty glassware in the bottom of the sink under the running water
11. Remove funnel and rinse in sink
12. Cap the Nano-Strip® waste bottle (Make sure it is a vented cap)
13. Make sure waste bottle doesn’t have acid on it and dry off the bottom, set aside (back
in bucket)
14. Clean, dry, and set aside funnel
15. Cleanout/rinse the glassware thoroughly, dry and set aside
16. Wash and dry your gloves
17. Put Nano-Strip® waste back in acid cabinet
18. Put cleaned glassware, funnel, and wafer holder onto the drying rack
19. Wash and dry your gloves
20. Remove acid gear
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A.5

Planar Etcher II (O2 Burn) Instructions

1. Press green START button on power box on wall
2. Turn on Main power toggle switch
3. Make sure Vacuum valve is closed (big black knob)
4. Vent the chamber with Vent toggle switch
(a) Wait until chamber lid can be lifted
(b) Switch off Vent toggle switch
5. Open chamber
6. Put wafer(s) near center but not over the hole
7. Close chamber
8. Slowly open Vacuum valve at first to prevent wafers from sliding around
9. Continue to open valve and wait for chamber to vacuum down
10. Turn on O2 flow via Gas 1 toggle switch (Flow-rate should be 10)
11. Set wattage roughly with dial control
12. Turn on generator power via toggle switch to strike a plasma (start timer now)
13. Fine tune wattage
14. Turn off generator power once desired time reached (Do NOT go longer than 5 min)
15. Turn off O2
16. Wait for chamber to vacuum down
17. Close Vacuum valve
18. Vent the chamber (same process as step 4.)
19. Remove wafer(s)
20. Close chamber and vacuum back down after use
21. Turn off Main power toggle switch
22. Press STOP button on power box on wall
Recipe for removing residue from incomplete Nano-Strip® process:
• 200 W for 5:00 min
• Do not run for more than 5 min or with wattage greater than 200 W
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A.6

Denton E-Beam Evaporator Instructions

This section was adapted from the notes of Kevin Marr.
1. Make sure chiller is on (silver one to the right of E-beam under table next to STS, will be at
about 72 degrees)
2. Fill out preliminary information in E-Beam logbook
3. If chamber is initially under vacuum, ensure that all functions/valves are off and select the
Vent button
4. Once chamber is vented, the chamber door should easily open (this takes a few minutes)
5. Turn Vent button off
6. Inspect wafer planetary system and ensure that the motor fixtures are installed
7. Secure wafers to wafer plates by gently tightening screws around the perimeter of the wafer
8. Use thumb screws to ensure that wafer is securely fastened to wafer plate
9. Use clean air/Nitrogen gun to gently blow off each wafer assembly before installation onto
planetary system in evaporator chamber
10. Use set screw on backside of wafer plate to mount securely to motor fixtures
• Make sure to secure to set screw to flat on motor fixture shaft
11. Gently pull on each wafer plate after installation to ensure that plates are securely fastened
12. Ensure E-Gun Shutter is open (green) to allow access to the crucible receiver
13. Acquire crucible of desired material (Chromium for my process)
• Make sure an adequate amount material is in the crucible
14. Using large tweezers, place crucible into receiver of E-Beam Evaporator
15. Use flashlight to illuminate crucible within the chamber
• Flashlight should be placed such that it does not need to be held in place
16. Align E-Beam mirrors such that the crucible can only be seen through the sight-glass by
reflection off mirrors, and not by direct line of sight
• If crucible can be seen by direct line of sight then deposition will occur on the sightglass
17. Turn off and remove flashlight from chamber
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18. Secure wires from each battery on motor fixtures to respective electric motor to begin rotation of the individual wafer plates
19. On E-Beam Evaporator display, select Rotation to begin rotation of planetary system
• Speed button can be used to adjust rotational speed of planetary system. Default: Slow
20. Shut the chamber door and press firmly on the door until vacuum is pulled on chamber during
the following steps
21. Select Mech. Pump button (turn on; green)
22. Select Roughing Valve button (turn on; green)
23. Wait until Chamber TC display indicates a chamber pressure of 1.0E-1 Torr or lower (takes
about 20 min)
24. Select Roughing Valve button (turn off; red)
25. Select High Vac Valve button (turn on; green)
26. Wait until Chamber TC reads “HIGH VAC”
27. Select Ion Gauge Emission button (turn on; green)
28. Wait until Chamber IG display indicates a chamber pressure of 5.5E-5 Torr or lower (takes
about 25 min)
• Proceed to step 29. once chamber is pumped down to 1E-4 Torr or less to prepare for
deposition
29. Prepare for deposition
(a) Turn on main power to Telemark TT-3 Power Supply
(b) Ensure that Voltage/Emission button is off
(c) Turn on main power to the Inficon® XTC/2 deposition controller box
(d) Set parameters on deposition controller box according to material
i. Select Reset
ii. Select Stop
iii. Change parameters by selecting Program (navigate using arrow keys; be sure to
select either up or down arrows after a value is entered in order to store the value)
A. Tooling factor (90 for Cr) [set both 1 and 2]
B. Density (7.2 for Cr)
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C. Z-Ratio (0.305 for Cr)
iv. Select Program to return to main screen
v. Press Zero to set deposition back to zero
(e) Allow at least 2 min for power supply and deposition controller box to warm up
(f) Select Life to display crystal life (XTAL%)
(g) Record crystal life in logbook
AFTER chamber pressure is 5.5E-5 Torr or lower
30. Record respective pump down times in logbook
31. Perform Deposition
(a) Turn Voltage/Emission button on
(b) Slowly ramp up Emission Current Adjustment knob, allowing for about 5 seconds between each value of 10 on the dial (Analog dial and digital reading don’t match up.
Digital reading won’t start until analog dial is at roughly 50 mA)
(c) Once a visual of the crucible can just be seen through the sight-glass, adjust current
pattern as desired
i. Change current pattern type by using Spiral/Triangle/Manual (I use Triangle or
Spiral)
ii. Adjust pattern spread using Lateral Frequency, Longitudinal/Modular Frequency,
Lateral Amplitude, and Longitudinal/Modular Amplitude knobs
iii. Adjust pattern location using Sweep joystick, ensuring that the current pattern is
located exclusively within the material to be deposited
(d) Select E-Gun Shutter button (turn off; red) to ensure that deposition will not begin
prematurely during ramp up
(e) Once shutter is closed, continue slowly ramping up Emission Current Adjustment knob
until desired current is achieved (≈ 15mA on digital display)
(f) Select E-Gun Shutter button (turn on; green) to open shutter
(g) Continuously adjust amperage to keep deposition around 5 Angstroms/second
(h) Select Start button on deposition controller box to begin deposition measurements
(i) Continue deposition until desired thickness is met (read in kÅ, 1 kÅ= 100 nm)
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(j) Select E-Gun Shutter button (turn off; red)
(k) Begin slowly ramping down current using Emission Current Adjustment knob
(l) Once the dial reads 0.0 mA (off), turn Voltage/Emission button off
(m) Record deposition thickness in logbook along with operating pressure, etc.
(n) Allow power supply and deposition controller box at least 2 minutes to cool down
(o) Turn power supply and deposition controller box off
32. Select High Vac Valve button (turn off; red)
33. Wait until Ion Gauge reads 1E-4 Torr to ensure that the High Vac Valve actually closed all
the way
34. Select Ion Gauge Emission button (turn off; red)
35. Select Mech Pump button (turn off; red)
36. Select Vent to vent chamber
37. Select E-Gun Shutter button (turn on; green)
38. Once chamber is vented, reverse procedure outlined in steps 5 through 19 (not including the
steps on aligning sight mirrors w/ flashlight) to remove wafers from planetary system and
disconnect wafers from plates
39. Once wafers are removed, shut chamber door and press firmly on door until vacuum is pulled
on chamber during following steps
40. Put E-Beam Evaporator into standby mode
(a) Select Mech Pump button (turn on; green)
(b) Select Roughing Valve button (turn on; green)
(c) Wait until Chamber TC display indicates a chamber pressure of 1.0E-1 Torr or lower
(d) Select Roughing Valve button (turn off; red)
(e) Select Mech Pump button (turn off; red)
NOTES:
• Deposit about 100 nm (1 kÅ) of Cr @ a rate of 0.5 nm/s (5 Å/sec)
• For Chromium:
– Tool factor: 90
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– Density: 7.2
– Z-factor: 0.305
– May need to move beam to new chunk of Chromium during evaporation in order to not
burn through bottom of crucible
• Crystal is dead at ≈ 25%
• NEVER open high vac valve without roughing pump being on
• Error messages won’t go away until pressing on the error header on the touch screen
• NEVER have roughing valve and high vac valve open at the same time
• Do NOT start Ion Gauge Emission until HIGH VAC reading is seen

A.7

TeflonTM Coating Instructions

This section was prepared using the notes of Joseph Prince.
I. Preparing TeflonTM Solution
1. MIX 0.31 mL of TeflonTM AF 1601 6% solution INTO 9 mL of Fluorinert® FC-40
• Results in a 0.2% TeflonTM solution
II. 1st TeflonTM Coating
1. Preheat hotplate to 90 ◦ C
2. Spin coat the 0.2% TeflonTM solution onto the wafer at 1000 RPM for 20 seconds
• Use the far right analog spinner on photolithography bench
3. Place on hotplate for 5 min.
4. Ramp up to 165 ◦ C
5. Wait 5 min.
6. Ramp up to 330 ◦ C (can use 300 ◦ C if hotplates have problems)
7. Wait 20 min.
8. Turn off hotplate
9. Wait 15 min. for wafer to cool
III. 2nd TeflonTM Coating (after dicing the wafers)
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1. Preheat hotplate to 90 ◦ C
2. Mount the diced pieces to a whole wafer
3. Spin coat the 0.2% TeflonTM solution onto the wafer pieces at 1000 RPM for 20 seconds
4. Remove the pieces
5. Follow steps 3 – 9 from II
NOTES:
• The second coating is easier if you leave the wafer un-cleaved after dicing, then cleave after
applying second coating so you don’t have to mount the pieces to a scrap wafer
• Pipettes for dispensing the TeflonTM solution can be found in the gowning room
• TeflonTM AF Refractive Index: 1.315

A.8

DISCO Dicing Saw Instructions

This section was prepared with the help of Matthew Searle.
1. Put together wafer/tape assembly
(a) Use a cleanroom towel on the green part of tape machine to keep it from scratching the
wafer when placed face down
(b) Make sure metal ring is in place
(c) Pull out enough tape to cover wafer and ring
(d) Use black roller to press and adhere tape uniformly to back of wafer and ring
(e) Use razor blade to cut off excess tape around the outside of the ring
2. Make sure air and water are on (valves turned all the way counterclockwise)
3. Turn on monitor
4. Install blade
(a) Remove water manifold by unscrewing thumb screw
(b) Use jig and Allen wrench to take off nut
(c) Put on blade (label facing outward) (careful - blade is fragile)
(d) Secure blade with nut
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5. Press System initialization [SYS INT]
6. Enter the blade data for DISCO 27HDDC dicing blade
(a) Press [F5] then [F1] (Blade Exchange)
• 27HDDC doesn’t exist in menu so choose 27HEDC to get correct dimensions
(consult DISCO data sheet if necessary)
(b) Ensure the dimensions are correct
• Blade size: 55.56 mm
• Blade width/kerf: 0.025 mm
• Exposure: 0.760 mm
(c) Exit to menu [EXIT] (Press twice)
7. Press [SET UP]
(a) Make sure blade size is correct again (55.56 mm)
(b) Press [ENTER]
(c) Watch to make sure blade doesn’t cut the chuck (Press emergency STOP button if it
starts to cut the chuck or the blade breaks)
(d) Once setup is complete, press [EXIT]
8. Press [F3] (Select material to cut)
(a) Select the material to cut (100 for Si), then press [ENTER]
(b) Set Blade height (0.3 mm) and Work thickness (0.650 mm) press [ENTER] after each
change
(c) Feed speed: 10 mm/sec
(d) (On the same screen) change the index settings (refer to Fig. A.1 for index directions),
press [ENTER] after changing settings to make sure they have been updated
9. Put wafer/tape assembly onto the chuck, align with fingers, and make sure to vacuum down to chuck
with [VAC] button
• Can use the [Y] buttons to move the microscope out of the way
10. Press [F7] to go into semi auto mode
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11. Dicing: Make sure to change number of cuts to desired amount before starting to cut each
time
(a) Use microscope and the [Y] and [θ ] keys to align to a flat on the wafer, position the
blade at the desired starting point for the channel 1 index, and cut channel 1 (make sure
the number of cuts has been set to what you want for channel 1)
• Microscope brightness can be changed with little black knob
(b) Press [F5] (Rear) for the cuts to progress away from you (see Fig. A.1)
(c) Press [START] (make sure water comes on before cutting and stream splits on the
blade)
• You may want to blow off your wafer before switching to channel 2
• You can use escape distance to align on a different spot, then move a predefined
distance before cutting. Must set distance twice (right under number of cuts).
[Escape Rear] moves blade away from you. [Escape Front] moves blade towards
you.
(d) Rotate wafer 90◦ with [INDEX] button active (little dim red light should be on above
the button) and [θ ] button
(e) Position the blade at the desired starting point for the channel 2 index and cut channel
2 (make sure the number of cuts has been changed for channel 2)
(f) Press [F5], then [START]
12. Once all desired cuts have been made, stop spindle from spinning by pressing [SPNDL]
13. Press [EXIT] twice to move microscope out of way
14. Blow off wafer
15. Turn off vacuum ([VAC] button) and remove wafer/tape assembly
16. Remove blade with jig and Allen wrench (reverse of step 4))
17. Turn off monitor and turn microscope light down all the way, but leave the machine, air, and
water on.
18. Peel wafer from tape assembly
19. Cleave wafer on two clean room wipes and a small cylindrical dowel (ball point pen works)
• It may be convenient to not cleave the wafer until after the second coating of TeflonTM .
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5.65 mm

60.0 mm
24 mm

17 mm
Y-index
channel 1
START HERE
(2 cuts)
25.3 mm

25.3 mm

Y-index
channel 2
START HERE
(3 cuts)

Figure A.1: Schematic of how to dice wafer using the Y channel indexing and rear cutting on the
DISCO dicing saw to create two surfaces (60 × 25.3 mm) for the microchannel work of Chapter 4.
The channel 1 index is set to 60.0 mm with 2 cuts and the channel 2 index is set to 25.3 mm with
3 cuts. Red lines indicate cuts. (The gray area indicates where the wafer has been etched with a
micro-structure.)
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APPENDIX B.

JAVA MACROS FOR AUTOMATED MESH REFINEMENT

This appendix includes Java macros for automating mesh refinement in STAR-CCM+®.
This method was used to achieve grid independence for the simulations performed in Chapter
3 of this dissertation. The selection process used to determine the cells that will be refined is
determined internally by the simulation via “Field Functions” and a “Mesh Refinement Table”
and not conveyed in the macros. As such, these macros are not a general solution and depend
on the STAR-CCM+® simulation and mesh being set up in a specific manner, however, they do
give an overall example of the method. Once the simulation is set up with appropriate geometry
parameters, an initial mesh, fluid properties, boundary conditions, and convergence criteria, the
RefineMeshDriver.java macro is executed to automate the process of running the simulation
to convergence, re-meshing, and re-running to convergence continually in a loop until the friction
factor-Reynolds product ( f Re) changes by less than 0.1% between subsequent meshes. In the
course of executing, the RefineMeshDriver.java macro calls the refineMeshAndRerun.java
sub-macro. Large portions of the macros were created automatically via the ability of STARCCM+® to record macros based on user input. The nested DataWriter class was modified from
the example in the Automation section of the STAR-CCM+® Tutorial Guide [94].

B.1

RefineMeshDriver.java Macro

// STAR-CCM+ macro: RefineMeshDriver.java
// Written for STAR-CCM+ 10.02.010
package macro;
import java.lang.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
import star.common.*;
import star.base.neo.*;
import star.base.report.*;
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import star.vis.*;
public class RefineMeshDriver extends StarMacro {
public void execute() {
execute0();
}
private void execute0() {
// Get active simulation
Simulation simulation_0 = getActiveSimulation();
// Get current path
String path = simulation_0.getSessionDir();
// Get the simulation's name
String simName = simulation_0.getPresentationName();
// Set up a Data Writer nested class instance
DataWriter dw = new DataWriter(path + "/refinementHistory.csv");
// Start running the simulation for the first time
simulation_0.getSimulationIterator().run();
/* Set up report for obtaining fRe (an expression report for fRe must
* already exist and be defined in the .sim file) */
ExpressionReport expressionReport_1 =
((ExpressionReport) simulation_0.getReportManager().
getReport("fRe"));
/* Set up report for getting the number of cells to be refined (a sum
* report indicating the number of cells to be refined must already
* exist and be defined in the .sim file) */
SumReport sumReport_0 =
((SumReport) simulation_0.getReportManager().
getReport("Cells to be Refined"));
// Set up value for cells to be refined
Double cells = 0.0;
/* Set up report for getting total number of cells (a sum report
* indicating the total number of cells must already exist and be
* defined in the .sim file) */
SumReport sumReport_1 =
((SumReport) simulation_0.getReportManager().
getReport("Number of Cells"));
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/* Set up variables for storing the current and past iterations' number
* of cells and fRe value */
Double current_nCells = sumReport_1.getValue();
Double current_fRe = expressionReport_1.getValue();
Double past_nCells = sumReport_1.getValue();
Double past_fRe = expressionReport_1.getValue();
// Write current variables to refinementHistory.csv file
dw.writeDataLine(current_nCells.intValue(), 0, current_fRe.doubleValue(),
100.0);
// Set
Double
Double
Double

up stoping criteria for mesh refinement
refineCriteria = 0.1;
dfRe = 100.0;
dCells = 0.0;

/* Make a while loop to perform refinement until grid convergence is
* acheived */
while (Math.abs(dfRe) > refineCriteria) {
// Print the number of marked cells for refinment
cells = sumReport_0.getValue();
simulation_0.println("\n" + cells.intValue() +
" marked for refinement.\n");
// Run refinment macro
new StarScript(getActiveSimulation(),
new java.io.File(resolvePath("refineMeshAndRerun.java"))).
play();
// Update current values
current_nCells = sumReport_1.getValue();
current_fRe = expressionReport_1.getValue();
// Calculate changes
dfRe = (current_fRe - past_fRe) / past_fRe * 100.0; // percentage
dCells = current_nCells - past_nCells;
// Write data to file
dw.writeDataLine(current_nCells.intValue(), dCells.intValue(),
current_fRe.doubleValue(), dfRe.doubleValue());
// Update the past values
past_fRe = current_fRe;
past_nCells = current_nCells;
}
/* This class is based on the DataWriter class found in the Automation
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* section of the STAR-CCM+ Tutorial Guide */
public class DataWriter {
private String m_outputFile = "";
/* Constructor takes the path to the output file. It will create an
* output file and write the table headings, then close the file.
* The exception is not caught in the constructor, if it fails, the
* macro will stop. */
public DataWriter(String fileToWrite) {
// Assign the input argument to a member variable
m_outputFile = fileToWrite;
try {
FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(m_outputFile, true);
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw);
bw.write("# of Cells, Change in # Cells, fRe,
Percent Change in fRe");
bw.newLine();
bw.close();
} catch (Exception e) {
}
}
/* Method to write the data to the file
* output file. */
public void writeDataLine(int nCells, int dCells, double fRe,
double dfRe) {
try {
// Set up file writer (true option is for appending to file)
FileWriter fw = new FileWriter(m_outputFile, true);
BufferedWriter bw = new BufferedWriter(fw);
// Write data to the file
bw.write(nCells + ", " + dCells + ", " + fRe + ", " + dfRe);
/* Move cursor to next line in file for next set of data to be
* added */
bw.newLine();
// Close file
bw.close();
} catch (Exception e) { // No exception is displayed to the user
}
}
}
}
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B.2

refineMeshAndRerun.java Macro

// STAR-CCM+ macro: refineMeshAndRerun.java
// Written for STAR-CCM+ 9.02.007
package macro;
import java.util.*;
import
import
import
import

star.common.*;
star.resurfacer.*;
star.trimmer.*;
star.meshing.*;

public class refineMeshAndRerun extends StarMacro {
public void execute() {
execute0();
}
private void execute0() {
// Get active sim
Simulation activeSimulation = getActiveSimulation();
/* Turn on mesh refinement tables (Name must match mesh continuum name
* in .sim file */
MeshContinuum meshContinuum_0 =
((MeshContinuum) activeSimulation.getContinuumManager().
getContinuum("Mesh 1"));
ResurfacerMeshingModel resurfacerMeshingModel_0 =
meshContinuum_0.getModelManager().
getModel(ResurfacerMeshingModel.class);
/* Name must match mesh refinement table name in .sim file.
* Mesh refinement table must be activated and specified beforehand
* in .sim file. */
XyzInternalTable xyzInternalTable_0 =
((XyzInternalTable) activeSimulation.getTableManager().
getTable("Mesh Refinement Table"));
resurfacerMeshingModel_0.setMeshSizeTable(xyzInternalTable_0);
TrimmerMeshingModel trimmerMeshingModel_0 =
meshContinuum_0.getModelManager().
getModel(TrimmerMeshingModel.class);
trimmerMeshingModel_0.setMeshSizeTable(xyzInternalTable_0);
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/* Make sure mesh refinement is based on the Volume Mesh (Name must match
* volume mesh name in .sim file */
FvRepresentation fvRepresentation_0 =
((FvRepresentation) activeSimulation.getRepresentationManager().
getObject("Volume Mesh"));
xyzInternalTable_0.setRepresentation(fvRepresentation_0);
// Extract the table to get current values
xyzInternalTable_0.extract();
// Generate the mesh
MeshPipelineController meshPipelineController_0 =
activeSimulation.get(MeshPipelineController.class);
/* For continuum based meshing (will probably be different for
* Part Based Meshing) */
meshPipelineController_0.generateVolumeMesh();
/* Manually step in so an asymptotic stopping criterion won't be met
* too early (number of steps depends on nature of simulation stopping
* criteria) */
activeSimulation.getSimulationIterator().step(50, false);
// Run the simulation
activeSimulation.getSimulationIterator().run();
}
}
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